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Foreword 
 

In October 2018 and again in February and March 2020, I travelled to India, 
a country I had visited a few times before, to undertake some private research. 
Prior to my first visit to Mumbai in 2018 I confided to one or two colleagues 
the reason for my trip. I had worked in wildlife conservation since 1983, was 
approaching retirement, and had carried out a rough and ready stock-take of 
the state of conservation in the UK. During those 35 years we had made some 
progress in some areas and had failed to make inroads in many others. The 
net effect has been charted with precision: every three years the UK 
conservation sector produces a State of Nature Report, synthesising data 
compiled by over 50 organisations. The most recent, published in 2019, 
assessed the status and trends in 8,418 species in the UK, finding that 41% of 
the UK’s species had decreased in abundance since 1970, with 15% classed as 
threatened.  

The more I looked, the more I found that there was little in theory 
standing in the way of a substantial recovery in Britain’s wildlife. Popular 
interest seemed as high as ever. Recent attempts by the government to 
remove what it called the burden of environmental red tape, the regulatory 
safeguards that most people welcomed, were fought off with considerable 
public support. The problem was not public opinion; the problem seemed to 
be our inability to translate it into the political will needed to face off more 
powerful voices in the deeply conservative farming, forestry, landowning and 
infrastructure development sectors.  

I pondered the most intractable long-term conservation problems, the 
ones that had existed since the early days of my career and remained largely 
unsolved. These included the continued erosion of our protected areas 
network through piecemeal development, large-scale infrastructure, neglect 
or bad management. They included intensive, single-use land management, 
such as commercial forestry or grouse shooting, that was being carried out at 
the expense of all other valuable contributions that land could make. There 
was the catastrophic decline in once common wildlife, primarily caused by 
intensive agriculture. There was the scapegoating of certain species that were 
deemed to be causing problems, from badgers that may contribute to the 
persistence of bovine tuberculosis in domestic cattle, to the birds of prey that 
eat the same gamebirds that some people want to shoot. In every case the 
solutions were well known and in most cases the policies existed to support 
those solutions.  
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The barriers to progress were, in every instance I could think of, a matter 
of attitude and values, whether on the part of a few very influential people, 
or ingrained into the culture of a community or industry sector. 

Some of my colleagues were incredulous when I told them I was going 
to spend a few weeks in India, as part of my research into this cultural 
dimension of conservation and seeking inspiration for a new way of thinking. 
India was no paragon. Sure, India has achieved many conservation successes 
and has gained the admiration of the west in its commitment to tiger and 
elephant conservation. But the country is also the source of a constant stream 
of bad news stories. My colleagues pointed to its reputation as a centre for 
illegal wildlife trade, and the constant reconfiguring of its forest reserves and 
wildlife sanctuaries to make way for roads, dams and mines.  

I explained that I was not particularly interested in learning from what 
India is doing right, but in following the active debates over live issues that 
bring different perspectives into play; perspectives I was unlikely to be 
exposed to in the UK. 
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Glossary 

Adivasi A member or community from one of the numerous 
tribes who are considered indigenous to the places 
in India where they live. India’s 104.2 million Adivasis 
make up 8.6% of the population and have certain 
constitutional and juridical rights aimed at safeguarding 
their culture, ensuring Parliamentary representation, and 
economic and educational advancement.  

Ahimsa An ancient Indian principle of nonviolence in deeds, 
words, and thoughts which applies to all living beings. 
It is a key virtue in Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism.  

Arthaśāstra  An ancient Indian Sanskrit treatise on statecraft. It was 
composed, expanded and redacted between the 2nd 
century BCE and 3rd century CE, and was influential 
until the 12th century, when it disappeared. It was 
rediscovered in 1905.  It includes books on the nature 
of government, law, civil and criminal court 
systems, ethics, economics, markets and trade, the 
methods for screening ministers, diplomacy, theories on 
war, nature of peace, and the duties and obligations of a 
king. The text includes ancient economic and cultural 
details on agriculture, mineralogy, mining and metals, 
animal husbandry, medicine, forests and wildlife. 

ashram A spiritual hermitage or monastery in Indian religions. 
bindi In India, a coloured dot applied daily to the centre of 

the forehead, especially by Hindu and Jain women and 
men, and more widely among Bangladeshi women 
irrespective of religion. 

choli A short blouse or bodice worn under the saree. 
dargah A shrine built over the grave of a revered person, 

particularly in Sufi tradition. 
dehesa In Spain, a wood-pasture system of land management 

similar in appearance to wooded savanna. It is an 
important wildlife habitat and cultural landscape in 
south west Spain in particular. 

Diclofenac A human and veterinary anti-inflammatory drug that 
has become widely used in cattle husbandry and proves 
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to be the toxin that has led to the collapse towards 
extinction of vultures in South Asia and more widely. 

doha In its classical form is a sung couplet consisting of two 
lines, each of 24 mātrās, roughly equivalent to beats: 
thirteen in the first and third parts and eleven, along 
with an end-rhyme, in the second and fourth.  

Durga The principal Hindu goddess of war, strength and 
protection. Her legend centres around combating evils 
and demonic forces that threaten peace and prosperity, 
and the power of good over evil.  

Dussehra Also known as Vijayadashami, an autumn Hindu festival 
that is celebrated in various ways and for various reasons 
in different parts of India, built around legends of good 
triumphing over evil.  It also marks the start of 
preparations for Diwali, twenty days later. 

fenland (the 
Fens) 

In Eastern England (parts of Lincolnshire, 
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk), an area of flat, low-lying 
land formerly flooded for much of the year, but mostly 
drained in the 17th century. Generally, fen is a wet 
peatland habitat fed by mineral-rich surface or ground 
water. 

Jatayu The vulture god of the epic Ramayana, who died 
protecting Goddess Sita 

lakh A division of one hundred thousand in the 
Indian/South Asian numbering system, using the 
numeric grouping 1,00,000. A hundred lakh (i.e. 10 
million) is one crore, written 1,00,00,000. 

lalit A raga (q.v.) in Hindustani (North Indian) classical 
music, typically serene and devotional for performing 
immediately before dawn. 

Mahashivratri A major Hindu spring festival. It is a solemn 
remembrance of overcoming darkness and ignorance in 
life and the world. It is observed by remembering Shiva 
and chanting prayers, fasting, and meditating on ethics 
and virtues such as honesty, non-injury to others, 
charity and forgiveness. 

mandir A Hindu temple. 
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Manusmriti An ancient legal text probably drawn up over three or 
four centuries up to about 200 CE. It was one of the 
first Sanskrit texts to be translated into English (in 1776, 
by Sir William Jones) and was used to formulate 
the Hindu law by the British colonial government.  

marwa A raga (q.v.) in Hindustani (North Indian) classical 
music, typically contemplative, for performing at sunset. 

nagar A suburb or peri-urban settlement.  In this context, a 
forest encroachment by communities from urban 
Mumbai.  

Narasimha A fierce avatar of the Hindu god Vishnu (q.v.), 
appearing as part lion and part man to destroy evil and 
end religious persecution and calamity on Earth. 

Nawab A princely title bestowed upon the (usually) Muslim 
ruler of a small state by the Mughal Emperor, and later 
maintained as a regional ruler under the overlordship of 
the British Raj. 

nes Any of about 90 Maldhari settlements or hamlets in the 
Gir Forest, Gujarat. 

pada In Maharashtra, a tribal hamlet, usually in forest.  
Ramayana One of the two major Sanskrit epics of ancient India, 

the other being the Mahabharata. Written between four 
and seven centuries BCE, it follows the exile and travels 
through the forests of India of Rama, a legendary prince 
of Ayodhya city, in modern-day Uttar Pradesh.  

Sita A Hindu goddess and one of the central figures in the 
Ramayana (q.v.).  She is described as the daughter 
of Bhūmi (mother Earth) and the eventual consort of 
Rama. Sita is known for her dedication, self-sacrifice, 
courage and purity. 

Urs Sufi Muslim festival associated with the dedicatee of a 
given dargah (q.v.) or shrine. 

Valmiki The poet, assumed author of Ramayana (q.v.) 
Vedas A large body of four religious texts that constitute the 

oldest Sanskrit literature, dating back to the mid-2nd 
millennium BCE. 

Vishnu One of the three principal deities of Hinduism, along 
with Brahma and Shiva, and regarded as supreme 
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among them in Vaishnavism, one of the major 
traditions within contemporary Hinduism.  

Waghoba/ 
Wagh Dev 

A tiger or leopard deity worshipped by many tribal 
groups. The word is Marathi (wagh = tiger, ba = 
respected, Dev = deity), cognate with Hindi 
Bagheshwar (bagh = tiger, Ishwar = god). 

Yajurveda  One of the four Vedas (q.v.), it is a useful source of 
information about the agriculture, economic and social 
life during the Vedic era. For example, the verses list 
the types of crops considered important in ancient 
India. 
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Lalit 
 

The novelist and environmental author Amitav Ghosh, answering his 
own question: “how do we make sense of the Earth when it seems to 
be turning against us in revenge for its despoliation?” said that the very 
act of writing about the devastation can sometimes create a kind of 
coherence.1  

I started compiling notes for a new book in 2017 and nearly three 
years later finished a series of essays published as Framing Nature – 
conservation and culture. It was a book about wildlife conservation in 
my home country, the UK. In search of a wider range of perspectives 
on problems shared across the globe, I had done some of my research in 
India and after I finished the book I returned once more to Mumbai to 
continue my investigations. I felt I had more to say, and I hatched the 
idea for another slim volume – this book.  

By the time I had been there and returned again to the UK, the 
human world had begun to shut down and lock its doors; as we sat out 
the pandemic the non-human world continued nonchalantly to turn. 
One globe spun and tilted, making the days and the seasons happen and 
calling the birds from across the deserts; the other ground to half-speed, 
stretching the days and nights, casting the planes from the skies and 
emptying the streets. 

The Covid-19 pandemic seemed to be confirming the one thing I 
had set out to challenge in Framing Nature: westerners’ view of the 
human and the non-human as separate if connecting realms. As an 
environmentalist, it seemed to me that all the biggest challenges – from 
climate chaos to the Sixth Mass Extinction to the plasticisation of the 
remotest parts of the globe; the loss and enfeeblement of billions of tons 
of once-productive soils; the catastrophic loss of life and land in 
unprecedented flood events – stemmed from our insistence on creating 
two worlds from our single sphere of rock and water, the one existing 
to serve the other, and the other existing to control the one. And now, 
as I struggled to find clumsy sequences of words that could convey the 
complex unity of the world I could see from my window, that world 
did indeed seem to have become two.  
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It was an impression heightened by the timing of the human 
lockdown – coinciding exactly with the European spring, the moment 
of maximum exuberance among our non-human cohabiters. This is best 
experienced through all senses combined, but if, in lockdown, the cool 
touch of April rain is unavailable and the scents of the forest too distant; 
should the pointillism of flowers and butterflies be too pixelated in 
landscapes beyond reach or cityscapes too closed-in, still an open 
window at first light will reveal enough of the essence of the season 
through music. One spring morning I was awakened in such a fashion, 
and it changed my perception of nature for ever.  

I lay in my bed listening to the birds outside my window. I had 
done the same for so many mornings in so many springs past that perhaps 
two thousand dawn choruses have been revealed to me. That morning 
I lay listening to sounds one would always want to hear on waking: 
familiar sounds, soothing sounds, sounds of reconfirmation of life, of 
reassurance. I knew the voices well: blackbird, song thrush, robin, wren, 
of each of which there were two, one near, one farther away. Swallow 
on the roof-gutter, sparrows. 

Then, a sound I had never heard before. As I listened, I knew I 
would never hear it again, nor would it ever be heard as long as there 
are birds to sing and people to listen. It was the unique sound of that 
moment, in that place. I thought of it as a symphony with no composer, 
created out of a tense consensus among the performers. They take up 
their position somewhere within their territories, around first light; they 
choose any of the variations of the standards they have rehearsed, or 
improvise freshly on their themes; they move freely within their 
territories, or indeed beyond; they may face any direction; they may 
start, pause and start again at will.  

I wondered how impoverished a dawn would have to be for such 
a music to be predictable, repeatable. Before our own species existed to 
add our own infinities to the possible permutations, any two voices in 
the desert could produce that strange mix of familiarity and uniqueness, 
it seemed.  
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The special character of the spring in Britain is due to its lying at a more 
northerly position than its inhabitants appreciate. Where I live, 
Yorkshire is in the middle latitudes, at 53°35’N. If one were to follow 
that line east across the North Sea to reach Germany west of Hamburg, 
already the average January temperatures are a few degrees lower, 
frequently below zero. In northern Poland mid-winter rarely sees 
temperatures rise to a thaw; then everywhere east of there, in Belarus 
and Russia the land is ice-locked for weeks without relent. Even at the 
far edge of Eurasia, on the Pacific coast at Kamchatka, the four months 
from December to March see average high temperatures stay between -
5°C and -2°C. The line crosses the northern Pacific to reach Unalaska 
Island, Alaska. Here, ocean influences raise the January average high, to 
a few degrees below what we experience in West Yorkshire. For anyone 
continuing east along the line, the relative balm is extremely short-lived. 
After crossing Graham Island and the low-lying western edge of the 
Canadian province of British Columbia the continental influence holds 
sway once more. By Edmonton, Alberta the temperatures drop below 
-20°C on 24 days out of 365, on average. The ice grip worsens further, 
eastwards across Saskatchewan, Ontario and Quebec to Churchill Falls 
in Labrador and the Atlantic Ocean at North River. 

Only once back across the Atlantic do we experience midwinter 
conditions even marginally more clement than those we left behind. We 
complete our circumnavigation with landfall at the Renvyle peninsula, 
County Galway, separated from home by a final 364 miles comprising 
a slice of Ireland, the Irish Sea and Lancashire. It is the ocean itself, and 
then only a stream within the ocean, whose waters bring with them 
what remains of the tropical warmth of their origin in the Gulf of 
Mexico, that creates the British winter and sets up the slow onset of 
spring. 

Birdsong is the defining soundtrack to spring, but here in Britain 
one doesn’t have to wait until the birds return from Africa to hear it. 
There are many birds who never leave to fly south, because here they 
find the winter is liveable enough. So the aptly-named song thrush may 
start to reclaim his territory amid the frosts of February and even the 
tiny, insectivorous wren will have hurled its voice through the woods 
for many weeks by the time the migrants arrive.  
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Everywhere on Earth gets the same half-share of daylight, once 
allowance is made for the twilight-creating effect of the atmosphere and 
the interference of mountains; and for the fact that we live on a less than 
perfect sphere. We plot our position on the globe not by how much 
light we receive, but how it is allocated over time. At the equator we 
receive the same daily ration, day in day out throughout the year and 
across epochs. At the poles, the whole year’s allocation comes in a single 
6-month instalment, before a 6-month long night arrives on a date fixed 
eons ago. There is no spring there: at the highest latitudes north or south 
it is summer and then it is winter. You could say that it is summer every 
other day: if day is defined by light and not by clock-time. However, in 
the high latitudes of northern Scandinavia and Russia, the Sámi people 
recognise not two seasons but eight, so tuned are they to the underlying 
subtleties in the cycles of their environment. Tjakttadálvie is early 
winter, a time of wandering; Dálvvie is winter, a time of caring; 
Gijrradálvvie is early spring, a time of awakening; Gijrra, spring, a time 
of returning; Gijrragiessie, early summer, a time of growth; Giessie, high 
summer, a time of contemplation; Tjakttagiessie, early autumn, a time 
of harvesting; and Tjaktta is autumn, a time of change.  

 

There is something fractal about the resonances between planetary and 
solar-systemic machinations and their analogues at worldlier scales. 
Vibrations of colour, matter and sound may circumscribe the entire 
universe of a leaf, yet they originate in the gravity of the planet out of 
whose soil it grows, and that of the sun around which it travels, and 
whose light it absorbs. Within its tissues that same light becomes the 
power source for an industrial process, the manufacture of sugars that in 
turn fuel the engines that, once revved, make insects fly. I am, right 
now, writing in the shade provided by a hundred thousand leaves – on 
a hawthorn tree as it happens – watching tens of millions more. The 
view from this desk, which I have brought outside and carted across two 
fields that I might write at the edge of a small wood, is a restricted one, 
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by my choice. My house in its hamlet is not far away, but is hidden from 
my line of sight. I occupy the floor of a dip in the landform; behind me 
and on two more sides are trees; to my left, the field curves uphill from 
here, and I can see only half of its one acre, and above it only sky.  

I focus inward therefore: a small spider has appeared on my desk. It 
is an agile jumper and intricately patterned: each leg is covered in white 
hairs and finely flecked dark brown; its two palps are purer white 
contrasting with two coal-black, forward-facing eyes and its shiny black 
head on which is emblazoned a white anchor-mark. Its abdomen is 
shaped somewhat like an egg, milk chocolate in colour with three lateral 
white hoops. I have no idea of its identity. 

The afternoon sun has highlighted a small sycamore tree that is 
about fifteen yards away, close enough for each leaf – none quite fully 
extended for the summer to come – to be discernible. I notice that for 
every leaf that is fully lit, there are others that receive its shadow. The 
triangles that combine to create the leaf’s palmate plan are themselves 
composed of triangles. Each leaf’s outer edge circumscribes a shape that 
contains within it a shadow-projection of the same shape, belonging to 
the leaf above. The pattern of shadow-green on sunlit-green is as 
intricate as any kaleidoscopic image, and unique to the instant. The 
young sycamore tree is itself shaped by triangular projections formed by 
its lateral branches, and is therefore leaf-shaped, an elongated version of 
its own leaves. Leaf-shape and tree-shape combine to ensure that all parts 
receive their share of light in the course of the day; while the coursing 
of the days and the seasons ensure an equal share of light around the 
planet.  

For about twenty minutes the sycamore’s sharp shape became 
blurred at its upper right-hand edge. During that time the first few 
inches of the tree’s air was occupied by a delicate mist that, on closer 
inspection comprised a socially-distanced swarm of dancing insects. 
They mesmerised me with their buoyant hovering, each describing 
looped curves that extended about four inches vertically, and swaying 
laterally with and against the breeze. They held their very long, delicate, 
white antennae curved forwards. Collectively they gave the impression 
of a vague and uncoordinated milling, but at a higher resolution, I could 
see they stayed evenly spaced, seeming to respond to leaf, light and each 
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other according to an algorithm that only they could compute. They 
looked black, until I noticed that their wings were iridescent, flashing 
bright green at certain angles to the sun. They were male green 
longhorn moths, assembled for their afternoon lek, to try to coax a 
female into their grasp.  

The spider, by the way, is Salticus scenicus, which would appear to 
indicate some kind of Greco-Roman theatrical dancer, but in English it 
is usually called zebra-back jumping spider. The time it took me to write 
two more paragraphs was the time it took Twitter to improve the sum 
of my arachnological knowledge by a considerable percentage, adding 
the name of one more species.  

 

Sitting in a place such as this, one can write down one moment and 
then the next and fill a book with minutiae. But it is also a place that 
contains all the echoes of past moments; I suppose all places are. One 
summer morning, I was walking across this field, along a path I had 
mown through the hay. When two young foxes appeared at the end of 
the path, for a second I continued walking towards them, as they turned 
left and started to trot uphill towards me. Then all three of us stopped, 
having realised our respective errors. Theirs was to see me as some new 
curiosity in the landscape, worth a closer look; the lead fox approached 
to within twenty yards, the other held back, then both shot back down 
the slope and were lost to sight behind the tall hay. My mistake was to 
recognise the lead fox – Harlequin by name – and for a moment to 
imagine we knew each other well. By that time she was about 18 weeks 
old; I had known her for 9 weeks and in that first second of recognition 
I had forgotten that I knew her far better than she knew me. I had spent 
hours watching her, but via a computer screen, studying footage from a 
trail camera that used infra-red light to film life in the meadow after 
dark.  

As I watched my young foxes in the cool of the twilight before 
dawn, I reflected on their innocence and their beauty, and was thankful 
that it had been fifteen years since anyone had legally ridden across the 
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countryside and chased down a fox to watch it being ripped apart by 
hounds.* 

When I was compiling essay ideas for my book Framing Nature I 
did not at first think of including the fox. My relationship with the 
species is personal: I enjoy their company, albeit mostly virtual. I admire 
them, their sensory abilities, their athleticism, the fact that they seem to 
combine the finest characteristics of cat and dog, their diverse 
personalities. My writing, on the other hand, although equally personal, 
is an exploration of the imperatives and challenges of wildlife 
conservation. On one hand, the fox should not rank highly in our list 
of priorities. It is common, widespread and unthreatened. It is of great 
interest, though, to a cultural historian exploring the attitudes and values 
that govern our past and future relationship with the rest of the natural 
world. As a character in the story of the entwined lives of the human 
and non-human inhabitants of Britain, the fox proved indispensable. 

For different reasons, the badger is, too. Both the fox and the badger 
have adapted to the world we created around them and continue to 
adapt as we continually reconfigure it. We, on the other hand, struggle 
to adapt to worlds of our own making. Crowding into vast insanitary 
cities, people became susceptible to disease at a scale never previously 
known. Many of the dairy herds that were kept in and around the cities 
were infected with bovine tuberculosis (bTB) which passed lethally into 
the human population, an experience that left us with a collective fear 
of bTB in cattle, despite the human health risk in Britain being virtually 
eliminated by advanced medicine and milk pasteurisation.  

Badgers can also contract bTB. Because it is the cattle that are 
continually moved about the landscape and the badgers that stay in their 
ancestral domain, the badgers are described as a reservoir for the disease, 
immediately and by a simple choice of language defining them as the 
problem. The consequence of this scapegoating has been for the 
government to focus almost all financial, scientific and political resources 
onto dealing with the badger, and relatively little on promoting farm-
level and industry-level solutions. The result has been described as the 

 
* Despite the ban, fox hunting still continues. The most common pretext is the dubious 
practise of ‘trail’ hunting in which hounds are supposed to follow an artificial scent trail with 
no animal chased or killed. Often, hunt organisers use real fox scent and lay routes close to 
where foxes are known to live, leading to ‘accidental’ fox kills.  
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greatest destruction of a protected species on record.2 This seemed to 
me to be an act of war on wildlife and on the supporters of wildlife, and 
the badger went into the book, too. 

It must have been on my mind when one evening I was watching 
astonishing footage of leopards roaming the streets of Mumbai at night. 
The Scottish filmmaker Gordon Buchanan had captured the thermal 
images for a programme on the BBC. I found myself pondering 
something that Buchanan’s films had merely hinted at: that despite the 
obvious potential for conflict and danger, the presence of leopards on 
the streets of the world’s most densely populated city had not, by and 
large, led to calls for their eradication.  

“On the contrary,” suggested my friend the Kolkata-based 
naturalist Sujan Chatterjee, “it’s basically a story of tolerance.”  

I went to India.  
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1 

Waghoba 
 

Not long after sunset, during the brief tropical twilight, Krishna Tiwari 
and I looked down from the eastern flank of the Yeoor hills. We 
scanned over the darkening forest, across the low roofs of the slum 
district of Hanumanagar and over to the high-rise apartments and offices 
of Thane and east Mumbai.* Lights were going on across the city, 
gradually at first, like the earliest, brightest stars at dusk, then suddenly 
the city was a Milky Way that streaked across the space between the 
black forest below us and the slaty sky with its moon before us. 

We had climbed a stony track to reach a point halfway up the 
mountain: above us were the sacred twin peaks of Bhanja and Mama, 
whose craggy summits bit into the haze at 1181 feet and 1312 feet 
respectively. Behind us a natural rock platform of about half an acre had 
been levelled further, surfaced with pressed earth, partially cleared of 
trees, and fringed with beds of ornamental plants that merged into the 
surrounding forest. A shack built of blue and yellow panels of corrugated 
steel stood to the left of the platform. In the centre of the clearing was 
a rock dais covered by a palm-leaf canopy held up by rough staves of 
forest wood. Silk flags rippled in a far corner of the plot, where another 
canopy shaded a mound that was covered in green and gold silk fabric.  

The nearly-full moon must have appeared from over the eastern 
horizon at about the same time that Krishna was parking his Honda 
Unicorn by the wall that separates Hanumanagar from the forest. Unlike 
some of our rides during the previous five days, this one was short, about 
ten minutes from my hotel. We climbed through the heat and humidity 
of the late afternoon with our backs to the moon as it climbed with its 
face to the hills, so that by the time we reached the platform and turned 
to look down at the city we had left behind, we and the moon faced 
each other at eye level. The Baba in charge of this dargah was a man of 
about sixty, wearing a primrose-yellow shirt over a blue checked lungi, 
his grey beard an odd match for his coppery-red hair. As we completed 
the last few steps up from the track, he greeted Krishna (who, I had 

 
* See photo section between pages 57 and 58 
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come to learn, knew everyone in the forest), and held out both his hands 
to clasp mine. A young man was sent into the building for chai, and I 
heard the word blacktea embedded in Krishna’s Marathi instruction: he 
loved his chai, but I have never adapted to the boiled milk version of 
the ubiquitous cuppa. The three of us – the Baba, Krishna and I - sat on 
the dais waiting for sunset; in the shadow of Bhanja and Mama the city 
grew dark ahead of the sky, which with its moon was lightly veiled 
behind a diaphanous urban haze. Krishna and I moved to the edge of 
the platform, where we were to record an interview, and he told me 
that the Baba had told him that a huge male leopard, seven feet long, 
had walked past the shack a few days before, at eleven o’clock daytime.  

I switched my recorder on, asked him to repeat what he had just 
said, and we began another conversation about Mumbai’s urban 
leopards, the last of the many I had had during the week. Krishna himself 
had arranged them all: courtesy interviews with Forest Department 
officials to gain permissions I probably didn’t need; intense and detailed 
discussions with activists about conservation battles, land-grab scandals 
and political scams; and touching stories from people of the Warli and 
Kokna tribes living in the forest itself, whose lives and those of the 
leopards are inextricable. From our vantage point 500 feet above the 
city the view was banded in four contrasting swathes of colour and 
texture. The foreground dropped steeply away from us, a dark and 
darkening green. Through the trees, and extending above them a little 
way up the canvas was Hanumanagar, whose slums, at this distance, 
added deft dabs of colour – the blue of tarpaulins and of painted metal 
roofs – and each house was picked out like an impasto of acrylic. Behind 
was a flat and hazed cityscape that could have been any range of densely-
packed high-rises in the world, and which became more anonymous 
with every elapsing minute, as Mumbai’s offices and apartments slipped 
into the deepening gloom, before disappearing behind a curtain of city 
lights. The uppermost band, occupying three-quarters of the landscape, 
was the sky, which changed in the course of our conversation from a 
peach-skin pink to a plum-tinted charcoal grey, pierced by the white 
moon. 

The changing light was accompanied with perfect synchronicity by 
changes in the sound of the forest, as a final few calls from jungle crows 
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punctuated a swelling chorus from crickets of numerous kinds. Their 
separate songs were discernible with close attention: there was a high-
pitched curtain of undifferentiated stridulating from thousands of 
individual insects, there was a second species whose calls were irregular, 
staccatissimo, piercing squeaks, two or three every five or six seconds, 
and a third, with an up-slurred chirrup every ten seconds or so. 

“Right now we are at Mastan Darbar, one of five Sufi dargahs and 
14 or 15 Hindu temples that have appeared over the decades, 
unpermitted encroachments into the Sanjay Gandhi National Park. We 
are hardly a kilometre from the city, inside one of the largest protected 
urban forests in the world, with the highest density of leopards in the 
world.” 

“What are our chances of seeing one this evening?” 
“Well they live right here, but despite what the Baba said, it’s a very 

elusive animal, it will always try to keep away from us, to hide until 
nightfall. At least it’s possible to know there is a leopard in the area, if 
we hear dogs barking down there nearer the city, that’s the best sign 
there is a leopard somewhere there.” 

 

We had come close to seeing a leopard earlier in the day, as we took an 
early morning walk into the forest. The tarmac track that ran for a few 
hundred yards from the Thane gate was already busy with joggers and 
power-walkers, so we took a side path up through the trees and onto 
higher ground, finding ourselves at a long-disused quarry whose staunch 
cliffs towered three hundred feet above us and framed a sky into which 
volleys of migrating Alpine swifts appeared, crossing left to right. It was 
an amphitheatre echoing to the calls of shikra hawks and a jungle owlet. 
On the way back down, we shared the path with a Warli woman 
heading towards the city from her hamlet deeper in the forest. On her 
head she balanced a wide tin washing bowl filled with fresh gourds and 
fruits to sell at the gate. She was twenty yards ahead of us, a gap that 
increased each time we stopped to admire a succession of butterflies: 
great orange-tip, with black-lined orange cells giving a stained-glass 
effect; yellow orange-tip looking similar but with the white replaced by 
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primrose yellow, and the whole butterfly bordered black. The was the 
black rajah, like a dark, double-tailed swallowtail with a flash of cream-
yellow across its wings; lemon pansy with its four peacock eyes; and 
peacock pansy, with its three pairs of false eyes lined up from front to 
back in ascending size order. The delicate chestnut bob, a species of 
skipper with a spatter of white dots on its underside. 

Abruptly, Krishna stopped again and signalled for me to do the 
same. There was a sudden salvo of dissonant bird calls, and birds that 
were normally impossible to see well amongst the dense undergrowth 
had become agitated and were perching prominently on grass stems and 
bushes. One, a brown-cheeked fulvetta, was a bird I had never seen 
before, and its unusually confiding behaviour enabled me to see it 
perfectly from six feet away: a robin-sized bird in soft, muted caramel 
brown with a blue-grey head. 

“That smell!” said Krishna in a stage whisper. I noticed it as he said 
it: acrid, pungent, oily, meaty. “A leopard must have crossed the path 
minutes ago, in front of us.” The panicked mobbing response of the 
birds was enough to tell me that they were onto something still, or 
recently enough that their agitation had not abated.  

 

Now a sudden night had come and the moon, from its low position, 
cast little light into the forest. Rather, it silhouetted the trees against the 
glow of the city and of the sky. After the interview we made our way 
down the hill and back towards Hanumanagar. Krishna was happy to 
navigate the steep, twisting, rocky path by any moonlight that filtered 
through to the ground, but I decided I needed the help of my head 
torch. We had not descended far when, as I lifted my head to light the 
way forward, the beam reflected back two cats’ eyes, like stationary 
fireflies against the black of the forest.  

There was something familiar about the way the animal moved its 
head: differing only in size, it had all the disinterested poise of a domestic 
cat; somehow that was evident just by seeing its eyes. For a while it just 
stared back; from the little I could make out of the lie of the land, it was 
lying low to the ground about thirty yards ahead of us, at the left-hand 
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edge of the path. I whispered to Krishna, trying to get him to look along 
the line of my torch beam, as he struggled at first to see what I could 
see. By now it was instinctive that I would switch on the recorder and 
for a few seconds all I recorded were the numberless voices of crickets 
and cicadas… 

“Ahhh! Oohh, oh! It’s a leopaaard….” Krishna’s half-whispered 
first seven syllables had a pitch and rhythm like the first line of a football 
anthem, first rising, then falling. “Now I saw it…ahh….now I saw it. I 
was looking anywhere else…now I saw it. I saw it. It’s a leopard. So 
finally we saw a leopard. It seems to be moving.” The two lights moved 
in a smooth, level motion, a few feet to the right. 

“So what’s our strategy? It’s on the path, we’ve got to walk down 
this path…” 

“No problem.” 
“Just keep going? Okay…” 
“We’ll keep our eye on it.” Krishna’s voice fades as he moves on, 

away from the recorder. After we had descended another twenty yards 
or so, close to where the animal had been, Krishna whispered. 

“Where is it? Can you point it out?” 
“I don’t see it now, I think it moved to the right.” 
“It didn’t seem to move far, it’s somewhere here.” I swept the path 

and the shroud of vegetation along its edges with my torch beam, but 
the eye-shine had gone. The leopard had slunk silently into the forest, 
or was perhaps simply looking away from us. “I have known these 
animals in this peripheral forest area for many years. They are very 
inquisitive and bold, they come to see what you’re up to in their 
territory, but they never, ever get too close.” 

“We don’t know where it is…” 
“No problem, we’ll keep going… Just keep our torches on.” 
It never crossed my mind that we were in any danger; I had spent 

the past week talking with people for whom even closer encounters are 
an everyday probability. As Krishna explained, most people walk down 
from Mastan Darbar with nothing more than a mobile phone torch 
aimed at their feet. They never know when, and how often, they pass 
within feet of the forest’s apex predator.  
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A few minutes later we were back in the belt of forest-and-city 
edgeland, where small groups of people had gathered to smoke and 
drink, other figures were disappearing into the trees to defecate, and an 
invisible leopard was waiting for the city to sleep, for its chance to enter 
the slum streets to snatch a dog or a rat.  

 

The Sanjay Gandhi National Park – universally referred to as ‘SGNP’ - 
is 104 km2 of forested hills tucked into the cleft of the V-shaped city. It 
is an extension of the Western Ghats, the mountains that run for almost 
a thousand miles along India’s west coast. Four days earlier, Krishna had 
picked me up from my hotel and I spent almost an hour on the pillion 
of his Unicorn, sweeping between lorries, cars and rickshaws, lurching 
at bottlenecks in the five lanes of traffic on the two-lane Ghodbunder 
Road, sucking diesel exhaust and grit (for subsequent rides I wore a wild 
rag, cowboy style). Finally we turned through the Borivali gate, along 
the tarmac road that continued into the forest for a couple of miles, and 
then a hundred yards or so along a dirt track before it petered out to a 
narrow footpath. We parked the bike and walked on through the forest 
until we came to a small river, the Dahisar, whose shallow ravine we 
crossed via the foot-wide lip of a concrete flood retention dam. Once 
across, we re-entered the trees between two shacks made from 
corrugated metal sheets and roofed with tarpaulins tied down over 
rough joists.* It was the entrance to Chunapada. Krishna explained that 
pada is the Marathi word for a tribal hamlet, and that there are believed 
to be 54 padas and nagars (forest hamlets set up by non-tribal outsiders) 
scattered throughout SGNP, most close to the periphery within a long 
walk of the city outskirts.  

As we picked our way between blue metal shacks along alleys a 
couple of feet wide, Krishna said: 

“You see how a leopard could sneak around in these alleyways and 
into houses at night. There is no electricity so no lighting. They can 
jump vertically up onto a roof or a branch if they hear anyone 

 
* See photo section between pages 57 and 58 
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approaching; they are so stealthy and silent people usually don’t notice 
them.” 

We came to a small square of compressed earth, a space about 
twenty feet by twenty, surrounded on three sides by shacks. In contrast 
to anywhere in the city, it was scrupulously clean and litter-free. A tree 
stood in the centre of the square, acting as a hub from which strings of 
home-made bunting radiated, tied at the other end to the houses. Short 
lengths of paper-chain dangled from the strings. Most of the shacks were 
about twelve feet square, comprising blue-painted, corrugated 
galvanised steel sheets fixed to vertical staves of forest wood and sloping 
roofs of the same sheet metal. On one side of the square was a slightly 
larger dwelling with a veranda under which a young man sat and a little 
girl lay on her front, looking across at Krishna and me. All the houses 
had in common their blue colour, their spotlessness and their doorless 
openings. At the threshold of one doorway sat a middle-aged woman in 
a two-tone purple print dress with white, hand-printed circular motifs. 
Krishna addressed her warmly and she returned his greeting similarly, 
before welcoming me and fetching us each a plastic chair from inside 
the shack. Through Krishna, she introduced herself as Resha Satesh 
Kulkarni, and Krishna explained who I was and why I had come. 

It was my first visit to a tribal pada and I had entered the hamlet 
with some trepidation, not knowing how I would be received, how 
trusting the people would be of my motives, how open to my questions 
they would be. Resha’s relaxed smile helped me to relax, and over a cup 
of tea, we talked about life lived among the leopards, with Krishna as 
our interpreter. 

“I have always lived here. I see a leopard every 2-3 days because 
this is a forest area and the leopard comes in search of water and food. I 
have seen leopards so many times that I am not scared; I know it has not 
come to harm me. Whenever anyone sees a leopard they shout, clap 
their hands, bang on the walls and the leopard goes away. 

“My children are grown up and live away from the village. It’s just 
me and my husband. It’s my second marriage and my husband, who is 
not from this area, had no experience of leopards. One day soon after 
we got married he and my two children and I were visiting a village, 
Tumnipada, for a wedding. When we returned home there was a 
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leopard sitting on a tree, hardly any distance away, as near as that pole 
[Resha pointed to a washing line pole about eight feet away]. My 
husband was frightened; he had never seen a leopard before. But I am 
used to it, I knew how to behave with the leopard, so I stood in front 
of my husband and put the children between us. The leopard jumped 
down right in front, had a look at us, and just walked away.  

“Every year at Mahashivratri we all go to Kanheri Caves.* I was 
with another lady, and the lady’s small child, we were going there with 
food to sell. It was about seven o’clock, and my friend needed to pee, 
so she squatted at the side of the road. And at that moment, she saw the 
leopard out of the corner of her eye, coming towards her. She was really 
scared, but I said ‘don’t panic, stay there, the leopard won’t do 
anything.’ I held the child behind me, and the leopard crossed the road 
just one or two feet away from my friend and walked down into the 
valley. I prayed to Wagh Devi, and made a little offering of coconut.” 

By the end of the conversation, we had acquired a small audience 
of two men of about sixty and a white-haired woman in a pink saree 
with a simple, red choli. A small, healthy-looking toffee-and-white dog 
appeared, and the old lady squatted to hold it affectionately but firmly 
and smiled as I photographed them together. “This is my dog Rani”, 
she announced through Krishna, and I noticed that Rani wore a 
necklace of what looked like pink and brown seeds or beans. I wanted 
to know how often the villagers lost their pets to leopards, but couldn’t 
think of a good way to ask the question. 

On the way back to the motorbike, Krishna explained that the 
known population of leopards in SGNP was 41, based on camera trap 
records that enabled a detailed scrutiny of their spot patterns, as 
individual as fingerprints. 

“But there must be more like seventy,” he said, “because we know 
there are leopards that stay in the forest and rarely come close to people, 
and others that simply haven’t been caught on camera.” Krishna started 
up the bike and I got on. “I’m taking you to another pada where a 
couple of years ago we captured footage of a leopard walking right by a 

 
* Kanheri Caves are a group of caves and rock-cut monuments cut into a 
massive basalt outcrop in the forests of SGNP. They contain Buddhist sculptures and relief 
carvings, paintings and inscriptions, dating from the 1st to the 10th century CE. The site is 
now also regarded as important in Hinduism. 
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house, past the doorway. Inside the house about two feet from the 
leopard you can see an old man asleep. He will be in his eighties, and I 
haven’t been there for over a year, so I hope he’s still around for you to 
meet him.” 

Patilpada was bigger than Chunapada, with maybe a dozen houses; 
and whereas Chunapada was built among the forest trees, which closed 
in around its edges, Patilpada was bordered on one side by the Chena 
river and on another by a mango plantation. We followed a wide track 
that split away from the tarmac road and ran over a bridge, along the 
riverbank and into the pada; the forest proper started at the far edge of 
the plantation. Krishna drove the bike into the centre of the village, 
where a few chickens calmly scattered at our approach, and parked it at 
the side of a shack. We turned right along an alley twice as wide as the 
ones that separated the houses in Chunapada. While the dwellings were 
no larger, Patilpada seemed to have more space, and there were banana 
trees and small plots of vegetables alongside many of the houses. A man 
in his thirties was standing outside a shack, bare-chested and wearing 
black football shorts and the ubiquitous flip-flop sandals. He and Krishna 
greeted each other as old friends, and Krishna introduced me to Kesan 
Musi, the son of the old man we had come to meet. I half-listened to 
the rhythm and melody of their conversation. Marathi is not Krishna’s 
first language, but one he learned when he moved from the Hindi-
speaking north fifteen years before. Warli is a Marathi dialect, still 
spoken in the padas and along the Malabar coast. As far as I could tell, 
the conversation soon took on a sombre tone. Kesan led us to his house, 
where we left our shoes at the doorway and stepped onto the hard earth 
floor of a dark single-room dwelling. I noticed for the first time that the 
village had electricity, for while there was no light, a fan spun from the 
roof in the middle of the room. 

In the gloom, I could make out an elderly person sitting on the 
floor in the corner half-hidden by a heap of cloth rags; we greeted them 
and a plastic chair was brought for me to sit on, partly, I suspect, to 
protect me from the fan, which spun safely above everyone’s heads 
except mine. I had assumed the person in the corner was the old man, 
Kesan’s father, but when they spoke, and as my eyes adjusted, I realised 
she was a woman. Krishna was speaking to her quietly and respectfully. 
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Slowly, it became apparent that under the pile of rags lay the small figure 
of another person hunched on their side, a protruding foot just visible. 
I felt a lurch in my stomach as it occurred to me that the other person 
may be dead. Then I watched as the old woman dipped her hand into 
a tin bowl and fetched out a morsel of food, which she tried to place in 
the other person’s mouth. Their head was invisible to me behind the 
heap of cloth, but I heard a man’s weak, desperate moan from under the 
rags. 

“He’s on his deathbed,” Krishna said quietly, “we got here just in 
time. This lady is his sister.” Once we had paid our respects we returned 
outside. Kesan led us a few yards to the edge of the pada and through a 
gate into the mango plantation, and Krishna chatted, gradually lifting 
the mood. Kesan was, I discovered, a man of few words but a ready 
smile, even on so sad a day. In contrast to Resha, who appeared to enjoy 
recounting tales of forest life to a stranger, Kesan’s answers had to be 
coaxed, again interpreted by Krishna. 

“He just told me that last week only, a leopard took a cat from 
nearby,” said Krishna. “Every day, before eight p.m., the leopard comes 
from this direction and just walks past by his house and crosses this path 
and goes to that village over there.” 

“When you were a very small child, were you ever scared of 
leopards?” I asked. 

“No.” 
“When you saw the camera trap footage of the leopard close to 

your father sleeping, were you scared for your father?” 
“He says ‘no’”, said Krishna. “You know, I know this guy. He is 

fearless, he goes into the forest with two other people at night – two, 
three o’clock in the morning to hunt, you know, unofficially, crabs and 
fish and small game…” 

“When you go into the forest at night, do you see or hear leopards, 
and are your companions as fearless as you?” 

“The person who roams in the forest has no fear.” 
“Do you have any stories about encounters with leopards, any 

interesting experiences or stories about someone else?” 
“No.” 
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“He has no fear so he has no stories to tell…” Krishna began, before 
interrupting himself. “Ah! Now he’s talking about his fear… When 
there are two leopards, then…then he has fear. When there are two 
leopards, male and a female, and they are mating, when they hear a 
human sound, they get frustrated. I have a very beautiful instance of this 
myself. One day I was patrolling with the forest guards, and I guess those 
leopards were mating, and we disturbed them. They growled like 
anything, made a horrific growling, you know? I have experienced this 
twice in my life so I think he’s right on this matter, they cannot tolerate 
being disturbed and they get very ferocious, you know?... He says that 
if at all anyone comes to know in the village that there are two leopards, 
and they are making sounds, so nobody comes out of the house, as they 
are very ferocious and they can attack people.” 

As we rode away from the pada, dodging potholes and a steady 
traffic of women plying to and from the river carrying metal bowls of 
washing on their heads, Krishna shouted over the noise of the engine: 

“He has hours left at most. He was a lovely man, full of energy, but 
he liked to drink, and for the last couple of years he didn’t look after 
himself properly.” Leaning forward to be heard, I asked how he had 
made his living. “All his life he collected wild honey from the forest and 
sold it for 350 rupees a kilo. Plus other forest products like fruits and 
herbs.” 

Moments later we were riding into the thrum and fumes and grit 
of Mumbai’s Ghodbunder Road, and I tried to sketch the geography of 
it in my mind. I imagined a satellite filming us from above, zoomed 
close in as we left the tranquillity of the forest, slowly zooming out as 
we entered the clatter and bombination of the outskirts, out ever 
further, making of us an insignificant speck in the frantic Brownian 
motion of traffic, and further again to render us and 21 million others 
invisible among the grey shades of the megacity … and the forest as the 
city’s heart-and-lung.  

 

In another pada I spoke to Ladkya Mangal Keni, who spends the odd 
day each month labouring in Mumbai for less than the legal minimum 
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wage. Krishna and I were waiting for him as he returned, spattered with 
white from a painting job. Black tea arrived shortly afterwards in a 
polythene bag and Ladkya decanted it into a small paper cup. He only 
saw leopards in the distance, he told me, or from the pillion of a 
motorbike. He knew they came by most nights, though, leaving their 
footprints in the mud of the village alleyways after rain.  

Krishna pointed out a blue cubicle in the compound: Ladkya had 
the use of a portable toilet, donated by a charity, but he preferred not 
to use it, having lived all his 62 years without one. “Almost all attacks 
by leopards come during the monsoon. If you have no toilet, you have 
to go into the forest, and during the monsoon the grass is very lush and 
tall, so if you’re squatting down the leopard can’t see you and you can’t 
see the leopard. Then the leopard comes upon you unexpectedly, and 
the first thing he sees is something that looks the size of a wild boar. The 
issue of lack of toilets is the biggest risk around leopards, it’s something 
we’ve been working on for several years. When I get home after 
dropping you off I’ll email you some reports.” 

At some point during the evening the reports arrived. One was 
written in 2007 for the Bombay Natural History Society* by Krishna 
himself, setting out the work he and his fellow activists had carried out 
during that year, checking on the impact of unauthorised religious 
festivals at the unpermitted dargahs and temples.  

Mahashivratri at the Yeoor Range hills was peaceful this year. 
These hills house illegal ashrams, mandirs and dargah. Until 
about 5-6 years ago lakhs of visitors thronged the Park through 
these hills and ventured into the core areas like Tulsi Lake, 
Kanheri Caves, Yeoor, violating laws damaging and disturbing 
the wildlife. The number of visitors remained more or less 
constant as last year (around 75,000 to 80,000). This year about 
30 volunteers took the responsibility of controlling and 
monitoring the situation at the Yeoor Range hills. 

The Muslim festival of Urs was also a cause for concern: 

 
* BNHS was founded in 1883 and sponsors research and conservation projects throughout 
India 
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The Mama-Bhanja and Mastaan dargahs, both illegal, are situated 
at 1100 and 500 feet respectively in the hills of Yeoor Range. 
The Mama-Bhanja dargah is situated on the second highest hill 
of SGNP. Both the dargahs celebrated Urs within the forest area 
despite having no official permission from the Forest 
Department. The visitors tented in the forest for three days and 
night with rations. Most of the visitors were from the Muslim 
dominated localities of Mumbra, Rabodi, and Hajouriee. The 
numbers visiting the areas was more than 7000-8000 this year, 
and they are increasing each year. Tube lights (70 in number) 
were set-up on April 30th all along the way leading to the dargah; 
the lit-up hill was visible from Thane City!  

Another of Krishna’s reports focused on the permanent residents of 
SGNP, living in the padas and nagars. It set out proposals for reducing 
leopard attacks on people during the time they are most at risk: squatting 
to relieve themselves in the forest during the monsoon. The settlements 
may have been there for decades, but they were technically illegal, so 
building toilets is illegal, too. Krishna has proposed temporary structures 
for the three months of the monsoon only, but has met with little 
enthusiasm from the authorities. 

The report included a table that set out annual casualty figures, 
covering the years between 2001 and 2007, and they made alarming 
reading. In 2001, there were five non-fatal injuries. The following year, 
17 deaths and 8 injuries. In 2003 the number of incidents increased 
again, to 29, of which 14 were fatal; 2004 saw 30 incidents involving 19 
fatalities. During three years in and around SGNP 50 people lost their 
lives to leopards and another 34 were hurt. Then the rate dropped 
sharply: over the following three years seven people died and seven 
more were injured. Two things didn’t stack up – the strange pattern by 
which Mumbaikars had suffered a few years of appalling bloodshed amid 
much smaller, albeit very regrettable, annual losses; and the fact that the 
high casualty rate during the bad years was at odds with all that had I 
been hearing about the rarity of a dangerous encounter; and the trusting, 
tolerant, even affectionate terms in which local people described their 
relationship with the leopard. 
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I had brought with me hard copies of other reports and articles that 
I had accumulated in preparation for my trip. I read them all before 
leaving for India, but rather superficially, intending to study the most 
useful ones in more depth during evenings in my hotel. I began to 
wonder if my selection of articles had been unintentionally biased, 
emphasising the positive news I wanted to hear. I spread them out on 
my bed, skimming the headlines for clues that might explain the pattern 
of casualties in Mumbai. There were heart-warming stories such as the 
one about the four leopard cubs that had been raised in a sugar cane 
field in the Shirur hills.3 They lived within yards of the plantation 
workers who knew nothing of their presence until the mother leopard 
was frightened off when men approached the crop at harvest time. The 
villagers cared for the cubs and went to great lengths to find the mother 
and reunite the family; the story ended happily. There were reports of 
leopards that fell into some of the thousands of large, open wells that are 
dotted across the farmed landscapes of India, and the concern, care and 
ingenuity with which they were rescued; one operation was captured 
in an award-winning photograph that found its way onto the BBC 
News website. There were newspaper and magazine features with titles 
like Leopard-human conflict: Loving reunions, awareness create co-
existence4 and Leopards in My Backyard. This latter article, in the 
fortnightly Delhi-based magazine Down to Earth,5 helped me 
understand the few years of carnage in SGNP. 

It described the work of a young scientist, Vidya Athreya. Her name 
cropped up in several of the articles, and we had been in contact before 
my visit, thanks to an introduction from Sujan Chatterjee. Sujan and I 
had met when he was acting as naturalist-guide on a Brahmaputra cruise 
and as we chatted during cool evenings on the river I gained a sense of 
some fundamental difference between India and the West in the way 
we think about our natural environment. It seemed to be a difference 
that lay at the root of our perceptions of conservation conflict; whether 
in the competition for space, or in matters of life and death. 

“I’ll put you in touch with a friend of mine, who is the expert on 
human-leopard interaction”, he promised. The friend turned out to be 
Vidya, who was to send me a wealth of information by e-mail. As she 
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was based some distance from Mumbai, she put me in touch with 
Krishna.  

Before I left Assam, Sujan made another suggestion. “If you’re 
researching leopards in Mumbai, you should go to Gujarat. There are 
villages there where Asiatic lions walk in and out, ignoring the people, 
and people walk around ignoring the lions.” Ten months later, I was in 
Mumbai, and in possession of a ticket for an onward flight to Rajkot in 
Gujarat. 

The article in Down to Earth described Vidya’s work in Akole, a 
district 100 miles north-east of Mumbai. In 2003 Akole had begun to 
suffer an increased incidence of leopard attacks on humans, in a repeat 
of a pattern that had started a few years earlier in nearby Junnar. In both 
cases, there had been a rapid increase in the acreage of sugar cane 
plantations which encroached into forest land and other leopard habitat. 
Instead of forcing the leopards out, the new, man-made habitat provided 
plenty of cover and prey: fewer wild boar and deer, but plentiful street 
dogs and other domestic animals. As livestock losses increased, people 
with no previous experience of leopards sought to defend their animals, 
often leading to their own injuries and deaths. So the Forest Department 
began capturing leopards and removing them to remoter areas with 
more natural habitat. Almost simultaneously, attacks increased in other 
areas, too, where there had been no significant habitat change. The 
Yawal Wildlife Sanctuary covers over 170 sq. km in Jalgaon district of 
Maharashtra. Though the forests of Yawal have a naturally high leopard 
population and have been dotted with human settlements for a long 
time, there was no history of conflict. This suddenly changed when six 
leopard attacks occurred in the last two months of 2003 in villages that 
had never previously suffered an attack. Vidya’s electronic tagging 
programme enabled her to establish that the culprits were the same 
animals that only a few months earlier had been captured and removed 
from Junnar. 

The policy of translocating problem leopards to distant habitat had 
applied to SGNP too. Research showed that as well as translocating the 
problem with the animal, the policy exacerbated the conflict. The 
released animals had no familiarity with the habitat, the prey base, the 
lie of the land or the existing pattern of leopard territories, into which 
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they had been plunged and left to cope as best they could. Desperate for 
food, these landless vagrants had no option but to overcome their natural 
fear of humans. 

In light of Vidya’s findings, the Forest Department was quick to 
abandon the well-intended but flawed policy, turning instead to 
programmes of awareness-raising and conflict management led by 
people like Krishna. In the sugar-cane growing areas husbandry 
techniques adapted to afford greater protection from leopards, and in 
SGNP the situation quickly returned to normal. *  

 
* Between 2008 and at least November 2011 there were no recorded attacks in Mumbai. 
Then seven or eight, four of them fatal, in the following 23 months to October 2013, most of 
them in Aarey Colony, a forested area outside SGNP, which had seen a wave of urban 
development, as well as new illegal encroachments. This spike in the casualty rate may be 
attributable to one or two animals whose behaviour changed due to the sudden increase of 
uncontrolled garbage, or to illness, old age, or loss of territory to other leopards. There were 
no further fatalities until one in 2017. At the time of my visit in October 2018, the only 
incident that year had involved a Rottwelier dog that had been tied up outside a dwelling at 
night. 
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2 

Avni 
 

In India you are far more likely to die from civilization than from 
wildness. On average 381 people are killed every day in road accidents, 
80 on rail lines, and 24 by electrocution. Perhaps, in a country of 1.2 
billion people, such statistics are merely background noise in the daily 
churn of events, so the relatively few fatal encounters with big cats 
attract headlines precisely because of their rarity. And perhaps, as the 
American writer Steve Winter has said, because they stimulate some 
primitive response in the human psyche.  

Several times during that first visit the conversation turned to the 
subject of Avni. Avni, official name T1, was a tigress who lived near 
Loni, a village in north east Maharashtra, about 430 miles east of 
Mumbai. Thirteen people had died in tiger attacks in the State, of which 
ten were in and around Loni between May 2016 and August 2018, with 
Avni suspected to have killed at least four of them. DNA analysis later 
confirmed six deaths linked to her. At the beginning of 2018 she was 
officially declared a ‘problem animal’, leaving the Forest Department 
free to use lethal measures if they were unable to capture her alive. In 
the August, after she had evaded all attempts to capture or kill her, 
another three people died. Local protests intensified and the Forest 
Department ramped up their efforts. For two months about 200 guards 
patrolled the undulating terrain, moving on foot through a fragmented 
landscape of deciduous forest interspersed with cotton fields.  

Loni was the base camp into which teams of para-gliders, drone-
operators, and trackers descended. These, along with a magazine of nets, 
baits and vehicles proved ineffectual, day after night after day. Across a 
dozen villages and twenty square miles of territory, fear gripped the 
farming community. An order was issued to kill the tigress, which was 
immediately challenged in the High Court and later in the Supreme 
Court. Both upheld the order for Avni to be killed, if she could not be 
captured alive.  

By the time of my visit in October, a controversial team of sharp-
shooters had been brought in. They were led by Shafath Ali Khan, a 
flamboyant Nawab with his own team of dogs, elephants and drones. 
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Nawabs were senior aristocrats in the days before the British Raj, 
Viceroys to the ruling Mughal Emperors in the Muslim princely states. 
The honour and some of its traditional prerogatives and powers were 
enthusiastically embraced by the British who saw the more compliant 
Nawabs and Maharajahs as useful instruments of their rule. Khan, the 
60-year-old scion of a Hyderabad family, and his son, Asaghar, were 
enthusiastic hunters, continuing a British obsession that had never been 
shared by the wider populace. 

Shafath Ali Khan’s involvement sparked protests among 
conservationists in the nearby city of Nagpur, and was a regular topic of 
debate during my time in Mumbai. He had already acquired his 
reputation as a trigger-happy hunter when video footage emerged 
showing him gunning down blue bulls or nilgai from a moving vehicle 
in the fields of Bihar. A Minister in the National Government, Maneka 
Gandhi accused her colleague, Environment and Forest Minister 
Prakash Javadekar, and the Bihar State Government of a ‘lust for killing’, 
and the controversy exploded in the national media. By his own 
account, Khan killed over 250 nilgai in Bihar as a “free social service” 
before returning home.* With the news that he had been drafted in to 
deal with Avni, conservationists delved deeper into Khan’s past. They 
found that he owned safari land bordering the Bandipur National Park 
in Tamil Nadu, from where he would ‘organise wildlife shootings’ for 
rich clients. When I left India on 1 November 2018, Avni and the Khans 
were still at large.† 

 

Krishna arranged for me to meet Ranjeet Jadhav, a journalist on Mid 
Day, Mumbai’s oldest tabloid daily. We met in Vanichapada, a hamlet 
belonging to the Kokna tribal community in Aarey Colony, a forested 
area on the south west edge of SGNP. Chandu Naushya Jadhav is the 
de facto community leader, and we met in the shade of his veranda, 

 
* Nilgai, Asia’s largest antelope, is a significant cause of crop damage and permission to cull 
them has been granted in Bihar, among other states. 
† See also chapter 6 
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which seemed to be a gathering point for activists concerned for the 
future of the Aarey Forest,* its leopards and its Adivasis.  

“I started as a cub reporter covering crime, about 12 years ago,” 
Ranjeet told me. “In those days, whenever there was a report of a 
leopard attack, I was sent out to report it as a crime. I used to file stories 
with headlines about man-eating leopards, reporting about fear in the 
community and such like. What changed for me was a story I read about 
a leopard, a radio-collared leopard, that walked all the way from Malshej 
Ghat to Mumbai, the legendary leopard Ajoba. Dr. Vidya Athreya had 
collared that leopard, and it came from Malshej Ghat to Mumbai, that’s 
about 120 kilometres, in 23 or 24 days. It never attacked anyone. I was 
fascinated by that story. I wondered, you know, ‘how is it possible?’ I 
spoke to the Park Director, and through various friends met Krishna. 
Krishna and the others, you know, organisations like Mumbaikars for 
SGNP, they explained that there are many factors that are responsible 
for conflict. For example someone is going to the forest, and answering 
nature’s call, they are sitting down and the leopard appears out of the 
thick vegetation. So it is an accidental attack. Slowly, slowly there is a 
shift in the style of reporting. More and more evidence was 
forthcoming, camera trapping and the like: earlier we used to think there 
was insufficient prey base for the leopards and that was why there were 
attacks. The camera traps showed that the leopards were coming to the 
slums which have sprung up at the periphery of the park, where there 
is a lot of garbage. Dogs are attracted to the garbage, and the leopards 
come for the dogs. People staying on the periphery don’t have basic 
amenities. They don’t have toilets, there is no garbage collection.” 

Ranjeet explained that Mumbaikars for SGNP had organised 
workshops for local Marathi and Hindi media, and English papers like 
Mid Day. Journalists, local community leaders and other stakeholders 
were taught about the basic biology of the leopards, their numbers, the 
results of diet studies in SGNP, and how conflicts arise. 

“Are there still journalists who are just looking for the sensational 
story, and ignore all that science?” I asked. 

“There are. The problem is with news channels. I am a print 
journalist, I have a beat to cover. I look after politics and infrastructure, 

 
* See Chapter 7 
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and wildlife and environment is my beat. With news channels, if there 
is an incident, anyone has to go. Majority of the time, they don’t know 
about the subject, and they will always look at it from the human point 
of view, and make it sensational. A classic example was in 2012 or 13. 
A biker was travelling by Aarey Road at eight-thirty, nine in the 
morning. I saw it on the news channel. It was, you know, breaking 
news, a man has been attacked in broad daylight. So my editor calls me, 
‘It’s a very serious incident, I want you to go, talk to the victim in 
hospital. It’s a very big story if it’s happening in daytime.’ By the time I 
reached the hospital he was discharged, so I visited him in his office, and 
asked him ‘don’t you think this is something shocking, you were 
attacked in broad daylight?’ He said ‘who told this to you?’ and I 
explained how this was reported on the regional Marathi news channel. 
So he said ‘I never said leopard attacked me. The thing was, the reporter 
came and he started talking about the leopard attacked me and all that, 
asking me what is my take.’ He explained to the reporter that he was 
riding to work, and the leopard crossed the road at that moment. He 
said ‘we…rammed into each other. The leopard ran away, I fell off the 
bike and injured myself; all these bruises and cuts are not because of the 
leopard.’  

“Some news channels report things differently, because of the 
workshop, but all over the country, not just in Mumbai, most of them 
sensationalise it, to attract audience - you know: eyeballs.” 

We were sitting under a roof that extends about fifteen feet out 
from the front wall of Chandu’s hut. Chandu, wearing a coral-coloured 
Times of India tee-shirt and blue jeans, sat patiently as we spoke in 
English, and I was keen to hear his thoughts. As I shifted position and 
Krishna joined me to interpret, I noticed that the panels from which his 
front wall is constructed include two large, red-and-white KitKat bill-
boards, one nailed on upside-down.  

“For me, it’s important to help the leopard research, I’m happy for 
them to put their camera traps around, and giving them information. 
They can get more information about the movements and behaviour of 
the leopards, and that helps reduce conflict. I see leopards almost every 
day because I keep turkeys. I recently lost a 15 kg turkey and a 12 kg 
turkey; I’ve lost two, three dogs. 
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“Over the years, Aarey Forest has suffered from development. First 
it was eighty acres, now it’s 165 acres of encroachment, and then there 
is Royal Palms, which is a real estate development to the north of Aarey, 
connected to SGNP, lots of cutting of trees, so there is a lot of 
disturbance to the leopards. So the leopards move around and come for 
easy prey. If a leopard takes a turkey, takes a dog, I don’t hold a grudge, 
but I’ve started locking up the livestock at night. Now the Forest 
Department has written to me to say ‘you shouldn’t venture outside 
after 6.30 in the evening, you should clear the trees around your house, 
you should put up spotlights and fencing, all around the property. I told 
them, if we don’t leave the house after 6.30, we’ll starve.”  

“The city sleeps at 2am for God’s sake!” exclaimed Krishna. 
“When I was a child, this forest was very lush, green, thick,” 

continued Chandu. “There were hardly any encroachments, plenty of 
wildlife, prey for the leopard, so obviously there were no attacks. But 
now, there’s garbage, the dogs come to feed on the garbage, and they 
attract the leopards. Not here, this is a tribal hamlet, so really clean, but 
those other places can be filthy.” 

“He says that the frequency of leopards increases between May and 
October,” said Krishna. “He has seen three together. He may be right, 
you know? The leopards of Aarey are very unpredictable…” With us 
was a young scientist, Rajesh Sanap, a research associate with the 
National Centre for Biological Science.  

“I think he’s right”, Rajesh interrupted, “I have seen five in Aarey, 
like, female with three cubs and male...” Suddenly the interview 
dissolved into an excited conversation in two languages between 
Krishna, Chandu and Rajesh.  

“It’s said that it’s a solitary animal, but that’s all bullshit!” Krishna 
exclaimed. “I saw those cubs, more than two-and-a-half, three years 
old, and they were still with the mother. Why? Because they know that 
if they are in more numbers they will have better strategy to catch any 
kind of game. There was a leopard, you know… it used to be a pastime 
for people, they used to get torches, and the leopard would hunt rats, 
and – you know what? It used to stockpile them!” Krishna accompanied 
each exclamation with a single, loud handclap. “I mean it’s very 
unpredictable! All we have is a few camera trap images, and we see a 
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leopard going from here to there. You can’t say anything about what 
happens anywhere else! It was literally a pastime for people. Nine-thirty 
a crowd used to gather with their torches and, you know, watch what’s 
going on!” 

When he was finished, he sat back in his chair and Chandu spoke 
again, calmly. Krishna relayed his words, also with a sudden calm. 

“The leopard is our deity. Tiger is mōṭhā Waghoba and leopard is 
chōṭā Waghoba – big brother and small brother.”  

“Mōṭhā means ‘big’ and chōṭā means ‘small’,” explained Krishna. 
“They celebrate every year, and give offerings, you know? That’s why 
there are so few attacks on tribals, you know? In fact they have a deep 
knowledge of the leopard as well, so that helps protect them too.” 

Sitting alongside Ranjeet was Imran, a tall, slender, silent man who 
explained that, as a Muslim, his concern for leopards and other wildlife 
was not so deeply rooted in any kind of spiritual perspective. “I just love 
wildlife”, he told me, “and I believe we should coexist.” 
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3 

Gir 

From Mumbai I flew to Rajkot in the north-western state of Gujarat. I 
was following up Sujan Chatterjee’s suggestion that I investigate the 
story of the Maldhari people and their neighbours, the only remaining 
Asiatic lions. Unlike the widespread and relatively common leopard, and 
considerably rarer than tigers, the Asiatic lion is a global conservation 
priority. From the brink of extinction a century ago, India’s lions are 
making a sustained comeback and like the leopards, their relative success 
has increased the frequency of encounters with people. In contrast to 
the leopards of Mumbai, though, the Asiatic lion story is played out in 
the deeply rural setting of southern Gujarat’s Saurashtra region.  

In the two weeks leading up to my visit to India, Asiatic lion 
conservation suddenly became political. Or rather, the highly politicised 
nature of lion conservation became apparent to those of us who had 
hitherto only observed it from afar. On 3 October I received a message 
from Manisha Rajput, who had been planning the Gujarat part of my 
visit and would later prove indispensable as guide, interpreter and fixer. 

…Since from 15 days in Gir, suddenly 21 lions died bcos of 
some viral diseases so all the scenario has been changed but will 
give u update in a day or two… 

The following day another message from Manisha confirmed the 
presence of canine distemper virus, and the first reports started to appear 
in the Indian press and from there, the world’s media. In total 23 lions 
died in the outbreak. Manisha kept in touch as she travelled around the 
lions’ heartland of the Gir Forest; as a former wildlife ranger there, she 
was now in demand as an independent trainer and adviser. In the few 
weeks I had known her, albeit only through email and Messenger, I 
could tell she was committed body and soul to the Gir. Her messages 
were sometimes short and hasty, and not always clear. One read simply: 

Khama Gayrne* 

 
* “May the Gir be blessed.”  Gayr is the local name for the area in Saurashtran dialect. 
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I was soon to learn how deeply the loss of 23 lions represented a personal 
bereavement for Manisha and many others whose lives are in some way 
touched by this charismatic beast. In pure conservation terms, it was 
worrying enough. What we today call the Asiatic lion was known to 
the Neolithic inhabitants of the Balkans and to the Greek Byzantine 
philosopher Themistius.* It persisted in Turkey until the 19th century, 
from where it ranged across western Asia as far east as Bengal, only to 
be wiped out by the early 20th, all but a few dozen survivors. It had 
already been under princely protection for two decades when in 1896 
the English naturalist Richard Lydekker documented its rapid decline.6 
He began by quoting W. L. Sclater’s Catalogue of the Mammalia in the 
Indian Museum:  

The districts in which it occurs or has occurred, are Guzerat in 
the extreme west of India, Central India, and Bundelcund. 
Blanford gives accounts of a Lion shot near Rewah in 1866; and 
also of a Lion stoned to death by a Mr. Arratoon, of the Police at 
Sheorajpur, twenty-five miles west of Allahabad. In the Asian 
newspaper of June 30th, 1885, Colonel Martin, of the Central 
India Horse, mentions that General Travers and himself in 1860 
killed two Lions on a hill to the west of Guna in Gwalior; and in 
1862, with Colonel Beadon, the Deputy Commissioner, he 
turned out and killed no less than eight Lions at a place called 
Patulghar, seventy miles north-west of Guna. The last Lion killed 
in Central India, of which I can find any record, was shot by 
Colonel Hall near Guna in 1873. I have heard too of a Lion 
being killed in 1888 in Guzerat, so that it is evident that the 
animal is not yet extinct in India, although it seems probable that 
it soon will be. 

Lydekker states that since this passage was written, he had been 
informed that: 

 
* 317-c.390 CE 
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Lions still exist in Kattiawar (a district of Guzerat), where they 
are now strictly preserved by the Indian Government. [My] 
informant also states that during the Mutiny-time (that is to say, 
early in the “fifties”)* Colonel George Acland Smith killed 
upwards of three hundred Indian Lions, fifty of which were 
bagged in the Delhi district.  

In India, where there was no popular hunting tradition, lions and tigers 
were considered royal game. The advent of British rule in Saurashtra 
introduced the obsessional hunting of the ruling classes, and created a 
pseudo-aristocracy of men and women who in their own country had 
populated the middle echelons of business, military and civil service. In 
response, in 1879 the sixth Nawab of Junagadh, Mahbatkhanji II 
ordered the strict protection of lions in his domains, which included the 
Gir. For the Nawab it was imperative that his traditional prerogative 
over the lions was codified and that there would be no doubt about the 
ownership of game animals.  

In 1896 one of Mahbatkhanji’s successors, the Nawab Rasulkhanji, 
issued a new set of rules for shikar – the Mughal term for a traditional 
royal hunting party. The lions could only be shot by special permission 
of the Junagadh State (under the nominal control of the Nawab) for 
special reasons and in exceptional circumstances. In other words lions 
could be shot for raisons d’etat, which generally meant to curry favour 
with selected high-ranking British officials, who found the prospect of 
bagging India’s most elusive trophy irresistible. The Governors of 
Bombay came to regard lion shikar as their hukk – their right – as did 
some of the Viceroys, Lord Linlithgow’s hunt, as recently as 1942, being 
the last.7  

 

I arrived early for our rendezvous in Rajkot, and as I waited for Manisha 
to arrive from her home city of Ahmedabad to collect me for the 64-
mile journey to the Gir, I picked up the latest copy of India Today. In 
the top right corner of the magazine was the coverline - Gir Lions: Lost 

 
* The Indian Rebellion of 1857-58, then, and sometimes still referred to as the Indian Mutiny. 
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Pride. At some point I looked up, and there was Manisha. We sat for a 
few minutes while she updated me on our plans for the next few days. 
“Before we leave Rajkot,” she said, “I want you to meet someone, he’s 
a member of the Gujarat Government’s Wildlife Advisory Board.”  

I had spent a week in one of the world’s busiest cities, and a day 
getting through and out of Mumbai and into the air to reach the much 
smaller city of Rajkot. I was impatient for space and air, notwithstanding 
that Mumbai’s Sanjay Gandhi National Park had provided daily respite. 
But I knew the importance in India of paying courtesy visits to 
influential people, and receiving their blessing to proceed, so I readied 
myself for another polite, formal, and borderline obsequious 
conversation. I was surprised, therefore, when we arrived not at an 
office, but at a residential apartment block, and made our way to the 
sixth floor, the home of Bhushan Pandya. The door was opened by a 
grey-haired woman in a pink saree, and after we had removed our shoes 
she showed us into an open-plan room, of which a dining table and 
chairs occupied half, and two sofas and a television the other half. As I 
sat down I found myself gazing into the eyes of two larger-than-life-size 
lion cubs, in a huge photo that dominated the opposite wall, shared with 
several shelves-full of badminton trophies. 

“That photo was taken by Bhushanbhai, he was the Gir Forest’s 
official photographer. And those are his trophies, he was Gujarat 
badminton champion. He will be joining us soon, it takes him a while 
to get ready.” Manisha explained that for nearly thirty years Bhushan 
would drive to the Gir Forest most weeks to spend a couple of days 
documenting its wildlife, habitat and people, as long as the demands of 
his business – a colour processing lab – allowed. One night, five years 
earlier, he lost control of his car during a monsoon downpour… 

A door opened, and a man emerged from an adjoining room, 
walking slowly towards us in six-inch steps. His shoulders were slightly 
bowed, his head tilted slightly upward to direct his gaze forward. He 
was casually dressed in a grey polo shirt and slacks; with him was an 
attractive middle-aged woman in a yellow-and-white saree, who pulled 
a wheeled office chair into position for Bhushan. Both wore broad 
smiles, and Bhushan introduced his wife Priti before greeting me 
warmly, and Manisha enthusiastically. Once Bhushan was safely in his 
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chair, Priti joined the grey-haired woman and another older lady in the 
kitchen. 

“You’re walking well,” said Manisha. 
“Yes, not bad at the moment.” I took an instant liking to 

Bhushanbhai. No longer able to travel around the forest independently, 
he exuded an undiminished passion for the Gir and its lions. He was 
eager to hear about our plans, and to field question after question. His 
position on the Wildlife Advisory Board, he explained, was a source of 
influence but carried no decision-making power. The board meets to 
advise on management of the Gir and Gujarat’s other famous protected 
area, the Blackbuck National Park at Velavadar, and also to comment 
on development proposals like pipelines and road upgrades. 

“The problems come at election time. Candidates make big 
promises about roads and dams, and when they get elected they claim 
they have a mandate to push these projects through. On the other hand 
there is huge public support for wildlife protection; it’s just that at 
election time only the projects get discussed and no-one makes the 
connection with habitat loss until it’s too late.” I was curious to know 
where this support for wildlife protection came from. 

“You’ve heard of ahimsa, I suppose?” I had, and like most non-
Indians, I understood the word to mean ‘non-violence’, associating it 
with Gandhi’s Satyagraha civil resistance movement. “It means ‘to do 
no harm’”, explained Bhushan, “and it doesn’t just apply to people, in 
fact it mainly applies to animals. It refers to emotional as well as physical 
harm, which is why we are absolutely against hunting. Gandhiji was 
from Gujarat and here ahimsa is very strong. And there are the Bishnoi,* 

 
* A Hindu sect in north-west India who follow 29 principles laid down by Guru Jamhbeshwar 
(1451-1536), five of which relate to the treatment of animals and the environment. A Bishnoi 
called Amrita Dev led a protest against the cutting down of Khejri (Prosopis cineraria) trees in 
September 1730. The Maharajah of Jodhpur, Abhay Singh, requiring wood for the 
construction of a new palace, sent soldiers to cut trees in a village now called Khejarli, known 
as Jehnad at the time. Dev hugged a tree in an attempt to stop them, as did other local people 
when the news spread. She told the soldiers that she was prepared to die to save the trees. The 
soldiers killed her and 362 others before Abhay Singh was informed and intervened to stop the 
massacre.  
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of course. They see themselves as the protectors of the blackbuck in 
Rajasthan.” 

“Yes, I heard they secured a conviction a few months ago against 
that actor…” 

“Salman Khan, the Bollywood actor, who is now in jail for five 
years for poaching a blackbuck twenty years ago.” 

I asked Bhushan about his own interest in wildlife and conservation, 
as someone who is essentially an amateur naturalist but who has come 
to command state-wide respect for his expertise. 

“I’ve been passionate about wildlife all my life, and I’m 63 years 
old. I’ve been serious about photography for about thirty years. I ran 
my business, and also got commissioned to carry out photography 
projects, so I would try to fit that in at weekends. 

“Five years ago I had my accident and broke my second vertebra in 
two pieces. I spent seven months in hospital in Mumbai. They tried to 
discharge me earlier, saying I’ll never walk again, but I told them I’m 
not leaving until I can walk out. Only ten or eleven people have walked 
following this injury. I had to close the business, and I cannot go the 
Gir alone, so now I put all my energy into advocacy. I used to advocate 
through my camera, now I advocate through my computer, on Twitter 
and Facebook.” 

Priti and one of the servants returned from the kitchen carrying 
trays of tea and assorted home-made snacks. My attention shifting briefly 
away from Bhushan, I noticed a movement down to my right, 
something emerging from behind the sofa. It was a small, brown and 
white rabbit, who hopped across the room towards Bhushan. Priti 
introduced him as Heli. 

“How did you feel when you heard about the canine distemper 
outbreak?” 

“I have no words. No words can describe how I felt. But I have 
huge admiration for the field staff who worked day and night to take 52 
lions into temporary captivity for vaccination.” 

Since the 1950s, zoologists have been advising the Indian 
government to re-establish at least one wild population outside Gujarat 
to reduce the species’ vulnerability to epidemic disease. The Asiatic Lion 
Reintroduction Project was set up in the 1990s to find a suitable 
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location for reintroduction, and identified the Palpur-Kuno Wildlife 
Sanctuary in northern Madhya Pradesh. 1500 families from 24 villages 
were resettled so that the protected area could be expanded by 
133 square miles.8 Gujarat state officials resisted the translocation, 
however; proponents of the scheme accused Gujarat of placing the Gir’s 
status as the world's only home of the Asiatic lion above the needs of 
the animals themselves. The matter went before the Indian Supreme 
Court and in April 2013, the Court ordered Gujarat to cooperate.  

As far as I had been able to tell from on-line research, the 
conservation community appeared united in its condemnation of the 
Gujarat government’s refusal to cooperate. And with the election of the 
former Chief Minister of Gujarat, Narendra Modi as India’s Prime 
Minister in 2014, the state’s policy became national policy, enforced 
over the Supreme Court’s orders through a process of prolonged foot-
dragging. What was less evident from the internet, was that most of the 
commentary was coming from outside Gujarat. Bushanbhai’s views, 
independent of Government, highly informed as to the conservation 
needs of the lions, and coming from a passionate advocate for the Gir, 
was something I needed to tease out before we headed south out of the 
city for the forest. 

“Theoretically, we need as many places as possible for as many 
species as possible, but only if they are safe and ideal. Even in Saurashtra 
not everywhere is ideal, but there are many areas in southern Saurashtra 
where lions can make their homes. If corridors are maintained, the lion 
can spread. Already, there are new populations on the coast, where the 
Gir population has expanded. Some of the corridors are in hilly areas 
and therefore protected, some are in inhabited areas, therefore 
threatened. Some activists have launched a PIL*to enforce the 
management of corridors: there are 300km2 declared as ECZs – Eco-
sensitive Zones - but there’s no enforcement. 

“There are other things we can do. The Wildlife Advisory Board 
raised the issue of feral dogs in 2017, it was discussed again six months 
later in the September, but still no action. We could have avoided this 
calamity. There is an active dog sterilisation programme in the eastern 

 
* Public Interest Litigation 
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Gir, 30 villages have been covered but there are still over a hundred to 
go.” 

“So you don’t see a need to build up a new population outside 
Gujarat?” 

“In theory, it could work but the reality is different. They’re talking 
about establishing a new lion population in an area that also serves as a 
tiger corridor. We don’t have tigers to worry about here,* but tigers and 
lions have not coexisted in India for nearly 200 years. We don’t want 
lion at the cost of tiger or tiger at the cost of lion. There’s another 
problem: the tribal communities of Madhya Pradesh. They’re not like 
the Maldhari of Gir. They will retaliate if their livestock is killed. Or 
out of fear. Here Asiatic lions are used to living alongside humans and 
vice versa, this is not true in Madhya Pradesh. In a heavily populated 
country like India, wildlife cannot exist without community support. 
Scientists don’t study that aspect, they worry about habitat, site 
conservation, ecology.” 

“Can Saurashtra contain an expanding lion population† in amongst 
so many people? Are they in danger of being a victim of their own 
success?” 

“There are very few attacks on people because the people have 
learned to live with lions and leopards. But we have to tackle the fact 
that there are 54 neses‡ in the Gir Sanctuary area, with three to five 
families per nes. Most of them have returned illegally after accepting 
offers of resettlement. There is overgrazing, which has led to the spread 
of Cassia,§ an invasive species that is unpalatable to both wild and 

 
* On 6 February 2019 a tiger was seen and filmed at Santrampur, the first confirmed record for 
Gujarat since 1992. The animal was identified, based on its stripe pattern, as one that had lived 
in Ratapani wildlife sanctuary in Madhya Pradesh, and it is assumed to have walked at least 
300 miles.  
† The 14th Asiatic Lion Census was conducted in May 2015 when the population was found 
to be 523, compared to 411 in 2010 and 359 in 2005. 
‡ A nes is a farmstead comprising living quarters for people and byres for the livestock, with an 
enclosed area for corralling buffalo at night. The Sanctuary is the wider protected area of 1412 
km2, within which there is a 258km2 core area with no resident human population. 
§ Sickle senna Senna tora, previously known as Cassia tora, is a species of waste ground and 
cultivation, now spreading rapidly in denuded grassland where it prevents regrowth of the 
native grasses. 
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domestic animals. The priority is the forest, and you can’t relocate the 
forest. I favour a gradual removal of people and livestock from the Gir.”* 

 

There is a raga for every part of the day, such as the time when the 
darkness meets the dawn, a tranquil moment called the creator’s hour, 
Brahmamuhurta, the Ayurvedic point of maximum stillness of the mind. 
The perfect time for meditation. The music for this time is the raga 
known as Lalit, a serene improvisation on a scale unlike any that would 
be familiar to western ears.† In the Gir, nature’s Lalit is a coarse but 
soothing welcome from the jungle crow, and a seven-note descending-
then-rising melody from the Tickell’s blue flycatcher, whose plumage is 
that of the pre-dawn itself: twilight blue and orange. At the entrance 
gate to the Gir Forest there is also a human cacophony that wells from 
the start of the permit-allocating hour at the opening of each day, as 
guides and drivers scrum for the papers that will allow them and their 
clients through. 

Manisha had selected a route that plunged us into the cool green-
gold morning of the acacias, and far enough from the thronged gates to 
have the sounds of the forest to ourselves. We took with us only the 
crow-call and the sometimes purring, sometimes growling voice of our 
own jeep. To them the forest added the stabbing notes of red-wattled 
lapwings whenever we crossed a stream, or the penetrating mewl of 
peafowl from the denser areas of jungle. We entered a zone dominated 
by teak trees: denser growth, dimmer colours, and the unique sound of 
teak leaves in the wind. The size of dinner plates, they were stiff and 
thick and turning brown and made a gentle, woody clatter as the breeze 
ran through them, or as they detached themselves and made their 
swaying descent through the branches to land among the other fallen. 
On the same breeze came the whiff of kill, of a sambar brought down 

 
* In May 2020 it was reported that at least 24 lions had died in an outbreak of babesiosis, a 
tick-borne protozoan disease. The seriousness of the 2018 canine distemper outbreak is 
thought to have been due to it having coincided with a babesiosis outbreak. 
† The closest western equivalent would be C-D♭-E-F- G♭-A♭-B-C   
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the day before, and we followed it out of the teak and into the savannah. 
A whisper from Manisha: 

“There’s one, and another!” And “Bas, bas!” The driver did as 
commanded and stopped the jeep. As the engine’s noise subsided, the 
threefold caagh, caagh, caagh of the jungle crow was like a command 
for a moment’s silent contemplation, as we trained our binoculars on 
the space between the top of the tall herb-layer of Senna tora and the 
lowest leaves of an acacia. Manisha had spotted two adolescent lions 
about thirty yards away. One stood side-on to us, facing right, head 
angled slightly upwards at a haughty angle. It seemed to gaze into the 
distance as it flicked its tail up into a graceful curve like a sideways ‘J’. 
The other was lying down, half asleep and half-hidden. Just discernible 
through the Senna stems was the dark curve of the deer’s bloated belly; 
its smell was only mildly putrescent in the relatively cool air of the 
morning.* 

“Lucky you are”, whispered Manisha. I was aware that not every 
safari resulted in an encounter, and that over-expectant customers have 
been known to demand their money back after an unsuccessful run. It 
was not long before two more jeeps joined ours, and we moved on. A 
few hundred yards farther along the track we were signalled to stop by 
six Maldhari trackers, who had found another lion. Twenty-five yards 
away, a young male lay in a slight dip in the land. In princely poise, he 
lay with his head and shoulders elevated, the line of his gaze passing well 
to our left, as if pointedly averted. He had yet to grow a mane but he 
was developing the rock-like head that would sport the crown-and-ruff 
he will acquire once in full pomp. Then all highness deserted him, as he 
dropped his left shoulder, relaxed his neck muscles, let his head fall like 
a deadweight towards the ground, the rest of his body twisting loosely 
under its momentum, leaving him on his back. His head was now 
hidden behind the grass, only his lower belly and half-elevated right 
hind leg were visible. Two lionesses appeared from the undergrowth 
behind the jeep, and walked towards and then past us. The first emerged 
into the glow of the low sun which rendered her fur the colour of rice 
straw; a few seconds behind her, the second lioness stayed closer to the 
shading vegetation, and appeared the colour of dry grass. Both sported 

 
* See photo section between pages 57 and 58 
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a feature found only in the last surviving Asiatic population of lions, 
instantly distinguishing them from African animals, a longitudinal flap 
of loose skin that hung below their bellies. The nonchalance of both the 
lions and the trackers was striking. The men were standing in a rough 
circle two or three yards across, chatting to each other, while the lions 
passed no more than fifteen yards from them, and twenty yards from us. 
None of the men paid the lions any attention, and the lions appeared to 
notice neither the men, nor us. The lionesses crossed the track about 
forty yards ahead of us and disappeared into the grass to our right. 

We moved on, but stopped again after a short distance. It was still 
early, and the sky was pink-flushed. We had been in the Gir for less than 
an hour, and birds that kept themselves hidden while they greeted the 
dawn with song, were starting to appear at the tips of bushes and the 
tops of trees. Three young women appeared from around a bend farther 
along the track, walking towards us. They could have been sisters, two 
in their late teens, the other perhaps fifteen. The two older girls were 
dressed in the Maldhari style kameez, bright plain-coloured tops with 
contrasting patterned panels across the bust, and dark-coloured lungi – 
a kind of sarong. As I was later to realise was normal, even as they went 
about everyday tasks, they wore ample jewellery: heavy-looking (but 
hollow) silver anklets, thin chords of leather supporting pendants at the 
neck, gold studs and pendants adorning their ears. The youngest was in 
plain shalwar-kameez, trousers and shirt, with no jewellery that I could 
see apart from the leather necklace and pendant, and whereas her 
companions had their heads covered by the ubiquitous dupatta 
headscarves, her hair was tied back and two loops of plain rope wound 
round her head like an Arab agal.  

“Are they going to be ok? They’re walking towards the lions, and 
the lions are walking towards them.” I knew the answer, but the 
question seemed to insist on being asked. Manisha smiled. 

“It’s their everyday experience. They are coming back from the 
stream where they wash every morning. You can see they are not 
nervous or frightened.” 
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Originally the Maldhari were nomads from Sindh and Rajasthan, and 
other parts of Gujarat. They eventually settled in the grasslands of 
Saurashtra and Kutch and came to be known by their tribal name after 
settling in and around the formerly more extensive forested lands of the 
Junagarh district of Gujarat. Although they are a recognised tribe, with 
certain rights enshrined in law, the name Maldhari is in reality an 
occupational term - keeper (dhari) of livestock (mal) – that can apply to 
people from a variety of castes and communities. The community is 
scattered through the Gir, in homesteads called neses, typically occupied 
by one large extended family or two or three couples and their children.  

As the morning grew hotter, and the wildlife returned to the shade 
of the forest Manisha took me to visit a nes called Lakkadvera, home to 
a Muslim family. The men and the livestock had long since left for the 
day, leaving a young woman, Salma, and her nine-year old son at 
home.*  

The nes comprised rectangular mud buildings arranged round two 
sides of a square courtyard, which was empty apart from a small black 
dog, a cot which had been dragged out into the sun to serve as a drying 
rack for various cooking and eating vessels, and a line of washing. 
Chickens wandered through the scene. On one side was a barn in which 
two black buffalo calves lay snoozing on a pile of dry dung. At right 
angles to the barn, the main building was divided into two by a wall that 
reached only halfway to the roof. The roof was covered in tiles 
individually stamped ‘Meghdoot Ceramics Ltd.’, and extended beyond 
the front wall to cast shade over an exterior sitting area. The right-hand 
half of the building, as seen from the courtyard, was a byre. The left half 
was a simple earth-floored living space with, in the far left-hand corner, 
a fireplace consisting of a low, circular bund of baked earth about two 
and a half feet in diameter. Hanging on the left side wall were more 
cooking bowls, while on the far wall were two clocks and a photograph 
of Salma’s husband and his two brothers. She found another photo to 
show me, that of Ismael, her grandfather-in-law, whose name her 
husband and small son share. The youngest Ismael sat alongside her on 
another cot, wearing a green shirt with ‘Dirty BMX Championships’ 
emblazoned on the back. Salma was wearing salwar-kurta, loose, light 

 
* See photo section 
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white trousers and a black-and white knee-length shirt, long, turquoise 
and mauve dupatta over her head and shoulders. Her wrists and ankles 
were simply adorned with single bangles, while from her ears hung 
panicles of delicately-chiming gold jewellery from Talala. I switched on 
the recorder, and Salma spoke in a soft mezzo against an accompaniment 
of cock-crow and the contented-sounding chirrup of red-vented 
bulbuls, with at one point a sudden bubbling-up of gossip from turkeys 
in the unlived-in half of the building. She had a constant sweet, smiley 
expression as she spoke; Manisha translated. 

“When the sun rises, our daily work is to clean the house, clean the 
clothes, make the food for the family, then clean the buffalo and send 
them out for grazing, then kitchen cleaning, household work. Two or 
three times a week we see the lion, sometimes it comes in the morning, 
sometimes in the daytime or the evening and night-time also.” 

I asked if she knew anyone who had been attacked by a lion. 
“No, not by a lion, no-one. But my father-in-law was once 

attacked by a leopard.” 
“Young children, when they move around in the forest, are they 

taught by their older brothers and sisters or by their parents anything 
about life with lions, how to avoid being hurt?” 

“We don’t teach, but they learn by themselves, by observing 
adults.” 

We kept the visit short, to allow Salma to get on with her busy life. 
As we walked back to the car, Manisha said: “I’m really glad. I thought 
she would be uncomfortable speaking to us, with no men around.”  

I asked Manisha if there was a difference between the attitudes of 
Muslim Maldhari people towards lions, and those of the majority Hindu 
Maldhari. 

“Not really. The Muslims and Hindus here share the same way of 
life, they know each other well. They can’t intermarry, of course, but 
otherwise they have much the same lives. 

“About six or seven years ago a lion died. It was crossing the river, 
over a road bridge, when it was forced to jump off the bridge to avoid 
two lorries which were passing in opposite directions. The next day the 
market didn’t open, and nobody did any work because they were all in 
mourning. It was just like when a person dies. No-one organises any 
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closure, it just happens. It was Besanu – which means paying respects, 
like when people visit a family who has lost someone. Everyone was 
affected. And now with the CD outbreak it’s the same. A few weeks 
ago, the day after the 23 victims were discovered, in Visavadar* the 
whole town closed.” 

 

The temperature climbed to 40°C and I knew that the Maldhari women 
would be working through the heat at their household routines, and the 
men would be seeking shade for themselves and their animals as they 
move between patches of grass and wild fodder. I could do little more 
than sit among the mango trees at the Gir Birding Lodge, editing my 
notes and labelling my recorded interviews, waiting for the approaching 
dusk, and the return of the herds. Our plan was to return to the forest 
in the evening, to visit Vaniavav, a nes that was home to Hardabhai, his 
son Meraman, Meraman’s wife, Janaben, Mahesh, their son, and Mina, 
Payal and Jalpa, their daughters.  

Across India, dairy herds - buffalos or cows - and the millions of 
street-cows return from their pasturings and wanderings back to their 
villages, neses and city byres during a gentle hour when the dust kicked 
up by their hooves is tinted by the colours of the setting sun. It is known 
as cow-dust hour, and there is a raga for this time, too: ‘Marwa’. Like 
Lalit, it comprises tones that seem strange to western ears,† homeless and 
wandering.  

There was a music in the sounds of the sunset chores at Vaniavav, 
as I watched the buffalo milked and corralled for the night, and listened 
to milk ringing the metal pails, Meraman’s tenor voice calling from 
across the compound, with a questioning inflexion and Janaben’s bell-
like answering cadence. Grunts and lows from the animals. Pic! pic! 
from red-wattled lapwings. I was standing under an overhanging roof, 
on a raised veranda, at the edge of a five-foot drop down into the 
courtyard which was packed with buffalo. Manisha was sitting on a cot, 
one of four crammed onto the veranda. Hardabhai, the silver-haired, 

 
* A town of some 18,000 inhabitants, according to the 2001 census 
† roughly equivalent to B-D♭-E-F♯-A-B-D♭-C 
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yellow-moustached, decades-weathered head of the family, joined us 
and sat opposite Manisha on a cot that rested against the back wall.* He 
was immediately provided with a stainless-steel saucer of hot buffalo 
milk which he balanced by the rim in the raised tips of his left-hand 
fingers, between two of which was also wedged an inch of roll-up. He 
looked tough and fit and old and tired at the same time. He was dressed 
entirely in white kediyu-chorno. The kediyu, a long-sleeved smock-
shirt, pleated at the chest and reaching to the waist, was grimy from the 
day’s sweat and dust. The chorno, wide pantaloons tied loosely at the 
ankles, were a bright, cleaner white than I would have expected. Behind 
him, along the whitewashed mud wall, hung an assortment of carrier 
bags, containing I know not what. It was a simple storage system for a 
place where floorspace is in short supply, and ants are not. 

Manisha introduced me and explained why we had come. I sat on 
a third cot and switched on my recorder, by which time Hardabhai had 
started speaking. I waited for a pause, for Manisha to interpret. The first 
pause came after ten minutes, lasting just as long as it takes to take a sip 
of milk and to revivify the last embers of an expiring cigarette. Enough 
time for Manisha to say: 

“Basically, he is complaining about…” 
Then Hardabhai continued until the next pause, another ten 

minutes later, and Manisha spoke first to him, and then to me: 
“I have asked him to let me translate. He is talking about the 

increase in tourism and the illegal lion shows, he is very angry about it. 
Actually he has a lot of anger and I’m letting him get rid of his anger. 
He is very worried about the lions’ deaths. He is saying none of the 
young generation of forest department want to go out patrolling, we 
don’t need people with degrees we need people with experience…”  

Then for another twenty-five minutes Hardabhai spoke, with 
occasional responses in Gujarati from Manisha. At some point Janaben 
finished her duties, and sat on the lip of the veranda, turned half towards 
us, and half-hidden from my view. I could see only her face; her head 
was covered by a pale green print dupatta, held in place by a gold wire 
band. Like all adult Maldhari, men and women, she wore large, ornate 
gold studs pierced into the middle of the ear, three-quarters of an inch 

 
* See photo section 
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in diameter, domed and filigree. Her ear lobes were pieced by large 
silver rings partly bound in blue silk, from which hung modern 
enamelled-silver pendants in the shape of little slippers. Gradually, she 
became more involved in the conversation, and I found myself listening 
intently to the music of it. The old man’s rapid, baritone voice, each 
short burst descending in pitch and separated by a one-second pause, 
the younger woman’s voice gently commanding attention by its beauty 
of tone – the slightest of rough edges to a succession of delicate chimes 
- and its melodic shapeliness. Hardabhai never interrupted his daughter-
in-law, but from time to time punctuated her talking with a thin slurp 
from his milk-dish. 

I abandoned hope of using my recording in the podcast I had 
planned, with no contemporaneous interpretation available. My 
frustration increased when Manisha managed to squeeze the words ‘now 
he’s talking about the loss of vultures’ into a rare interstice in the 
monologue. It died down again with the help of a soothing bassline 
from the buffalo and a relaxed domesticity I felt I heard in the clang of 
buckets. Then, suddenly, the conversation seemed to have ended. 
Meraman arrived and sat next to his father, and his own son, Mahesh, a 
boy of about thirteen, sat between them. They all looked at me, finally 
ready for the interview we had come for, a conversation about an 
incident two years ago, when Meraman was attacked by a lion and 
hospitalised.* 

“Our kids, they are not afraid of lions,” Hardabhai began. “The 
reason the lions don’t eat the Maldhari is because they are family to us 
and we are family to them, they know very well we are family and they 
cannot eat us.” 

“We used to have 200 cattle now we have 20-30 cattle of which 4 
or 5 are milking cattle and sometimes one is taken by a lion. We don’t 
complain,” said Janaben. “Our children don’t have the advantages that 
city children have, so they wherever they go they suffer by comparison 
and can’t get on. We Maldhari are ready to leave the forest, but if we 
go, the lion will not survive.” 

 
* What follows is Manisha’s interpretation, but her version was necessarily a rushed précis of 
what I assume was a more detailed, wide-ranging conversation with few pauses to allow full 
translation.  
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“When Meraman was attacked, even the lion crossed their limit,” 
said Hardabhai. “In the daytime they are not allowed to come near the 
nes, and it had never, ever happened before. It happened because some 
people from the city disturbed them, for the lion show. So some of the 
buffalo and the cattle were drinking water, and the lioness came, and I 
told Meraman not to go out, but Meraman went out to the corral in his 
bare feet and stood between the lion and the buffalo calf. That’s when 
the lion attacked, it caught him by the shoulder.” 

“I tried to punch the lion’s nose with my free arm. Then my father 
came out and hit her on the head with a stick and between us we saw 
it off,” said Meraman. 

“Were you frightened?” 
“I didn’t have time to think.” 
“What about afterwards, when you looked back on the incident?” 
“Where will I go if I’m frightened? It’s our daily life. If a lion 

catches our buffalo, we have to go to release it.” 
“He was too badly injured to come home so I sent him to the road, 

where he could get a lift to Mendarda. A car was going past, so they 
took him to the doctor,” Hardabhai explained. 

“I have asked Hardabhai if he would prefer his life without lion,” 
said Manisha. 

“No. Every day we have a lion visitor here, every day. We are the 
people who are providing them food worth 50,000 or one lakh rupees; 
no-one else can offer that food to them, so they respect us.” 

“I don’t get that, sorry.” 
“Because a buffalo costs 50,000 or one lakh,” Manisha explained. 
“When a lion kills our buffalo, we let him finish eating, we don’t 

have negativity. We embrace it. And if people are coming to see lions 
from around the world, there must be something in the lion, there must 
be some divine… divine thing in the lion, so we are blessed that we are 
living with them. Every small living creature has a soul in them. If we 
are going somewhere in the early morning and we see a lion’s face, it is 
auspicious for us.” 

“It will be a good day,” I suggested. 
“It will be a good day,” agreed Manisha. 
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4 

Vultures 

As we drove through the darkness the six miles back to Sasan Gir, 
Manisha relayed what Hardabhai had said about vultures during a 
monologue that she had felt unable to interrupt. 

“We told the Department people that we were observing that we 
are losing vultures, but they dismissed our concerns. Then some years 
later they started asking us if we had noticed that there are fewer vultures 
and we said ‘bloody hell, so many years back we were telling you that 
we are losing vultures. You didn’t notice, but we who live in the jungle, 
we notice every little thing.’ We notice the vultures disappearing 
because now it is more difficult to track down the carcass of any animal 
that goes missing, as we don’t have the vultures to show us where to 
look.” 

I had been speculating that there may be a connection between the 
loss of vultures and the arrival of canine distemper, but there seemed to 
be a total shutdown in official communications about the outbreak. 
Manisha had arranged for me to meet Rajdeep Jhala, Assistant 
Conservator of Forests and his boss Mohandram, Deputy Conservator 
of Forests, Sasan Gir Wildlife Division, the most senior officers locally. 
Although they spoke freely and helpfully about everything else, neither 
were able to comment on the outbreak. All questions were to be 
referred to the Chief Conservator of Forests in Junagadh. Even if I had 
made the journey back to Junagadh and booked an appointment it 
seemed unlikely I would have any kind of conversation that wasn’t 
tightly on-message. It was not, therefore, possible to get an official view 
as to a possible link between vulture decline and the spread of canine 
distemper. It was already known that the loss of vultures had opened a 
niche for India’s vast population of feral dogs, increasing the human toll 
of one of the region’s most feared diseases: rabies.  

In thousands of towns and villages across India, Nepal, Pakistan and 
Bangladesh, where once over 100 million white-rumped, Indian, 
slender-billed and red-headed vultures provided the fastest and cleanest 
carrion disposal system in the world, there is now a glut of dead meat. 
From the first official recognition of the problem, there followed the 
fastest decline to the brink of extinction ever recorded: in the case of 
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the white-rumped vulture, 99.7% of its population disappeared in the 
ten years between 1993 and 2002, with further decline since. There was 
a frantic need to deploy global ecological and veterinary expertise to 
find the cause. Eventually, the culprit was found to be renal failure 
caused by the birds’ rapid accumulation of the pain-killing drug 
diclofenac. Diclofenac was patented in 1965 by a Swiss pharmaceutical 
company and began to be used widely in arthritis medication in the late 
1980s. After the patent expired, it could be produced cheaply and turned 
into a veterinary product. With diclofenac, aging cows and buffaloes 
could be kept out of pain for a few more weeks of valuable revenue 
from milking or calving. They would end their days in traditional cattle 
shelters where vultures were welcomed as an essential component of the 
cycle of life and death. But diclofenac is poison to vultures.  

One community in particular suffered an immediate social and 
spiritual crisis as vulture numbers plummeted. For two and a half 
thousand years, the Parsi, now some 30,000 strong, have enlisted the 
vultures to dispose of the flesh of their dead, who were lifted onto tall 
Dakhmas, or Towers of Silence, to avoid contaminating what they 
regarded as sacred earth. Fire is also considered sacred, so cremating the 
remains of loved ones instead was out of the question. Alternative 
solutions have remained elusive, and now the Parsi have had little 
choice* but to adopt burial or cremation, in traumatic acts of sacrilege.  

The only beneficiaries have been scavenging dogs, whose numbers 
have increased by 7.25 million as a result of the loss of vultures, along 
with the leopards who in turn prey on the dogs. In 2008 environmental 
economist Professor Anil Markandya and his collaborators estimated that 
at least 47,398 additional human deaths from rabies resulted directly 
from the loss of vultures between 1992 and 2006.9 

The world had only once before seen so precipitate a crash in any 
species of bird. 150 years ago, the passenger pigeon of North America 
may have been the commonest bird on the planet. It was hunted in its 
millions as a cheap and easy source of food, and was regarded by white 

 
* Specially-designed solar concentrators can burn a body in three days without flame, but are 
extremely expensive. Vultures can reduce a body to clean bone in less than an hour; other 
scavengers such as dogs leave the job incomplete. Other impacts of reduced, slower or 
incomplete animal carcass disposal include water contamination and increased outbreaks of 
bacterial diseases such as anthrax.  
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settled agriculturalists as a pest. In 1866, a single flock in 
southern Ontario was estimated to have been a mile wide and 300 miles 
long, took 14 hours to pass, and held more than 3.5 billion birds. Thirty-
five years later, in 1901, the last confirmed wild passenger pigeon was 
shot. A few individuals remained in captivity, until Martha, the last of 
her kind, died in Cincinnati Zoo at 1 pm on 1 September 1914. DNA 
analysis shows that for 20,000 years prior to the arrival of Europeans, 
the passenger pigeon population had been stable. During the same 
period the population of the American First Nations increased 60-fold, 
with no apparent impact on the size of the passenger pigeon population. 

Following the realisation that diclofenac – a class of drug known as 
NSAID or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug – was causing the 
vulture crash, steps were quickly taken to avert another horrific 
extinction. The drug was banned for veterinary use in India on 11 
March 2006; Nepal followed suit in August 2006, and Pakistan shortly 
after. A replacement drug, meloxicam, was quickly developed and 
found to be safe after tests were carried out on vultures in captivity. 
However, the veterinary use of another vulture-toxic NSAID, 
ketoprofen, remains legal and has increased. Aceclofenac, an NSAID 
that is likely to metabolise into diclofenac once administered to cattle, 
is also beginning to be used.  

 

We arrived back at the Gir Birding Lodge to find someone waiting for 
us. Vikram Dhadhiya, a young herdsman, had finished his duties and 
had caught a lift into Sasan Gir. We had seen him earlier in the day, 
with his buffalo, and we stopped the car so that Manisha could greet the 
friend she had known for twenty years, since he was a young teenager. 
Manisha was one of the first wave of an eventual force of more than 
fifty female forest guards appointed by Narendra Modi in 2007. She 
spent six months camping alone in the forest in the early part of her time 
as a ranger, and would start each day with a breakfast of Kellogg’s puffed 
rice. Invariably Vikram would appear to share this strange and exotic 
foodstuff. Speaking through Manisha, Vikram said: 
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“If in all the world there is one animal that is 100% disciplined, it’s 
the lion. The change of lion behaviour is due to much more tourism 
pressure. There’s been a change over the last fifteen years, especially 
because of the illegal lion shows.” I asked Manisha what exactly was 
meant by an illegal lion show. 

“Authorised safaris take place in a designated tourism zone, run by 
trained guides, but as the lion population has increased, lions are turning 
up on farms outside the Sanctuary area,” she explained. “Some farmers 
then call unauthorised operators who drive their clients out to the farm 
to get close views of the lion, chasing it in cars, not allowing it to eat or 
sleep.” 

“In our Hindu mythology, lion is a form of Vishnu, one of our 
gods, who took his incarnation and became Narasimha – half lion, half 
human,” said Vikram. “Only lucky people see the lion, otherwise he is 
hiding himself out of sight. When we are growing up, when our parents 
see a lion, they will teach us how to behave, what is his discipline, what 
is our discipline, and how we have to live in coexistence, what are the 
rules and regulations of coexistence. But the leopard is an animal 
without trust, you cannot trust him ever, ever in your life. The leopard 
is a very clever animal, very flexible, he will touch you, kill you and 
then go. You cannot catch him. Our parents warn us about leopards, to 
stay wary of this animal, something we are never taught about lion. The 
leopard is a very cunning animal, the lion is a very royal animal. Leopard 
will always attack a human whenever he gets the chance. But lion, he’ll 
never attack the human unless and until we have crossed all the limits, 
we have disturbed them, otherwise they are not going to attack us. Lions 
usually move out of the way if they are resting on the track and someone 
walks by, or else you just walk round them.” 

I asked Vikram about vultures. 
“When one of our cattle is lost, or weak, or left behind, how can 

we find it? How do we know it is alive? We climb a hill and look for 
vultures. Vultures have the best eyesight in the world. If they find a 
carcass, they will lead us to it, but after losing vultures we can no longer 
find our dead cattle.  

“In the field of nature, you need to learn by experience, you don’t 
need bookish knowledge; experience is what we have. We might not 
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know letters and poems and other things but we are very rich by 
experience.  

“The animals we see, like lion and leopard, we can observe what is 
their mating period, what is their behaviour, what is their daily pattern, 
where do they live. But animals we don’t see, we have no knowledge 
of them. Birds, we see them as a beauty, sometimes we observe their 
different ways of nesting. Like those birds that make different kinds of 
nests from mud.* I don’t know what it is, but I see it. We know some 
of them, like crow, like vulture, like cattle egret, which are related to 
our life. We know their behaviour, we see changes in their behaviour. 
And if you people are telling us that this is bulbul, this is myna, then we 
know it, otherwise we don’t have much experience with them. We just 
see and cherish the beauty.” 

I left the two friends chatting on Manisha’s patio and made my way 
along the path to my room, pausing to take a chair from my own patio 
and drag it a few yards into the darkness of the surrounding mango 
plantation. The warm night thrummed with cicadas, katydids and 
crickets. A long way away, an Indian thick-knee hurled its javelin of a 
cry into the darkness. I reflected: that along with the rabies crisis and the 
Parsis’ sudden cultural paroxysm, there was a smaller, quieter, 
undocumented casualty of vulture loss – that the hard lives of the 
Maldhari had become that much harder.† 

 
* Manisha explained that he was referring to different species of swallow, whose nests differ in 
design between species. 
† See also Chapter 9 
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5 

Dohas 

I had heard of a type of song-poem that is sung in the Gir and that serves 
as a kind of oral record of history and of contemporary forest life and 
ways. Unexpectedly, I heard it on a visit to a charity-run school for 
Maldhari children in Sasan Gir. Being a Sunday, local children were at 
home but some boarders from farther afield, eight girls and fifteen boys, 
were assembled to meet me. The girls sat in twos alongside the low, 
external wall of a veranda on my left, while the boys were in threes and 
fours along the opposite wall on my right. Three of the boys were 
already renowned doha singers, and were sitting together; two appeared 
to be about thirteen and one was no older than eleven. We had come 
to talk about family life in the forest, and when the three boys saw me 
switch on my recorder, they asked their headmaster if they might be 
permitted to sing.  

In its classical form, a doha is a couplet consisting of two lines, each 
of 24 mātrās, roughly equivalent to beats: thirteen in the first and third 
parts and eleven, along with an end-rhyme, in the second and fourth. A 
short vowel or a pause is counted as one mātrā, and long vowels, 
diphthongs, or a short vowel followed by a consonant cluster counts as 
two mātrās. All Indian classical artforms require years of study, if only 
for the innumerable rules, such as those for distinguishing light and 
heavy syllables, to become instinctive. The three boys had spent all of 
their few years in neses and in the forest, walking with cattle. A guru or 
an Indian classical musician could perhaps have told me in what ways 
their performance differed from perfect prosody, but as I followed the 
complex melodic tendrils, listened to the subtle inflexions and 
improvised decoration, I heard perfection of a still higher kind. 
Generations of artistry, tradition and spirit of place invested in new 
voices.  

The oldest-looking boy sang first, followed without a pause by the 
middle one and then the youngest and finest singer of the three. After 
two dohas separated only by the enthusiastic applause of their meagre 
audience, the middle boy, through Manisha, announced: “Now we’ll 
sing a doha about lions”. 
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If anything, the last song was even more heartfelt and the artistry 
more astounding. They sang with eyes closed, leaning into each melodic 
resolution, their heads swaying at every ornament. When it was the 
youngest boy’s turn, at the end of the piece, his performance was 
punctuated by involuntary exclamations of appreciation and amazement 
from his listeners.  

When the performance was over and the applause had died down, 
I asked Manisha to ask the class how they feel about living with lions.  

“The children say they have no fear of lions; they have daily contact 
with lions, so cannot afford to be afraid.” She pointed out one boy, 
sitting against the wall half-way down the group. “Two or three months 
ago his younger brother, who is in First Standard, and his father, they 
were coming back after giving milk to the cooperative dairy and a 
leopard attacked the little boy. Not the lion - leopard. He was caught 
by the shoulder but his father chased the leopard off. He’s all right now. 
They are all saying that if we had to choose a lion or a leopard, which 
one to trust, we will choose the lion, never the leopard.” 

 

We visited Manisha’s friend Devvrat Bhatt, son of the Ahmedabad 
writer Dhruv Bhatt, whose novel Akoopar is about the life of the 
Maldhari and the lions of the Gir, the English translation of which 
Manisha had sent me before my visit. Akoopar is said to be one of the 
first post-modern Gujarati novels, and has been adapted as a play, staged 
in Gujarat and Mumbai. The book features real people barely disguised: 
I had already met Revtubha Raijana, a retired biology teacher from 
Keshod who is depicted as ‘Ravuba’ in the story. When we called in on 
him to break the journey from Rajkot, he explained how he had 
experimented with ‘in-nature teaching’, conducting classes in the Gir 
Forest during camping trips from school. The demand for such sessions 
was such that he founded the Sky Forest Youth Club to encourage 
young people to stargaze and to watch wildlife.  

Devvrat’s house is on the edge of Sasan Gir, amid farmland that 
separates the town from the forest. As we sat in the shade of a mango 
tree, drinking tea and eating Manisha’s home-made kachori, and as a 
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booted eagle appeared above our heads, circling a swell of rising air, I 
told him that reading his father’s novel was the perfect preparation for 
this visit.  

“Do you want to have a chat with him?” 
“Is he here?” 
“No, he’s at home in Ahmedabad, but I can call him.” Moments 

later I had Devvrat’s mobile phone to my ear, and I was gabbling an 
explanation for my visit, and for disturbing him at home. 

“I don’t consider myself an activist,” Dhruv explained, “more of an 
eyewitness. My books have covered all sorts of subjects that interest me 
– religion, tribes, castes.” 

“So why did you decide to write about the Gir?” 
“We’ve been coming here with the kids for years. The more I 

understood the place, the more I realised that we have to be friends with 
everything – from stones to humans.” 

“That’s almost exactly what Revtubha told me the other day.” 
“Yes, it’s a local saying, in English it’s something like ‘from stones 

we have to take care of humankind.’ We see things at an emotional 
level, whereas you in the west focus on the science. Ideally, we need to 
meet in the middle. I remember years ago I was birdwatching with a 
friend and we got chatting to a farmer. He told us ‘it’s fine if you want 
to see them and understand them, but do you worry if one winter they 
don’t come?’”  

In the evening we were joined by brothers Arsur and Mansur, men 
in their fifties whose father is Thanu, one of the characters featured in 
Akoopar, along with their friend Malik. The three Maldhari men are 
employed on a casual basis as trackers, and are well-known locally for 
their skill as doha singers. Through Manisha, Malik explained that 
trackers are more likely to be attacked than herdsmen because of the 
work they do: 

“The other month a lioness was stalking a nilgai, when suddenly 
the nilgai turned and attacked first. The lion was badly hurt and needed 
21 stitches. It was my job to dart the lion. That’s the only time we are 
in any danger, when we have darted a lion or a leopard. It takes ten to 
fifteen minutes to take effect, and after it is darted it doesn’t stay put, it 
moves off and we have to follow it. Only the tracker is allowed to follow 
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it, and it has been disturbed, so it is dangerous. When we are following 
the lioness, we have to make no noise, because if the lion is alert, it 
doesn’t lose consciousness so easily.” 

I recorded three dohas, but I sensed a shyness hampering their 
performance. Perhaps they had never sung to an outsider before. The 
ornamentation and expressiveness that the children wove instinctively 
and without inhibition around already fearsomely complex melodies 
was lacking. Perhaps there is a vocal suppleness in a child’s voice that 
declines with years of dust and tobacco. But as I thought about the three 
boys, and in particular the youngest, it seemed there was an innate 
musicality in his performance that will last his lifetime; that he will one 
day be famous among a few hundred people, for something the rest of 
the world may never hear. 

 

At Sandbheda nes some Maldhari have established roadside cafés and 
shops for tourists. One café, owned by husband and wife Raja and Lila, 
rang with bird calls, a constant chirping of chestnut-shouldered sparrows 
interspersed with the slightly bell-like chirrup of red-vented bulbuls. 
The birds were lining up to visit the café’s bird feeders, jostling with 
jungle babblers and five-striped squirrels. I wondered why the feeders, 
which comprised a few tin cans hanging from small acacia trees in a 
compound behind the café, were hidden away from public view. 
Manisha explained that feeding wildlife was normal everywhere in 
India, and that even if you had only a balcony in the middle of the city, 
you put a few grains out every morning. Lila, through Manisha, 
reminded me of the custom of making two extra chapatis, surplus to the 
needs of the family: “one for cow, one for dog, then the rest for us.”  

Lila brought me black tea in a stainless-steel cup and saucer, and 
chai for Manisha and Raja. Raja is a powerfully-built man, more so than 
any of the other Maldhari I had met. Manisha explained that he still 
owns buffalo which are herded by others on his behalf while he runs the 
café; and she explained to Raja my interest in the lions. 
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“Oh! He says they had two lions walking past the café at six o’clock 
last night, that’s about the time we were driving past here on the way 
to Sasan Gir.”  

We began by talking about the opportunities and changes tourism 
had brought to the area: 

“The young generation of Maldhari who have experienced city life, 
they have less wish to stay here, with this hard life. People my age, we 
don’t want to go to the city. We feel at one with nature here, we don’t 
want the honking of the city, just the roaring of the lion.”  

Lila called from the kitchen. 
“If we go out of the forest for work, we don’t like it, we have to 

come back.” 
“The jungle is so much part of my life, I don’t want to go anywhere 

else,” said Raja. “I can’t survive without the jungle. If a cow or buffalo 
is killed by a lion, we don’t claim compensation.* We believe that as we 
have drunk the cow’s milk, we cannot take money for its blood, and 
that if a cow or buffalo is killed by a lion, its soul will go straight to 
heaven.” 

As Raja’s words fell from Manisha’s lips, she placed her palms 
together in the añjali mudra gesture, tears suddenly welling and spilling 
onto her cheeks, as if translating Raja’s sentiments into English was to 
hear them spoken for the first time. I placed my hand on her arm. 

“Actually, I feel so great. I feel so great,” she said through her tears. 
“Sometimes, because of all the scenario I feel….it’s really very bad, the 
political situation is very bad…. But if the people are like this, Gir will 
survive. Gir will survive.”  

She wiped her eyes with the palms of her hands, and Raja looked 
down at the floor and discretely wiped his with the thumb and index 
finger of one hand.  

 

 
* In contrast to the claims made in a peer-reviewed paper,10 which claims that the Maldharis’ 
acceptance of lion depredations is due in part to the generous compensation payments 
available. 
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Chunapada with Krishna Tiwari 
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Resha Satesh Kularni, Chunapada 
(page 15) 

 

 
Asiatic lion, Gir Forest (page 40) 
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“Are they going to be ok? 
They’re walking towards the 
lions and the lions are walking 
towards them…” 
(page 41) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Maldhari herdsman, Gir Forest 
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Hardabhai at 
Vaniavav nes 

(pages 44-47) 
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Cinereous, slender-billed, white-rumped and Himalayan griffon vultures, Nepal. 
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At Lakkadvera nes with Manisha 
Rajput (far left), Salma and Ismael 
(page 42) 
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Warli mural at 
Gowdevipada, Aarey 
Forest, depicting a tarpa 
dance and the tree-felling 
protests (page 70) 
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“Running the full height of the mural, emanating from a waterfall 
that cascaded down a rocky mountain at top left, and snaking 
through the forest to the opposite corner, was a river. The 
triangular rocks were echoed in the shapes used to depict the 
river’s inhabitants: fish, a turtle, a python and a crocodile. Along 
the banks of the stream were trees, some of which I could identify: 
khair, palmyra, date palm, teak. In one sinuous tree were two 
birds’ nests, one empty, the other containing two chicks which 
were being fed by their parent; two langurs were climbing through 
its fronds…” (page 67) 
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Aarey Forest and Goregaon, Mumbai (chapter 7) 

 
 

 
 
Three women campaigning to save Aarey Forest: Amrita 
Bhattacharjee (far left), Aparna Bangia (left) and Vanita Thakre 
(below, at Kambachapada) 
 
(pages 73-78) 
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Tiger pair at kill 
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White pelicans, Mokarsagar wetlands, Porbandar, Gujarat (pages 106-109) 
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6 

Return 

I returned from India inspired and humbled, and with a notebook full 
of stories proving Adivasis’ deep-rooted affection for all the lifeforms 
with which they share their environments.  

And I returned to the news that the UK government’s badger cull 
is to be extended to cover ever greater swathes of England.  

And that Avni, the Maharashtra tigress, is dead.  
She was shot in Yavatmal on 2 November, and the next day the 

Maharashtra forest department gave its official account: during an 
attempt to tranquilize the tigress, she ‘charged aggressively at the 
patrolling team; Asaghar Ali Khan, who was in an open jeep with other 
guards, pulled the trigger in self-defence.’ Avni’s carcass was sent to 
Gorewada zoo in Nagpur for post-mortem examination as protests 
gathered steam, with demonstrators demanding to know the true 
circumstances of her death. On 9 November sources in the Maharashtra 
government revealed that the autopsy report ‘yielded clear evidence of 
foul play’. A state government official briefed that ‘the forensics clearly 
show that the tigress was not charging at the team, but instead going 
somewhere else... If she was charging at the team, she would have been 
shot in her face or chest, not her shoulder.’ Meanwhile, Avni’s two 11-
month old cubs were still at large, looking healthy. Officials began 
tracking their movements and planning their capture.* 

Autumn in Yorkshire can be a murky, damp affair. It can also be 
joyous, warm, bright and fruitful. Just as the spring at 53°35’N, here 
close to the Prime Meridian, umpires a tug-of-war between tenacious 
winter and tentative summer, so the autumn presides over the return 
match, on summer’s home ground. Whatever the real weather in late 
2018, something of a cold autumn gloom prevailed whenever I sat at 
my desk to write. As the weeks passed, more of Avni’s story trickled 
into the public domain, while at home the death toll of badgers 
mounted – to 32,601 in the 12 months to 31 December.  

 
* The female cub was eventually captured in December 2018 and taken to Pench Tiger 
Reserve for eventual rehabilitation. Her release was scheduled for December 2020 but delayed 
due to a slight injury. The male cub was never recaptured, and was last seen in December 
2019, apparently living independently. 
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The Forest Development Corporation of Maharashtra absolved 
the hunters and closed the case in February 2019. However, 
inconsistencies between accounts continued to mount up. The National 
Tiger Conservation Authority claimed to have uncovered ‘clear 
violations’ and called on the Maharashtra government to submit what 
they called a ‘compliance report’, a request that lay unanswered for 
months. By the October, however, the State of Maharashtra was under 
new government, one that had come to power on the back of campaign 
promises from which many environmentalists had drawn hope.  

The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) had held power for five years 
thanks to an electoral pact with the Marathi regionalist party Shiv Sena. 
After the October 2019 election BJP again held the largest number of 
seats and Shiv Sena again offered its support. Within a month, however, 
the alliance had broken down. Shiv Sena, whose name means Army of 
Shivaji, after a seventeenth century Marathi emperor, took over 
government at the head of a new alliance of smaller parties. The party 
was formed in 1966 by cartoonist Bal Thackeray whose son, Uddhav 
took over as party leader in 2013 and hence became Chief Minister of 
Maharashtra. His own son, Aditya, became Minister for the 
Environment, having played a prominent role in the previous 
administration’s programme to eliminate single-use plastics in the State. 

With a change of State government, tiger activists were quick to 
reapply the pressure over Avni. On 8 Jan 2020, physician and wildlife 
conservation campaigner Jerryl Banait asked to meet the Thackerays. 
Banait had earlier successfully campaigned for the term ‘man-eater’ to 
be officially dropped from India’s tiger management procedures, which 
since 2019 refer instead to animals that are ‘dangerous to human life’. 
He called for the Avni case to be reopened and the following day, the 
Thackerays agreed. Film producer Vikram Malhotra announced a few 
days later that he has cast Bollywood star Vidya Balan to play a forest 
officer in a film based on the Avni case, with a promise of more 
revelations. Meanwhile the Khans continued to prowl the Indian 
countryside.  

At Bandipur Tiger Reserve, Karnataka, 80-year-old Shivalingappa 
was returning from tending his cattle in Chowdhalli village when he 
was attacked and killed by a tiger that had already killed a fellow villager 
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two months earlier. Within 24 hours, the Khans arrived uninvited and 
unannounced and in a Land Rover equipped with firearms but not with 
tranquiliser guns. The Forest Department turned down their offer to 
deal with the animal. 

 

The success of India’s tiger conservation efforts is monitored every four 
years. The latest survey, in 2018, shows that there are at least 2,967 tigers 
enjoying the protection of the law, the machinery of state and traditional 
reverence for mōṭhā Waghoba. The previous survey gave a figure of 
2,226, a growth rate that is celebrated across India and the world, but 
whose consequences are starting to strain the policy of coexistence, with 
tensions set to mount in Maharashtra in particular.  

In May 2020 a tiger from Brahmapuri was captured in Gondia, 
having been thought to have killed four people across the two forest 
divisions. The following month a male tiger accused of killing five 
people was captured from the buffer area of Tadoba-Andhari tiger 
reserve. An order was issued to capture another tiger that is allegedly 
responsible for four deaths in Rajura forest division. In total, in the first 
five months of 2020, 22 people died in tiger attacks, higher figures than 
in the corresponding period in any previous year. Nitin Kakodkar, the 
Principal Chief Conservator of Forests (wildlife) for Maharashtra, is 
particularly concerned about Chandrapur district, home to more than 
170 of the state’s 312 tigers.  

“With almost 54% of all tigers in Maharashtra located within one 
district, we are expecting an exponential increase in human-tiger 
conflict in the near future, forcing increased cases of tiger captures to 
avoid human deaths,” he said. 

Wildlife Conservation Trust president Anish Andheria argues that 
what he calls ‘human-wildlife interaction cases’ are wrongly labelled as 
conflict cases, which “creates a false impression that large carnivores are 
bloodthirsty beasts. By leaving out important information regarding 
man-made factors, such as forest degradation, fragmentation, forest fires 
and prey poaching, people get misled into believing tigers have become 
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increasingly aggressive. In fact, the reasons for increased interactions are 
all man-made.” 

He suggests that this draws attention away from the need to 
improve the quality of habitat, strengthen corridors, reduce livestock 
densities and promote behaviour changes in people. In response, Forest 
Minister Sanjay Rathod said his department was looking into habitat 
improvement in and around national parks, sanctuaries and protected 
areas where tiger numbers are low. Meanwhile, according to some 
estimates tiger numbers in Chandrapur district may treble to more than 
500 in the near future. In language replete with presumably unintended 
menace, Rathod suggests there are already around 15 tigers 
“surrounding Chandrapur city.” 

“We are anticipating an increase in conflict, and for this we have 
already begun reaching out to tiger scientists and independent experts 
for suggestions,” he said. “My intent is to have more green spaces near 
existing sanctuaries or corridors, away from human settlements, where 
we increase prey base and natural resources for tigers to ensure they can 
safely disperse in such areas.” 

 

Meanwhile, in the UK, government ministers were accused of telling 
‘bare-faced lies’ by a respected body of veterinary practitioners not 
previously known for hyperbolic language. They were referring to the 
government’s claims that the cull which would account for over 30,000 
badger deaths in 2018 alone was successful in bringing down Bovine 
Tuberculosis rates in cattle, when there was compelling evidence that 
the cull was largely ineffective, probably counter-productive, and 
hugely expensive. The claims were based on the government’s own 
report,11 which in fact suggested that the main cause of continued bTB 
infection in cattle was the poor take-up of on-farm biosecurity measures 
and that widespread trading in high-risk cattle was severely hampering 
disease control. Over the following months the government and the 
National Farmers’ Union on one side, and conservationists, animal 
welfare activists and ecological scientists on the other, exchanged fire. 
The battle lines were clear: traditional enmity towards animals labelled 
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as vermin, which are met with the traditional response of lethal control; 
or a search for a compassion- and tolerance- based solution involving 
vaccination and more disciplined livestock management. It was also a 
battle between evidential rigour and anecdote, between evidence and 
opinion. Conservative Party Ministers had clearly come down on the 
side of the traditional view and their traditional farming constituency, 
and they interpretated the evidence accordingly.   
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7 

Aarey  

Eleven months after my first visit to Mumbai I received a news alert in 
my email inbox.  

Back in 2015 the Mumbai city authorities and Mumbai Metro Rail 
Corporation Limited (MMRC) had announced their intention to clear 
30 hectares of trees in the 1288-hectare Aarey Forest for the 
construction of a car shed as part of Mumbai’s new Metro Rail Project. 
When the plan was finally confirmed in August 2019, thousands of 
protesters took to the streets, forming a human chain near the site of the 
proposed structure, while activists filed injunctions in the courts. 
According to the news alert, on Friday 4 October 2019 the Mumbai 
High Court rejected their petitions and cleared the way for the felling 
of 2,646 trees.  

Within hours of the High Court order, under cover of darkness, 
MMRC sent out their operatives who worked through the night. By 
morning, they had felled four hundred trees. As the Adivasis who lived 
in the forest and activists across Mumbai realised what was happening, 
hundreds of protesters poured into Aarey, determined to save the ‘green 
lungs of Mumbai.’ In the morning, police arrested 29 protesters and 
detained around 200 others. 

The protests gained momentum over the weekend. Police were 
deployed in ever larger numbers and a Section 144 order was issued, 
banning assemblies of more than four people. No-one could remember 
the last time Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code had been 
invoked in the wake of peaceful environmental protest: it had previously 
been used following sectarian riots or terrorist attacks; later the measure 
would be used to enforce the Covid-19 lockdown throughout India. 

By the Monday, 2,134 trees had been felled. That day, in response 
to a petition from a group of law students, the Supreme Court in Delhi 
ordered a stay on tree-felling in Aarey, pending a hearing due later in 
October to decide on a fundamental question: is Aarey Forest a forest at 
all? It was a question that had arisen several times during my visit the 
year before. 
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From a short shelf behind my writing desk I took down a small, black 
notebook in which were contained all the reminders I would need to 
jog memories of that trip. The first pages are dated 18 October 2018 
and record, in untidy black ball-point ink, my first evening in greater 
Mumbai, more precisely Thane West. Many hours earlier I had left the 
chill of a Yorkshire autumn and now I was standing on a footbridge 
over the Old Passport Road, enjoying the enveloping warmth of the 
evening, watching as the last colours were blotted from a sky against 
which squadrons of flying foxes took their easy flight. It was the Eve of 
Dussehra, a festival I had not previously heard of. I watched as an endless 
snake of people and vehicles passed under the bridge and listened as each 
element of the procession added its voice to the ecstatic din that rose 
beyond my elevated position and on into the night air: an electronic 
harmonium playing a compulsive refrain I can recall perfectly as I write; 
an ensemble of drummers, the cross-rhythms of their beating arms and 
marching feet making their bodies sway like palm trees in a heavy 
breeze; a female dance-troupe and loose flocks of casual joiners-in. A 
girl of about twelve noticed me and came up onto the bridge. As a truck 
passed beneath us, she pointed out the golden statue, bedecked in 
marigolds, that it was ferrying and explained that this was the goddess 
Durga and that they were taking her down to the river. Then the girl 
disappeared to rejoin the crowd. 

I flicked on through the notebook, and 25 pages later came to my 
notes for 21 October, when I visited Vanichapada, a Kokna tribal hamlet 
in Aarey Forest. I had gone there with Krishna Tiwari to continue my 
conversations about leopards, aware that the forest itself was disputed 
territory. The metro works had got under way in the summer of 2017; 
meanwhile 90 acres of forest land had changed hands in a contested real 
estate deal that would see city slums cleared for development and 24,959 
slum-dwellers rehoused in the forest. That this was a legal transaction or 
not hung upon the question of whether the forest, with its 500,000 
trees, eight leopards and well-established biodiversity, was, for legal 
purposes, a forest at all.  
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In Vanichapada that day was Rajesh Sanap, a research associate with 
the National Centre for Biological Science and a specialist in spiders and 
scorpions: 

“In 2009, I came across an interesting trapdoor spider. It was a 
species that had been found here in 1899 and sent to a British scientist, 
Reginald Innes Pocock, but between then and 2009 there was no trace 
of it anywhere in the world.” Rajesh and his colleague Zeeshan Mirzah 
went on to rediscover four species of spider previously known only from 
the type specimens collected over a hundred years before, and now 
known only from Aarey Forest, along with a previously unknown 
scorpion, baptised Lychas aareyensis. 

“At first I started working in Aarey Forest as a hobby, but from 
about 2009 I started seriously compiling data like butterfly diversity, 
scorpion diversity, snake diversity. We didn’t know how many species 
are here, and so we started working with SGNP and the Forest 
Department to compile the data and we were able to report on the 
wildlife here to the central government. Now a few years later, with 
work starting on the new metro line and land being taken out of the 
forest for a metro car-shed, that same government is claiming there is 
no wildlife in Aarey. At least we have the data that shows how wrong 
that is, activists can use my data to criticise.” 

A year on, there had been a change of government in Maharashtra 
and another news alert informed me that newly elected Chief Minister 
Uddhav Thackeray had ordered a stop to the construction work on the 
shed. It was one of the promises Thackeray had made while 
campaigning in the State election which had taken place at the height 
of the protests to save Aarey. 

 

I had almost finished writing my book Framing Nature, having amassed 
more than enough material for the short India-inspired essay I wanted 
to include. Conversations with forest-dwelling Adivasis in the Gir, in 
SGNP and in Aarey had enabled me to understand perhaps a little of the 
cultural underpinning of their apparently harmonious coexistence with 
the animals with which they share their forest homes. Dissimilar groups 
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living hundreds of miles apart in very different environments 
nevertheless shared similar values that underpinned their sense of 
themselves and their place in nature. They also had something else in 
common: their relative invisibility when it came to decisions affecting 
their futures, decisions made by remote and largely indifferent 
officialdom.  

How, I wondered, could I hope to do justice to the deep and close 
relationship between the Adivasi communities and their natural 
environment based only on what I could understand from translated 
conversations and conditioned by my own very different cultural 
perspective? How can such relationships be understood through mere 
words? 

During my first visit, in SGNP and Aarey forest I became aware of 
aspects of Warli culture that seemed to me to be of great interest and 
importance in themselves, but peripheral to my research at the time. On 
my first day with Krishna in 2018, he took me into SGNP where we 
stopped at a small information centre to study a 3D model of the 
National Park, so that we could plan our few days together. Inside the 
building I noticed a simple but striking mural of plain white paint on a 
surface of dark, ochreous red earth. It was about three feet wide and 
extended from floor to ceiling. What at first sight resembled an abstract 
– if naturalistic – arrangement of triangles, flowing lines and densely-
arrayed dots, resolved into a complex landscape of trees, grassland, hills, 
a cave and a river with its waterfall, along with numerous animals. But 
Krishna and I had a busy programme of meetings and visits ahead of us, 
and limited time for enjoying art. I photographed the mural intending 
to study the detail at greater length another time.* 

Back in the UK, as I read more about the protest movement that 
had sprung up in the wake of the tree-felling, I learned that Warli art 
was not just an expression of cultural heritage to be invoked on special 
occasions, but a central aspect of life. As more reports came through of 
gangs of Metro operatives descending on the forest to clear more trees, 
and of the peaceful protests that greeted them, the importance of art in 
the fight to save Aarey became clear. I decided to return to Mumbai, 
which I did in February 2020. Before I left, I read through the notes of 

 
*See photo section 
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my earlier visit and remembered the photos I had taken in the 
information centre. 

Warli art can be traced back 1100 years, and according to the art 
historian Yashodhara Dalmia, may carry on a tradition that dates from 
the Mesolithic. Its simple graphic vocabulary of white rice-flour 
pigment and basic shapes skilfully applied, if anything emphasises the 
power of the stories depicted. The information centre mural was 
composed of flowing lines, dots, triangles, squares and circles in 
ingenious combinations. Running the full height of the mural, 
emanating from a waterfall that cascaded down a rocky mountain at top 
left, and snaking through the forest to the opposite corner, was a river. 
The triangular rocks were echoed in the shapes used to depict the river’s 
inhabitants: fish, a turtle, a python and a crocodile. Along the banks of 
the stream were trees, some of which I could identify: khair, palmyra, 
date palm, teak. In one sinuous tree were two birds’ nests, one empty, 
the other containing two chicks which were being fed by their parent; 
two langurs were climbing through its fronds. A goose was flying across 
the river. There was a herd of chital running from a forest clearing where 
a tiger had appeared. Some carried their tails cocked in alarm, others had 
yet to notice the danger; one had a faun to look after. The longer I 
looked, greater detail revealed itself: another python, a weaver bird 
building its nest and overhead, a crane, surveying the scene from on 
high. 

Warli art is traditionally made by women in preparation for 
occasions such as weddings and harvests, neither of which can proceed 
without the event being recorded in rice-paint and auspicious symbols 
invoked. Nowadays, many men partake too, often preferring to record 
scenes from everyday life and experience, and some have become 
renowned and successful in the wider art world. The best-known of 
them, Jivya Soma Mashe, who died in 2018 aged 84, summed up the 
Warlis’ deep feeling of connectedness to their environment, saying “our 
history is not written, it is drawn. We tell you stories, we tell you about 
our life. There are human beings, birds, animals, insects and so on. 
Everything moves, day and night. Life is movement". 
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It was already afternoon when I arrived back in Mumbai. It was good 
to see Krishna again; he met me in the suburb of Goregaon and we took 
a rickshaw the short distance along the Aarey road into the forest. I took 
advantage of not, for once, being on the pillion of his Honda Unicorn 
to enlist his help in identifying the forest trees. Among the largest were 
rain trees, an exotic species established long ago as a shade tree. Krishna 
explained that their English name comes from the fact that the rain 
continues under the trees after it has stopped everywhere else. As we 
travelled the busy road through the forest, he called out more names: 
false ashoka, mango, red silk cotton, teak, palash. 

Our journey took us alongside an area that had been cordoned off 
and hidden from view behind hundreds of metres of corrugated metal 
sheeting painted green, blue and white.  

“They are the colours of the Metro Company,” Krishna explained. 
“This is the area designated for the Metro Line 3 car shed, what all the 
fuss is about.”  

The rickshaw dropped us in the centre of the forest, at the meeting 
point of two busy roads, whose junction was marked by a bronze statue 
of a man playing a long, curved musical instrument. At first glance it 
was not unlike a saxophone, but Krishna explained that it is known as a 
tarpa, and made from a bottle-gourd. The statue was bare-chested, with 
a plain lungi around the waist and a turban. 

“This is Birsa Munda chowk, or square, named after the man 
playing the tarpa. He is loved by all the Adivasis, like a god.”  

Birsa Munda was born on 15 November 1875 in Jharkhand and 
his popularity among tribal communities across India is due to his 
being one of the few Adivasis who attained national hero status for his 
rebellion against British rule. He died in Ranchi jail in mysterious 
circumstances aged only 24, since when he is commemorated every 
November as a tribal martyr.  

From the square we took a dirt road into the forest to get away 
from the rush hour traffic. It was my first day back in India, and we had 
no appointments: it was a chance for us to catch up and for me to 
familiarise myself with Aarey, a place I had visited only once during the 
previous trip more than a year before. It is known variously as Aarey 
Colony, Aarey Milk Colony and Aarey Forest. That it is a de facto forest 
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is beyond debate: its 500,000 trees of numerous different species are 
sufficient testament to that. That it is also a de facto suburb is purely a 
matter of terminology: however it might be described it is home to 
around 10,000 Adivasis in 27 padas while in more recent slum 
encroachments there are thousands more inhabitants. The official name 
Aarey Milk Colony was coined in 1949 when 16 km2 of land was 
demarcated to attract cattle herders and dairy producers to a dedicated 
area where grazing, husbandry and milk production could be 
concentrated. 

 

In a more open part of the forest I noticed a lithe movement across a 
window of sky. Something delicate and spritely flew into the fountain-
like crown of a tall palm tree. I stopped to watch for a moment: it was 
a pair of Asian palm swifts. These svelte aeronauts spend their entire lives 
on the wing, night and day, except for the few weeks every year when 
they build a nest of feathers, which they glue with their own saliva to 
the underside of a palm frond. On the trunk of a nearby tree, about 
twenty feet from the ground, Krishna noticed a dark mud-built structure 
and recognised it immediately.  

“Pagoda ants.” It was an apt name: the nest was like a small piece 
of modernist architecture, with three or four storeys of sloping 
projections, like the roofs of a pagoda. He picked up a stick and started 
hitting the trunk with it. 

“Watch what happens when I do this – keep your eyes on the nest.” 
After a few seconds the ants began marching down the trunk to 
investigate what was making the noise. “They will always defend the 
pagoda if they suspect trouble,” Krishna said, “and this way they are 
defending the tree itself. There’s a mutual benefit.” 

Both Asian palm swifts and pagoda ants are familiar in Indian forests. 
I made an entry in my notebook, immediately realising that by adding 
their names to a plain list of things seen – along with the red silk cotton 
tree we passed and the female Indian golden oriole that was sipping 
nectar from one of its flowers; and the coppersmith barbet whose 
monotonous ringing call he uttered from its uppermost twigs – I was in 
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danger of missing the point of a forest: the interweaving of countless 
lives and lifestyles. They were fragments of a complex web of 
interdependence most of whose connections are unknown, or, as in the 
case of the little rufous woodpecker who excavates its nest in the ants’ 
pagoda, unexplained. 

We had wandered into Gowdevipada, a Warli hamlet where I 
noticed another depiction of a tarpa player, this one in the white rice-
flour paint of a traditional mural.* It was, as usual, painted on a dark red 
wall, on a windowless building set at the edge of an open area. The 
musician, at the left-hand edge of the mural, was, like all the human 
figures, drawn of two white triangles joined at their tips, at the figure’s 
waist. The two precariously-balanced shapes gave a sense of life and 
movement, like a body bent forward as he played, his matchstick arms 
and legs and forward-tilted head appearing almost to move to the 
rhythm of his instrument. Something that looked like a diamond-
backed snake emerged from the bell of the tarpa. It was, in fact, a line 
of human figures, 87 people meticulously placed in a spiral, at the centre 
of which the person at the end of the line was holding a staff. It was a 
line of dancers, performing the traditional tarpa dance, one of the more 
frequent subjects for traditional Warli painting. The tarpa is played in 
turns by different village men. Men and women entwine their hands 
and move in a circle around the player. The dancers then follow him, 
turning and moving as he turns, never turning their backs to the tarpa. 
The musician uses two different notes to direct the head dancer to move 
either clockwise or anticlockwise. He is like a snake charmer, and the 
dancers become the figurative snake, whose coiled shape is intended to 
resemble the circle of life.  

The dancers took up exactly half the mural; opposite them was a 
very different scene, more loosely drawn, dominated by a tree. In the 
tree was a peacock and a bird’s nest containing three chicks. Their world 
was about to come crashing down – literally, as the tree was leaning 
over, at the point of falling, cut down by two people, one at each end 
of a two-man saw. A broken circle of eleven more people had been 
trying to defend the tree, but arrayed before them were police and their 
barricades. A crowd of protesters were cheering on the human chain, 

 
* See photo section 
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arms aloft, or were maybe shouting in protest at the police. In the 
distance, life continued, a ploughman and his two oxen, a flight of cattle 
egrets. Separating the foreground with its police and protesters and the 
distant normality, was a train, riding the unfinished Line 3. 

 

The following day was a Sunday. We arrived in the forest in the relative 
cool of early morning and parked the Honda at a place I recognised – 
Chandu Jadhav's smallholding at Vanichapada. Before calling on 
Chandu, we found a path that allowed us to explore a small part of the 
forest. It was early enough that a magpie robin was still infusing its dawn 
song through the trees. It was a typical Sunday: relatively few 
commuters, but instead many more joggers, walkers and young and not-
so-young couples. Three months earlier, 17 November 2019 had been 
an atypical Sunday. Hundreds of Adivasis gathered at the bronze statue 
of Birsa Munda as they do every year on the nearest Sunday to his 
birthday. It is usually a peaceful, joyous occasion but this year there 
was an unusually heavy police presence. It was six weeks on from the 
tree-felling, the first protests and the subsequent crackdown and 
arrests, and Warli feelings were running high. Adivasis travelled from 
across Thane and Mumbai to join in the celebrations. They were 
joined by the city’s youth activists and environmentalists. Local Warli 
people laid on food for all along with entertainment, which 
culminated in resistance songs and a huge tarpa dance that eventually 
engulfed the whole, good-natured crowd.  

“Birsa Munda Jayanti is a day of celebration for us” the 
community leader Prakash Bhoir told the media. “But this time we 
also wanted to reignite and reinvigorate our struggles to save Aarey. 
We have been weakened a bit, but we are going to face this 
determinedly. In the arrests that followed the tree cutting, my wife 
was also arrested. So this was also a celebration of our resistance, to 
show that we took the arrests as a badge of honour”, he said. The 
dance-protest became a weekly event, attracting more people, some 
of whom had heard about the dancing and singing before they knew 
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the reason for the protests. Many were to join the cause for the long 
term.  

On a path among the trees we encountered a young man who was 
photographing birds. He was still learning, he told us, and asked if we 
could help him identify a bird he had snapped - a female Indian golden 
oriole. He introduced himself as Yogendra Satam, an off-duty police 
constable. I asked him if he ever had to go on duty to police the Aarey 
protests.  

“Yes, I was there every Sunday during the protests.”  
“How did you feel about it?”  
“I had to do my job, but it didn’t matter, because my wife came 

too, she took part in the protests and I stood in the police cordon, then 
we went home. In my heart, I want to save Aarey, too.”  

 

I was to meet three women who, in their different ways, are at the 
forefront to save Aarey, but I had time to explore for a while 
beforehand. The highest point in Aarey is a State guest house and from 
there we looked down over the canopy of trees, west towards the 
Mumbai suburb of Goregaon, where I was staying.* In the foreground 
the large, red flowers of a red silk cotton tree had attracted a flock of 
chestnut-tailed starlings. They are a delicately-proportioned member of 
the family, and maraud gently through the trees in small flocks, staying 
in close contact with a quiet, high-pitched trill. The red silk cotton 
comes into flower before its leaves grow, and is known to botanists as 
an obligate outcrosser, in other words, it can only produce seed if 
pollinated by a different tree of the same species. By advertising their 
nectar from across the canopy, they attract the birds and bats whose 
services they enlist in their reproductive strategy. Behind the starlings, 
through the bare branches of the trees, the view down and over the 
forest, across two miles of canopy to the high-rise blocks of Goregaon 
told eloquently of the importance of Aarey. Despite the forest itself 
having a substantial human population in scattered settlements among 

 
* See photo section 
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the trees, the reason for its popular description as the city’s green lung 
was clear from our elevated vantage point. 

 

Back in Vanichapada, it was good to meet Chandu again, who was 
sitting outside a neighbour’s hut, chatting by a small open fire. Two of 
the women I was hoping to meet were due to join us having travelled 
from downtown Mumbai, and Chandu suggested we use his veranda. I 
had again brought a small voice recorder with me, and the interviews 
were recorded to a soundtrack of the rhythmic metallic beating of a 
coppersmith barbet’s song, the hoarse declamations of a jungle crow, 
the whinnying of black-eared kites and the complex communal 
polyphony of common mynas. 

Amrita Bhattacharjee joined what she called ‘the movement’ in 
April 2015. Originally from Assam, where she grew up near Kaziranga, 
one of India’s best-loved National Parks, she studied engineering before 
moving to Mumbai. She now runs a company that helps women launch 
second careers as engineers. I began by asking Amrita if there are many 
women involved in the campaign to save Aarey. 

“Yes, I first got involved when I met a tribal woman, Vanita 
Thakre, who lives in Kambachapada, here in Aarey. When I heard her 
talk about her life here, how she had been attacked by a leopard, how 
she carves a living out of the forest, and how she had become a 
campaigner when she started to fear for her way of life, I decided I 
wanted to be part of it too. 

“In fact initially it was mostly women, older women, doing the 
campaigning. The last couple of years, more young people have got 
involved and they came with technology. They instinctively knew how 
to make stories go viral. So as a result many people from other cities 
support us directly. We formed an informal group that anyone can join 
so we have sports people, creatives, people like me from a corporate 
background, students, all connecting with Adivasis. I organised visits, to 
bring groups of people to see Aarey for themselves. Tree appreciation 
walks are popular, identifying the different trees and the uses they have 
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in traditional medicine, food and so on. This movement works because 
it is a heterogeneous group from all walks of life.” 

That morning* I had read in the Mumbai Mirror that the cases 
against the 29 students arrested three months earlier were due to be 
dropped. I asked Amrita if she felt optimistic or pessimistic now that 
there is a new government in Maharashtra. 

“Well, the Metro car shed works are still there, even though 
government has said they’ll move it out of the forest. Slum rehabilitation 
plans mean 1 lakh people will be relocated into Aarey, people with no 
experience of living in the forest. 

“It is no longer about the 33 hectares of land that the MMRCL had 
sought for building the car shed. MMRCL got the Environment 
ministry to de-notify around 165 hectares of eco-sensitive land. Already 
they have filled in 62 hectares and have not explained the discrepancy. 
They have done it right on the banks of the Mithi river. Nature is the 
best architect and the most intelligent engineer. Through our 
interference we are destroying a beautiful design. Devastating floods 
followed the land filling, floods that were predicted in 2015 because the 
landfilling created a 90-degree bend in a tributary of the Mithi.” 

While Amrita and I were speaking Krishna set off for Birsa Munda 
chowk to meet another activist, Aparna Bangia, who had taken a 
rickshaw to get there. A few minutes later she arrived, traversing the 
narrow alleys of Vanichapada on the back of the Honda. She explained 
that she first got to know the forest through a project in which she was 
helping people obtain native trees to grow. 

“Organising seed-sharing and so on”, she said. “Then one day one 
of my colleagues said, ‘let’s invite schools to come and see what we do’. 
For some of the kids who have spent all their life in Mumbai they had 
never experienced a place like this. Even if they live in the pretty parts 
of the city like Marine Drive they come here and notice for the first 
time that the sky is blue. They were amazed at the beauty but they were 
also angry at us, wanting to know why we weren’t doing more to save 
it for them. And the kids who live in Aarey itself: it’s interesting, they 
have dual lives. They go to school and college outside the forest but 
they have grown up here, and they have a deep respect for where they 

 
* 1 March 2020 
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live. They pray to the leopard because they know they have to honour 
the king of the forest. They don’t come from that space where he is our 
enemy. They are more fearless than people who have encroached from 
the slums. Their conversation is very different, they always have a lot to 
share about what they have seen in the forest, this bird, that bird. They 
have much greater harmony in them.” 

Amrita took up the theme: 
“Many people have to leave the forest for work, but they always 

have to live near the forest. They won’t move more than one or two 
kilometres walk from the forest. Vanita Thakre explained to me the 
difference between us city people and the Warli is that we aspire to have 
a forest view from our windows, but they want to see leopards and 
deer.” 

It was clear that the campaign was also helping city dwellers 
understand the forest and its people better, and to see them as victims of 
decisions made by a remote, uncomprehending and indifferent political 
and corporate class. 

“MMRC keep referring to the tribals as slum dwellers so they can 
evict them under the slum clearance programme; we had to go to the 
High Court to get them recognised as Adivasis with their attendant 
rights,” Amrita explained. 

“Or they are manipulated by offers of lots of amenities which don’t 
materialise,” added Aparna. 

“Slum clearance is driven by real estate prices, all these surrounding 
posh areas like Oberoi are built on former slums.” 

“Children that come here understand that this is a resource, it’s not 
an indulgence,” said Aparna. “And the human roots go back a long way. 
They have excavated remains from AD 725, similar in date to Kanheri 
caves but all that information has been repressed. Over a thousand years 
ago Buddhists used to come past this path that we’re standing on now.”  

I asked Aparna if she sees any echo of that ancient relationship in 
modern life.  

“The city dwellers come here to do yoga, meditation, running. City 
women and Adivasi women enjoy the interaction. Young boys as well, 
a new forest-sensitive group of boys and girls, they all use Instagram and 
share pictures of insects they have found. 
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“The protests involved a lot of singing every Sunday. It was not 
based around anger, it was more like an Aarey song festival. Families 
would come and the singing would keep their spirits up in the rain. It 
happened every Sunday for a few months. I really understood the 
rhythm when I danced with them, it’s such a beautiful rhythm. The 
instrument is made from a gourd, they grow them here. 

“Prakash Bhoir’s young daughter was arrested the day before an 
exam; she spent the night in jail and somehow next morning made it to 
school for her exam. All of these people are not angry people, they are 
just shaken. They think, ‘why don’t people understand this is 
important?’” 

 

The name Vanita Thakre cropped up twice during these conversations. 
I wanted to know more about her. 

“Shall we go and see her?” suggested Aparna. Amrita had another 
appointment in the city, and Krishna pointed out that while it was not 
unusual for three people to share a motorbike in Mumbai, it might 
attract attention from police who would then want to know what I was 
doing in Aarey. So Aparna and I took a rickshaw to Khambachapada 
with Krishna leading the way. 

Aparna phoned ahead, and by the time we arrived, Vanita had laid 
out a blue and red rug on her clay veranda and lined the steps up to it 
with pots of flowers, apparently for my benefit. Vanita wore a dress 
printed with roses and a black dupatta draped over her shoulders, and 
ample jewellery: many black and gold-coloured bracelets, chain anklets, 
a black plaited cotton necklace with small gold ornaments, star-shaped 
diamante ear studs and a diamante nose stud. Even the drop-shaped 
bindi she sported was bejewelled. 

A little girl sat quietly against the wall of the hut on a plastic chair, 
while Vanita and I sat on the rug, with Krishna and Aparna standing on 
the ground outside ready to translate. I began by asking how she made 
her living. 

“I am the third generation of my family to have lived here in the 
forest. In the monsoon we grow enough rice to feed ourselves for the 
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year, also bitter gourd and wild vegetables. The rest of the year we grow 
other produce to sell using the run-off water from the buffalo sheds. No 
chemicals, it’s all done with composted vegetation. For me the forest is 
my gold…” 

Krishna broke off to clarify what she meant by this: “Her asset, she 
calls it her ‘gold’, like they’ve invested their lives in making the forest 
work for them. They used to have farming licences but they stopped 
issuing licences so now it’s illegal, it’s like they’ve been robbed of their 
gold. Originally the Adivasis were given official rights to crop the land 
in the forest but the licencing system has quietly expired, removing any 
security of tenure. They want to drive people out this way.” 

“My forefathers all depended on forest products and used to barter 
firewood for fish down at the quay, 7 or 8 km away. They made their 
houses from khavi.* All the old documentation is lost because they had 
nowhere to store documents so no-one can prove we have a right to be 
here.  

“We always pray to the leopard to protect the farm and to protect 
us from other leopards that are not so good with people. We offer them 
food; whenever we eat anything, first we offer food for the leopard.” 

Earlier, Krishna had told me that Vanita was once attacked by a 
leopard, and I asked her to tell me what had happened. 

“It was early in the morning, I was weeding my field. The grass was 
green, and when the grass is green, you cannot hear a leopard 
approaching. It was sitting just behind me, lying low to the ground. 
When I noticed it, it growled; my mother-in-law saw and called me to 
run. I ran like mad, and the leopard ran after me; I fell twice but got up 
and kept running, running, running. The dogs were barking and people 
shouted and threw stones but it didn’t go. Eventually I reached to within 
20 yards of my house and collapsed, and lost consciousness. While I was 
unconscious the leopard didn’t attack me but just sat there breathing like 
this...” Vanita imitated the deep, hoarse menace of the animal’s 
breathing, leaning her head and shoulders forward and back to the 
rhythm of the sound. “When I woke up I had to plead with my boys 
not to scare it in case it attacks them. Eventually it just walked off.” 

 
* Cymbopogon grass, which is lemon-scented and has insect-repellent properties. 
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“It is widely believed that some man-eaters were released back in 
the eighties in a bid to scare the Adivasis away, and still in their minds 
it goes on,” Krishna explained. “In any case they used to translocate 
leopards into the forest as you know. She says that the leopards who 
have been translocated are clean and you can’t smell them but the local 
leopards have a pungent smell, so they know which ones to fear, the 
clean ones.” 

 

We bumped into Vanita again the next day, early, while Krishna and I 
were taking a pre-breakfast stroll. She had set up a stall of produce to 
sell at the side of the forest road, which was closed to traffic but had its 
usual compliment of walkers and pedestrian commuters. A woman was 
buying a bunch of mooli radishes from the stall. 

“I’ll give it until nine o’clock and if I haven’t sold it all, I’ll move 
to a busier spot on the main road,” Vanita said before producing two 
children’s books about forest wildlife from under the cloth on which 
her goods were laid out. Krishna explained that she kept them handy so 
that she can talk to families about the need to save Aarey forest. 

 

The history of forests in India is contentious, not least because there is 
considerable debate over what exactly constitutes a forest. Amrita had 
explained to me that forests are under attack because despite the fact that 
a National Forest Policy has been in place since 1988, India lacks a 
formal definition of the term; or perhaps more accurately, it is a word 
with numerous definitions, all correct in their own context. 

The English word has remained unchanged for a thousand years, 
since the Normans introduced the Old French forest, which in its native 
land was to evolve into the modern French fôret. This is an unhelpful 
start because the mediaeval word did not necessarily mean an area 
covered in trees. It was used to denote an area reserved by the nobility 
for hunting, and even today some areas in England, such as the Forest 
of Bowland in Lancashire, are largely treeless. Within two hundred years 
it had acquired two more meanings; as well as being a hunting reserve, 
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it was both an extensive area of woodland in common parlance and a 
legal term conferring certain legal attributes on specific demarcated 
tracts.  

A similar confusion exists in India. Ecologists recognise a forest as a 
tree-covered area, typically rich in biodiversity, unless qualified with 
terms such as ‘secondary forest’, ‘degraded forest’ or ‘commercial forest’. 
The Forest Conservation Act was introduced in 1980 to help slow the 
rate of forest loss. It required forests to be identified and demarcated and 
their fate to be placed in the hands of the national government and freed 
from the risk of damage and loss to the parochial exigencies of State and 
local politics. But first, a forest had to be deemed a forest under the Act. 
This, activists claim, had been done long ago for Aarey, and the land 
transferred to the care of the Sanjay Gandhi National Park, with which 
it shares an invisible border. They made a claim under the Right to 
Information Act to have the relevant documents placed on the public 
record. In reply, the Forest Department maintained that if any such 
documents existed they had been lost in a fire that occurred in 2013. 
The National Park’s own records had been lost in a flood seven years 
earlier, it was claimed. In any case, the slow rate of designation of forests 
had led the Supreme Court to order States to identify de facto forests 
and treat them as if the Act applied. Yet, Maharashtra had dragged its 
feet with regard to Aarey. 

In 2018 the government drew up a new Draft National Forest 
Policy and immediately sparked criticism from environmentalists who 
complained that the new draft represented a weakening of the current 
policy. Some allege that it undermines the role of local communities in 
forest conservation. Others point to a contradiction between research 
that shows forest fragmentation as one of the most serious threats to 
long-term conservation, and the new draft policy’s claim that ‘there has 
been an increase in forest and tree cover and reduction in the diversion* 
of forest land… despite…increasing population, industrialization and 
rapid economic growth.' 

In 2013 a Right to Information application filed by environmental 
lawyers Rahul Choudhary and Ritwik Dutta uncovered that, on 
average, India loses 135 hectares of natural forest land every day to 

 
* i.e. redrawing of boundaries 
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development projects. The same pair of lawyer-activists allege that the 
government passed around 10,000 approvals related to forest boundary 
changes in 2017 alone. 

Poor record-keeping adds to the confusion. The campaigning 
organisation Vanashakti alleges that the 20.76 km2 Aarey Colony, which 
they term “unclassed forest in the Sanjay Gandhi National Park 
(SGNP)”, was transferred to the state’s forest department in 1969. 
However, neither SGNP nor state forest officials admit to any 
knowledge of the transaction. I visited the offices of Vanashakti, for a 
return visit to meet their Director, Stalin Dyanand. Stalin had called to 
see me at my hotel a year earlier for a conversation about the complex 
web of deals between property developers, state officials and assorted 
shadowy figures, that were, he asserted, the real driving force behind 
forest destruction. 

Stalin's office is in an anonymous residential building off a side road 
in an unpretentious district of Mumbai. To reach it, you follow a narrow 
alley no more than two and a half feet wide, off which doors open into 
homes. Outside the doors arrays of variously sized sandals and tiny 
trainers provide a rough census of the occupants. I turned left into 
another alley and left again into one of the buildings, whose door carries 
a modest laminated sign, the only indication of the presence of 
Vanashakti, whose 14 employees have taken over a former dwelling on 
the second floor. The anonymity is deliberate.  

Since we last met there had been three major developments, Stalin 
reminded me.  

“The Sunday gatherings, including the arrests of students, whose 
fate is still not resolved; the Supreme Court demanding that the 
government actually declares what its plans are for the excess land that 
has been transferred, over and above what they claim to need for Metro 
car shed; and the new Siva Sena government in Maharashtra State which 
was elected on a pro-Aarey manifesto and is now sharing power with 
two other pro-Aarey parties.” 

“Are you more optimistic than last year or less?” 
“Overall, more. We believe the new government is waiting for the 

court to rule on the status of Aarey as a forest so that the government 
can fire over the Supreme Court's shoulder. 
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“No one is saying the metro isn't a good thing but there are 
alternative sites for the car depot. The BJP, who previously formed the 
State administration, is insensitive to the environment and sees their job 
as facilitating environmental clearance. Politicians in India have very 
limited perspectives because they are all trading influence between one 
another. They only listen to a limited circle of advisors and cronies. 
There are no scientists working at the top of government. No scientists 
involved in supporting the development planning process. So 
development is the default and environmental perspectives have to be 
provided through protest. While the young people were celebrating 
Aarey and mobilising thousands of people, we were pursuing petitions 
in the courts. 

“For example, there is a disparity in the land area assigned as SGNP 
in different documents. In a period of 10 years between 2003 and 2013, 
an area of 9.76 km2 was de-reserved as forest. However, under the 
provisions of the Forest Conservation Act, 1980, no such action could 
have been taken without the permission of the Centre. So we have 
asked the Court to intervene. This Aarey-SGNP land scam has led to 
more than 2,000 hectares going missing from government land records, 
which points to a larger scam that needs to be investigated thoroughly. 

“After the trees were cut down in October 2019 and people came 
out from their houses to try to prevent it, the forest was under lockdown 
for a month. There were 600 police stationed in the forest. Not even 
after the 2008 bombings, not even after the 1993 riots was a curfew 
imposed in Mumbai. If the government was so scared after a peaceful 
environmental protest to impose a lockdown they must have known 
they were doing wrong.” 

 

After I had again returned home, to what within days would be a 
locked-down Britain in a locked-down world, the Supreme Court sat. 
Vanashakti had challenged a 2016 government declaration that expressly 
excluded around 407 acres of Aarey Forest from an area known as an 
Eco-Sensitive Zone.  An ESZ serves as a ‘shock absorber’ for protected 
areas and regulates mining, construction and industry around national 
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parks and wildlife sanctuaries to minimise impacts on fragile ecosystems. 
I was still receiving regular updates from India and learned that on 16 
June 2020 the Supreme Court dismissed Vanashakti’s appeal, clearing 
the way for infrastructure development across the disputed forest area. 
At the same time the court heard the NGO’s application for an interim 
order to halt what they described as illegal tree-felling and forest burning 
that had taken place under the cover of lockdown. On this, the Court 
ordered a report from the State forest authorities. 

Then a few days later came a bizarre twist. It emerged that the Chief 
Executive of the Aarey Dairy Development Department had filed a 
counter-affidavit stating that it is not for the forest authorities to control 
such illegal activity, but for his department. Nathu Rathod called for the 
interim application to be thrown out, on the grounds it was directed at 
the wrong authorities, and that his department had the matter under 
control. What appeared at first sight to be an internecine squabble 
between public authorities was to blow the Aarey case back open. 

Rathod submitted that while Aarey is not a notified forest, necessary 
actions against encroachments and tree-felling were taken up in ‘forest 
areas’. Calling for the dismissal of the application, Rathod’s affidavit 
stated that “Aarey Colony is a part of SGNP. The area of SGNP 
(including Aarey Colony) has been notified as an Eco-Sensitive Zone 
under the Environment Protection Act, 1986. The Forest Department 
has administrative control over the area of SGNP whereas Aarey 
administration and Dairy Development Department has administrative 
control over Aarey, and the Forest Department cannot take any legal 
action in respect to illegal activities in Aarey Colony.” He later 
confirmed his submission to the media, saying “Aarey is an extension of 
SGNP. Though the area is not a declared forest, these forest patches are 
home to several animals and birds and are being protected by us. Any 
cases of tree-felling, forest fires and encroachments are being tackled by 
us.” 

Campaigners saw this as an admission of Aarey’s status as a forest 
within SGNP, and the Thackerays imposed a moratorium on the Metro 
car shed construction. On 1 September 2020 they announced that the 
State government would designate a 600-acre parcel of Aarey as a 
reserved forest. Alternative land was eventually allocated for the Metro 
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at Kanjurmarg, only for the Bombay High Court to issue a stay on 
building there, at the instigation of central government, supporting the 
former State Chief Minister and now Opposition leader Devendra 
Fadnavis of the BJP.  
At the time of writing, with the fate of the forest and its wildlife sucked 
once again into a party political whirlpool, the 10,000 Adivasis who live 
in the padas find themselves back on the sidelines. If Indian land politics 
itself resembles a tangle of impenetrable undergrowth, it is an ecosystem 
that always includes scavengers constantly watching for a chance to 
sneak in and profit. In late 2020 some tribal people reported being 
approached by land speculators, members of organised mafias offering 
to construct houses within the tribal curtilage, half the sale proceeds of 
which they would share with the current occupiers. An unnamed tribal 
resident revealed the scam to the media. 

"As the government has assured us that we will not be displaced, 
the land mafia, involved in the construction of illegal houses, are trying 
to lure a few tribals with lucrative offers. They say if we let them 
construct small houses, they will sell those and share the proceeds 50/50. 
A land mafioso approached me as I have a lot of space surrounding my 
house, but I clearly said no." 
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8 

Rethinking Nature 

A sparrow’s prologue 

In Dhal Ni Pol, Astodiya, Ahmedabad there is a small stone plaque on 
a wall, a carved image of a small bird nestled in a luxuriant spray of 
leaves. Above it, in Gujarati and English, there is a dedication: 

૧૯૭૪ ના જુરાત ના રોક  રમખાણમા (નવિનમાણ ના દોલન) 

તા.૨/૩/૧૯૭૪ ના રોજ સાં  ૫:૨૫ વાગ ેઅહ  એક અબોલ ચકલી ુ ં

પોલીસ ના બફેામ ગોળ બારમા ં ુ ઃખદ અવસાન થ ુ ંહ ુ.ં 

During the 1974 Roti Ramkhan (Navnirman Movement) in 
Gujarat, on 02-03-1974, 5.25pm, an innocent sparrow was killed 
in reckless police firing.  

A hundred people also died in clashes brought about by a crackdown 
on middle-class protestors angered by political corruption. The State 
government fell shortly afterwards, and the political consequences are 
remembered across the nation. Sometime later, local people petitioned 
the police for permission to commemorate a small victim whose brief 
life they would not wish to forget. 

 

‘Modern’ conservation has its origins in the industrial and agri-industrial 
revolutions in Europe, and by extension colonialism in India and other 
parts of the European empires. But the antecedents of industrial-era 
European conservation and colonial-era conservation in the imperial 
realms could not be more different. It is often said that the first wildlife 
protection laws in the world were those instituted by St. Cuthbert in 
676 CE to protect the eider ducks and seabirds of the Farne Islands, off 
the English north-east coast, where he lived as a hermit. Among the 
rival claims that this ignores is that of the emperor Ashoka, ruling in the 
Indian subcontinent in the 3rd century BCE. His edicts, carved into 
stone, include a ruling that four-legged animals that are neither useful 
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nor edible should nonetheless be protected from harm. Ashoka gets 
much of the credit for the philosophical underpinning of Indians’ 
attitudes to wildlife, but it was Ashoka’s grandfather Chandragupta, the 
founder of the Mauryan empire, who appointed the first Kupyadhyaksha 
– effectively a Superintendent of Forests. This officer was charged with 
implementing the game laws laid down in the Arthaśāstra, a Sanskrit 
manual of good government. Thus Chandragupta established the first 
administrative regime to enact and implement wildlife conservation 
measures.  

The period between Cuthbert and the first more-or-less 
comprehensive conservation laws in 20th century Britain saw a 
polarisation in official – meaning, primarily, royal and baronial – 
attitudes to wildlife. If it gave good sport, it was the prerogative of the 
aristocracy to hunt it; if it was deemed injurious, it was the legal 
obligation of the citizenry to kill it. For everything else, officialdom was 
at best indifferent. By contrast, India between the Mauryans and the 
modern era appears to have weathered the disruptions caused by 
hunting-obsessed Mughal and British rulers with much of the culture of 
ahimsa towards nature intact. On the pressure side of the account are 
essentially the same threats that are encountered everywhere on Earth: 
rapid economic growth, population growth, infrastructure development 
and the spread of mining and agriculture. Opposed against them are 
ancient aspects of culture that deem such assaults on nature anathema. 
For an outsider like me, the role of culture is best understood when 
these two sides come together and do battle.  

Rights of Nature 

I am excited by developments in a few countries in which the 
fundamental rights of nature are not just being asserted by activists, but 
enshrined in laws and constitutions. This is perhaps the least ‘western’ 
notion possible, one that comes close to abolishing the distinction 
between humanity and nature. Embodied in the constitution of Ecuador 
is the assertion that nature has inalienable rights, as humans do, and the 
country’s environmental protection laws and systems now spring from 
this premise. In Bolivia the Law of the Rights of Mother Earth (Ley de 
Derechos de la Madre Tierra) declares both Earth and its life-systems – 
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which combine human communities and ecosystems – as titleholders of 
inherent rights specified in the law. The office of the Defensoría de la 
Madre Tierra – a counterpart to the human rights ombudsman 
or Defensoría del Pueblo – has been established to act on behalf of 
nature.  

In 2012 the Supreme Court of India ruled on what at first sight 
would seem to be a conventional writ between a private citizen, one 
T.N. Godavarman Thirumulpad, and the Union of India and its co-
respondent the State of Chhattisgarh. Godavarman Thirumulpad was an 
82-year-old member of the princely Nilambur Kovilakam family from 
the Malabar region of Kerala. His name is forever associated with the 
case, which concerned the endangered Asiatic wild buffalo, despite his 
having nothing directly to do with the species, or the region, and his 
never having sought a ruling on the subject. He died four years later on 
1 June 2016, having unwittingly bequeathed a precious legal legacy to 
India’s environmental movement.  

I know from direct experience what a magnificent animal the 
Asiatic wild buffalo is. I was in Kaziranga National Park, Assam with 
Sujan Chatterjee on the misty early morning of 13 December 2017. At 
the Sohola wetland we scanned across the marshes where 1500 bar-
headed geese had arrived from across the Himalaya to sit out northern 
winter, along with scores of pintail and teal. Two statuesque greater 
adjutant storks, ten lesser adjutants and three white pelicans, all giants 
among birds, dominated the middleground. At the far edge of the marsh, 
against a backdrop of dense forest, were giants among giants: twelve 
wild elephants. But for an exhibition of raw power, we had only to look 
a few feet from our jeep, where two bull wild buffalo were pitting their 
bulks and stamina against one another’s; horns locked, muscle-bound 
necks twisted first one way and then the other; hooves and tendons 
locked on to any purchase they could find in the mud; wounds running 
scarlet from the shoulder, lungs bellowing for oxygen. 

The Court was asked to direct the Union of India and the State of 
Chhattisgarh to prepare a rescue plan to save the wild buffalo from 
extinction and to make available the necessary funds and other resources. 
The State of Chhattisgarh filed its reply citing an acute financial shortage 
for failing to protect the species adequately to date. In a judgement 
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running to some 24 paragraph-length findings, the court directed the 
State of Chhattisgarh to give full effect to the national Scheme for the 
Integrated Development of Wildlife Habitats, so as to save wild buffalo 
from extinction. The State was also to take immediate steps to ensure 
that interbreeding between wild and domestic buffalos does not take 
place and genetic purity of the wild species is maintained.  

A good outcome, but unremarkable in itself. However, tucked 
away in the judgement are two statements that are extraordinary in their 
impact. The first is a simple reminder that the Indian Constitution, in 
Article 51A (g) states that “It shall be the duty of every citizen of India 
to protect and improve the natural environment including forests, lakes, 
rivers and wildlife, and to have compassion for living creatures.” Never 
having read the Indian Constitution, this was news to me. It struck me 
as a clear indication that modern statehood need not be at odds with 
traditional values, and that it represented a decisive departure from 
India’s colonial inheritance, there being no such constitutional duty here 
in Britain.  

In its most striking paragraph the ruling considers the wider 
implications of this injunction. In paragraph 14 Justices K.S. 
Radhkrishnan and C.K. Prasad held that: 

Environmental justice could be achieved only if we drift away 
from the principle of anthropocentric to ecocentric. Many of our 
principles like sustainable development, polluter-pays principle, 
inter-generational equity have their roots in anthropocentric 
principles. Anthropocentrism is always human interest focussed 
and the non-human has only instrumental value to humans. In 
other words, humans take precedence and human responsibilities 
to non-humans are based on benefits to humans. Ecocentrism is 
nature centred where humans are part of nature and the non-
human has intrinsic value. In other words, human interests do 
not take automatic precedence and humans have obligations to 
non-humans independently of human interest. Ecocentrism is 
therefore life-centred, nature-centred where nature includes both 
human and non-humans. The National Wildlife Action Plan 
2002-2012 … is centred on the principle of ecocentrism. 
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It was not Godavarman Thirumulpad who had sought a ruling on the 
buffalo. Years earlier, in 1995, he had petitioned the Court over another 
matter entirely. In the September of that year he witnessed the 
destruction of pristine wooded areas in Gudalur in the Nilgiri Hills. The 
land had once been part of his family’s vast estate but had been taken 
over by the State of Tamil Nadu following an Act of 1969 that 
converted large areas of private property into common ownership under 
the guardianship of the State. Godavarman Thirumulpad was distressed 
that the State had been unable to protect the forest from indiscriminate 
logging, and watched as trees were felled, logs rolled down the 
mountain slopes and timber was stacked along miles of highway to await 
collection.  

On 12 December 1996, a bench led by Chief Justice J.S. Verma 
passed an interim order directing that tree-felling and non-forestry 
activity in forests across the country be stopped. The ground-breaking 
order laid down that the term ‘forest’ will be defined by its dictionary 
meaning, and the provisions of the Forest (Conservation) Act 1980 shall 
apply to all thickly wooded areas. It was this ruling that was later to give 
the Save Aarey campaigners hope that whatever the manoeuvrings of 
real estate interests, the Mumbai Metro Company and assorted 
politicians, Aarey’s status as an official forest would eventually be 
confirmed.  

What no-one foresaw at the time was that the case would be kept 
open for nearly 20 years under what is known in constitutional 
jurisprudence as the Writ of Continuing Mandamus. This allowed the 
Asian wild buffalo case to come forward as an Interlocutory Application, 
effectively a writ within a writ. There have been over a thousand such 
applications since the Tamil Nadu case opened the door, covering a 
range of issues relating to forest protection. It has prevented mining in 
Kudremukh, Western Ghats and in the Aravalli mountains, led to a ban 
on tree-felling in protected areas, and curbed the worst excesses of 
timber companies across the country. 

The omnibus case that carries Godavarman Thirumulpad’s 
name has attracted criticism from two quarters that rarely find common 
cause: human rights groups, who have largely perceived the court’s 
interventions to control forest encroachments as unwelcome; and 
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corporate interests who complain that the case has encouraged excessive 
environmental activism and is impeding development. 

A year later, in 2013, the Supreme Court issued its Gir Lion 
judgement. This takes ecocentrism forward by mandating a new ‘species 
best interest standard’ for Indian law. In this case, the court directed the 
central environment ministry to reintroduce Asiatic lions to Kuno 
wildlife sanctuary in Madhya Pradesh and to constitute an expert 
committee to oversee the relocation. Much of the language around 
ecocentrism and anthropocentrism from the Asiatic wild buffalo case is 
reproduced verbatim. 

Ironically, the Gujarat government argued against the translocation 
of the lions by submitting in court that the Asiatic lion was ‘a family 
member’ and hence could not be parted with. It was an unusual 
submission to say the least, but one that seemed to express exactly the 
sentiment I heard first-hand in my conversations with the Maldhari. I 
heard it expressed differently by Bhushan Pandya in his Rajkot 
apartment on my way to the Gir. He pointed out that the tribal 
communities of Madhya Pradesh are “not like the Maldhari of Gir. They 
will retaliate if their livestock is killed.” What the State of Gujarat’s 
submission expressed in terms of kinship, Bhushan explained more 
prosaically: “in a heavily populated country like India, wildlife cannot 
exist without community support”. In any case the Court rejected the 
kinship argument as an anthropocentric one, and declared that an 
ecocentric approach based on scientific reasoning and the best interests 
of the species supported a decision to relocate some of the lions.  

It would appear from these judgements that the Supreme Court is 
clear about the moral rights of non-human life but is uncertain about 
how best to translate them into enforceable legal rights in the context 
of a largely anthropocentric constitutional and legal order in India, 
inherited from the British. This was to prove decisive – or rather 
indecisive – in a case whose eventual resolution is eagerly awaited by 
the world’s environmental law community. 

In 2017 the Uttarakhand High Court applied the principle of 
ecocentric law, recognising the legal personhood of 
the Ganga and Yamuna rivers and ecosystems, and calling them “living 
human entities” and juridical and moral persons. The Court made 
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similar judgments for the rivers’ associated glaciers, including 
the Gangotri and Yamunotri. The decision, prompted by religious 
activism and environmental concern, meant that polluting or damaging 
the rivers would be legally equivalent to harming a person, and legal 
custodians were appointed.  

Days later, 430 miles downstream in Agra, Brij Khandelwal called 
the Agra police to report an attempted murder. Khandelwal, a journalist 
and activist, told them that the Yamuna, which turns eutrophic on its 
way through Delhi towards Agra, is “ecologically dead.” His police 
report named government officials he wanted charged with attempted 
poisoning. “If the river is dead, someone has to be responsible for killing 
it,” he said.  

The High Court ruling was almost immediately stayed in the Indian 
Supreme Court at the request of the Uttarakhand government and local 
authorities, who supported the proposed legal status in concept but were 
seeking implementation guidance. They had challenged the order, 
asking whether the victims of floods downstream along the Ganga and 
Yamuna would be able sue the rivers through their appointed guardians. 
It is the kind of question that has dogged Rights of Nature advocates 
across the world, since to accord an entity legal rights implicitly – and 
in this case explicitly – ascribes to it powers, duties and liabilities. 
However, Manoj Mishra of the campaign group Yamuna Jiye Abhiyaan 
points out that the ‘victims’ of floods are people who have encroached 
on the flood plain and are therefore themselves responsible.  

Only days before the Uttarakhand judges had sat, in New Zealand 
the Whanganui river was recognised by an Act of Parliament – the Te 
Awa Tupua Act – as having legal personality, ending a 140-year dispute 
and protracted negotiations over Māori land claims. The Ganga and 
Yamuna ruling was directly modelled on the Whanganui case. Both 
spring from the premise that the deep cultural connectivity between 
people and nature is an expression of the very concept of nature itself. 
However, in practice the Indian case was addressing a mundane aspect 
of it: the failure by the governments of Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh 
to cooperate with the Union government to agree measures to protect 
the Ganga. The reason that the Uttarakhand court did not elaborate on 
the implications of their declaration of personhood was that the main 
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focus of this ruling was actually on the nature of Indian federalism and 
the water management duties of Union and State governments, not on 
the rights of nature per se.12 

Indigenous ingenuity 

The belief in a close relationship between the human species and others 
that extends even to familial kinship would be dismissed summarily if it 
were to be cited in a European court of law. But the Maldharis’ bond 
to the Asiatic lion, appropriated on behalf of all Gujaratis by the State 
government, is one of countless examples in India. And nor is it the only 
case of traditional values and contemporary conservation governance 
having to navigate a difficult route to mutual accommodation and trust.  

Like the Warli and the Maldhari, the Idu Mishmi of India’s eastern 
Himalayas also feel kinship with big cats, in this case the tigers of the 
remote forests of the Dibang Valley. The Mishmi are Adivasis of the 
mountains of the far north east, centred in Arunachal Pradesh. They 
have, over centuries, come instinctively to understand the mountains 
and their quixotic ways. It is a world they share with an animal they 
think of as a brother, yet one whose existence has long been doubted 
by outsiders. For years biologists and wildlife researchers routinely 
dismissed the local stories, the unconfirmed sightings and the vague 
speculation suggesting that there might be a population of tigers in the 
Dibang valley. This changed in 2012 when two tiger cubs were rescued 
from a dry water tank in the valley of the Angrim, a tributary of the 
Dibang.  

The Wildlife Institute of India and the National Tiger Conservation 
Authority (NTCA) arrived in 2014 to carry out a survey. After three 
years of searching with 108 camera traps, the results13 astonished the 
scientific community: 42 images of 11 different tigers, including two 
cubs. The discovery of a new tiger population is always a cause for 
celebration. But for the Mishmi, for whom a detailed and profound 
knowledge of their environment, passed down through the centuries 
and expanded with each generation, is a basic requirement for survival, 
it was no discovery. Rather it seemed to confirm that they knew more 
about the tigers of the high passes than any scientist arriving from afar.  
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Since 2006 India’s response whenever a new tiger population is 
found has followed a well-rehearsed formula. After the tigers of Sariska 
Tiger Reserve, Rajasthan died out due to poaching for the international 
trade in tiger parts in 2004, a shocked conservation community 
demanded reform. A large team of researchers and biologists was hired 
and trained by the Wildlife Institute to survey tiger habitats, estimate 
populations and assess prey density. They formed the workforce of the 
NTCA and the Wildlife Crime Control Bureau and ramped up tiger 
conservation efforts across the country. When reports of tigers are 
received, they assess the numbers, declare a Tiger Reserve and set out 
to ensure the population survives at any cost, which may include 
relocating human communities to purpose-built new villages outside the 
newly-established reserve boundaries.  

The Mishmi fear that what happens next will leave the valley’s tigers 
with poorer protection than they enjoy now. Their belief, that killing a 
tiger would amount to killing a family member, is what protected the 
species in the valley, when poaching and habitat loss wiped them out 
elsewhere in the northeast. But this could end if the proposed tiger 
reserve dispossesses them of their land and strips the animals of the 
protection that their culture provides.  

In December 2018 the influential Idu Mishmi Cultural and Literary 
Society (IMCLS) wrote to the NTCA, the Union environment ministry 
and Arunachal Pradesh government, arguing that the community needs 
to be consulted, and proposing a ‘cultural model’ of tiger conservation.14 
They cite the example of Arunachal’s other tiger reserve, Namdapha, 
where the population of tigers plummeted due to “issues with local 
communities”. There, a study15 published in 2008 failed to detect any 
tigers or leopards and found large herbivores like sambar to be 
uncommon. In transect surveys that involved researchers walking 523 
miles between 2008 and 2012, Aparajita Datta and Rohit Naniwadekar 
recorded only 29 sightings of the four largest herbivore species. This 
compares with anecdotal reports of healthy populations of tigers and 
elephants prior to the early 1990s. It also compares with 141 herbivore 
sightings in 281 miles at the Pakke Tiger Reserve in western 
Arunachal.16  
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Living on the Namdapha National Park’s periphery is the 3,000-
strong Lisu community. They complain that they should have been 
consulted before the park was created. Like many people living around 
protected areas in India and elsewhere, they don’t understand the need 
for the park, and feel disempowered. In the 1980s their dissatisfaction 
degenerated into open conflict with the authorities, who had been 
destroying Lisu settlements they regarded as encroachments. The Lisu 
burnt forest camps and killed animals in retaliation. 

The Mishmi cultural model, the IMCLS explained, is one based on 
reverence, respect and centuries of co-existence. They describe it as a 
“real opportunity to set the stage for a new tiger conservation paradigm; 
one that is grounded in local tribal autonomy and sovereignty and is 
based upon strengthening local cultural values.” 

 

The Idu Mishmi have told and retold the story of their and the tiger’s 
shared origin since time immemorial. It starts with two brothers—the 
elder, a tiger and the younger, a Mishmi—born to the same mother. 
One day, the boy hunted a deer. As he went off to collect firewood, he 
left the kill with his tiger brother. On his return, he was terrified to find 
that his brother was eating the deer raw. He realised for the first time 
that if his brother can eat raw meat, then “one day he could eat me 
too.” Tigers and humans eventually had their separate lines of descent – 
explained in the story through the death of the tiger and the emergence 
of the next generation from the bones of the last. It is why the Mishmi 
don’t kill tigers. For them it is the most revered and at the same time, 
the most feared animal.  

The IMCLS proposal explains that the Idu Mishmi will inevitably 
decline offers from outsiders of large sums of money in return for tiger 
parts, as they will refuse to kill their brother. In a submission remarkably 
similar to what the far distant and unrelated Maldhari told me about 
lions, the Mishmi do not see attacks on livestock as the pretext for 
conflict. For them it could mean, among other things, that the older 
brother has come to seek his share of his younger brother’s property. 
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As a scientist, and moreover a conservationist immersed in the 
western traditions of authoritarian conservation governance, my first 
instinct is to doubt the long-term viability of the cultural model. The 
Mishmi-tiger joint creation myth is irreconcilable with my Darwinian 
scientific understanding. What will happen when educated Mishmi, 
enlightened on evolutionary biology, finally reject their myths? But I 
think again: is my instinctive mistrust of any loosely-formulated, 
unstructured, unstrategic alternative plan itself insufficiently 
enlightened? In every other respect the Idu Mishmi display a detailed 
understanding of the ecology of their environment and the behaviour 
of the tigers and other wildlife of the forests and valleys. They explain 
and express it in ways that are untranslatable in the lingua franca of the 
scientific community, whose habit of taking complex issues and dealing 
with them in pieces, and the scientific language that has evolved to 
enable that to happen, is ingrained. For the Idu Mishmi, the Maldhari 
and the Warli, their understanding is of the complexity itself, the very 
thing feared and avoided by science. Their language of stories, myths 
and art has also evolved: to serve the understanding of complexity. 
Underpinning it is the value system that gives equality to the needs and 
rights of the tiger and the human; the stories spring from the values, not 
vice-versa. 

 

Dr. Shonil Bhagwat is an environmental geographer at The Open 
University. His research examines how people’s cultural and spiritual 
values have helped maintain ecosystems, which he refers to as ‘social-
ecological systems’. Taking a self-styled undisciplinary (as opposed to 
multidisciplinary) approach, his research examines the conditions that 
make these social-ecological systems, which include culturally-protected 
forests, indigenous and community-conserved areas and sacred natural 
sites, adaptable and resilient in a rapidly changing world.  

“The connection between faith and forest is complex,” Bhagwat 
told the on-line journal Mongabay. “It is not just the nature worship 
that is the primary function of these forests, but they may have been 
maintained by our ancestors for the benefits that they provide to people. 
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Today we call them ‘ecosystem services’ but in the past faith played an 
important role in ensuring that certain life support systems were 
maintained for the benefit of humanity.  

“Our political institutions or for that matter financial institutions 
are short-term, even volatile. Cultural and faith traditions on the other 
hand have proven themselves to be more durable and this durability can 
prove beneficial to the conservation of tropical forests into the distant 
future.”  

Welcoming a local cultural alternative into the same conservation 
framework as programmes built around very different international 
standards, priorities and methodology will depend on trust. The Mishmi 
may argue that they have already earned their share of the trust, by 
preserving the snow-dwelling tigers of Arunachal Pradesh through the 
generations and into the modern era, without being asked, incentivised 
or compelled. Will the remote State and even remoter Union authorities 
earn theirs? 

Well, there is also the Dibang dam to consider. In April 2020 the 
Union environment ministry’s Forest Advisory Committee gave the go-
ahead in principle for a hydroelectric dam in one of the most biodiverse 
parts of the Dibang Valley, leading to over 1100 ha. of forest land being 
declassified and 270,000 trees felled. 

They recommended the 3,097 megawatt hydroelectric project be 
allowed, adding a condition that the developer deposits money for 
wildlife conservation in the area, which is within 12 km of the Dibang 
Wildlife Sanctuary, home to tigers and red pandas along with the newly-
discovered Mishmi Hills giant flying squirrel, previously unknown to 
science. As part of the environmental assessment required, the Wildlife 
Institute of India carried out a study that documented 413 plant, 159 
butterfly, 113 spider, 14 amphibian, 31 reptile, 230 bird and 21 mammal 
species within the project area. 

The committee’s report stated that the project has the support of 
the local people and gave rise to no major environmental concern. Local 
activists point out that this is at odds with the same committee’s finding 
a year earlier that the project is within the richest Himalayan 
biogeographical area and “one of the world’s biodiversity mega-
hotspots.” In May 2020 a group of 24 scientists claiming vast collective 
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familiarity with the area reviewed the wildlife conservation plan 
prepared by the Institute and found “considerable deficiencies and 
scientific biases in the report which have compromised the quality and 
the veracity of its findings and conclusions.” Among the deficiencies 
highlighted were that the geological assessment underplayed the risks 
associated with the Dibang Valley’s location in a high earthquake zone. 
As the survey period covered only a small part of the year, was 
conducted using inappropriate sampling methods and took place within 
too limited a study area, there was incomplete documentation of floral 
wealth, inadequate sampling of endemic orchid diversity and under-
reporting of ethnomedicinal knowledge.  

Meanwhile, the Mishmi have yet to receive a response to their 
proposals, remain to be consulted over the boundaries of the proposed 
tiger reserve and are left guessing about likely implications for their 
lifestyles, culture and livelihoods. 
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9 

The State of the Nation 

In Britain, in India and across the world, the year-on-year profit-and-
loss accounts for wildlife show modest but hopeful credits set against 
substantial and worrying debits. The net effect is accumulated deficits 
that make bankruptcy inevitable without a decisive and permanent 
turnaround. If this sounds like a coldly business-like overview, it would 
not be the first prognosis of its kind.  

On 21 January 2020 at Davos-Klosters, Switzerland, the World 
Economic Forum began its 50th annual meeting. It was exactly three 
weeks after authorities in China had informed the World Health 
Organisation of a cluster of viral pneumonia cases of unknown cause in 
Wuhan, Hubei. As the Forum opened, there were 278 confirmed cases, 
all but four of them in China. None of the 3,000 delegates and 823 
speakers will have been fully aware of the implications, and few of them 
would have begun to consider possible scenarios of the kind that was to 
visit humankind within weeks.  

They were gathered, as every year, to review issues of global 
concern, as defined primarily by the 1,000 corporations that make up 
the Forum’s invited membership. For most of the fifty years since its 
founding, those issues have coalesced around the gravitational pull of 
global capital: wealth management, capital markets, and conventional 
threats such as international conflict. Gradually, and especially following 
the global financial crisis that began in 2008, the Forum’s agenda started 
to shift. Each year’s January conference is given an overarching theme, 
and these started to include words like rethink, redesign, new reality, 
transformation, new models, shared future and, appearing for the first 
time in 2020, ‘sustainable’. The full wording of the theme was 
Stakeholders for a Cohesive and Sustainable World and over five days 
sessions covered seven topics: Tech for Good; Better Business; Society 
and Future of Work; Fairer Economies; Healthy Futures; Beyond 
Geopolitics; and How to Save the Planet.  

For the twelve months between each Forum meeting, teams of 
subject experts compile reports, ready for the next gathering. A few days 
before the 2020 meeting, the Forum published a briefing under the 
headline Biodiversity Loss Puts Our Food Supplies and Medical Care at 
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Risk – It Must Be Stopped. It was written not by an environmentalist 
or an academic ecologist, but by Peter Giger, Zurich Insurance Group’s 
Chief Risk Officer. It states:  

Mitigating the impact of biodiversity loss … requires a 
fundamental shift in economic thought. Businesses should 
develop metrics that assess the value of nature to their work and 
make these central to their decision-making. Extractives, 
construction, energy, fashion and textiles are among the 
industries most vulnerable to ecological destruction, and this 
takes many forms.  

One of Davos’s annual set-piece events is the presentation of that year’s 
Global Risks Report, which ranks perceived risks in two ways: as to 
their likelihood and as to their impact. For the first time since the Global 
Risks Perception Survey was first presented in 2007, environmental 
concerns dominated the list of most likely long-term risks, according to 
the WEF’s so-called multistakeholder community, who rated 
biodiversity loss as the second most impactful and third most likely risk 
for the next decade. The report noted that the current rate of extinction 
is tens to hundreds of times higher than the average over the past 10 
million years, is accelerating, and has critical implications for humanity, 
including the collapse of food and health systems.  

Within weeks, that last scenario was suddenly real. In April 2020, 
the Forum published an article that postulates that the Covid-19 
pandemic is a consequence of the destruction of nature. The number of 
emerging diseases is rising and this rise is linked to the degradation of 
ecological systems and loss of species caused by humans. It points out – 
for the benefit of audiences still moved by such outdated concerns – that 
half of global GDP is moderately or largely dependent on nature. The 
article concludes that the recovery from the pandemic has to be closely 
linked to nature’s recovery.  

Four months before Davos 2020 another global gathering had taken 
place, 400 miles away in Vienna. In September 2019 the Luc Hoffmann 
Institute, a research body set up by the Worldwide Fund for Nature, 
convened a meeting attended by 70 academics, professionals and 
researchers to try to agree why this ecological degradation and species 
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loss were continuing to worsen, and conservation was failing. Top of 
the list of reasons were neo-liberal policies that encourage the over-
consumption of resources; the financial starvation by governments of 
their conservation agencies; subsidies for energy industries, and free rein 
for agriculture and mining to expand into even the remotest places.  

Like some rare astrological alignment, a conjunction of the three 
great planetary concerns – economic, human and ecological well-being 
– had shown themselves to be a single, interconnected matter. The 
world and its governments will be judged, therefore, by the 
interconnectedness or otherwise of the response.  

India is arguably the planet’s largest stakeholder in a new, joined-
up future. It is the most populous democracy, one of the fastest growing 
economies and, as Prime Minister Narendra Modi pointed out at an 
international biodiversity conference* in the month the pandemic 
arrived in his country, with 2.4% of the world’s land area India hosts 8% 
of its known biodiversity. Governments across the world have raced to 
invest in that future, and all have made the same mistake, at least in the 
language adopted: that of economic stimulation. Here was an 
opportunity for India to fall back on its continuous tradition, from the 
time of Chandragupta and Ashoka, of venerating unity and discovering 
a fitting expression of it for the already crisis-ridden 21st century. 

Yet India’s $260 billion stimulus package is one of the least 
environmentally-sensitive in the world. A study17 that compared the 
pandemic responses announced by 17 major economies in terms of their 
effects on biodiversity and climate change found that India’s was the 
fifth most damaging, beaten only by South Africa, Mexico, China and 
the United States.  

The 17 stimulus packages will pump about $3.5 trillion directly into 
sectors such as industry, energy and transport that have a large and lasting 
impact on climate change, biodiversity and local pollution, the report 
said. This level of public investment has huge potential to reorient 
economies towards reducing the toll on the natural environment and 
building low-carbon futures. Although India gained a few ‘green’ points 
for its proposed afforestation measures, it scored minus 60 ‘brown’ 

 
* The 13th Conference of Parties to the International Convention on Migratory Species which 
took place at Gandhinagar in November 2019. 
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points – awarded for environmentally-negative investment – due to its 
decision to support oil and coal, and to fast-track approvals to clear large 
swathes of forest for industry. This seems particularly short-sighted given 
that Covid-19, along with Zika, Aids, Sars and Ebola before it, and 60-
70% of all new diseases that have emerged in humans since 1990,18 
originated in animal populations under conditions of severe 
environmental pressure.  

In both the UK and India, fighting to save special places from 
destruction or neglect, or working to restore species from the brink of 
extinction, is to operate against the constant grinding of a faulty 
machine. The struggle to defend the most important wildlife sites from 
development can seem like a continual conveyor belt of costly and 
divisive battles, which can be comprehensively lost but never 
conclusively won. Stepping outside the daily industry of working 
through one conservation crisis in order to tackle the next has helped 
me realise that we need to rethink the whole model. We are in the midst 
of a global ecological crisis that we now know has created a global health 
crisis; and a global opportunity which must not be squandered by 
political and business leaders blind to its potential. 

 

In the year between my two visits a comprehensive review into the state 
of India’s birdlife was published. Much of what we know about the 
status of wildlife is thanks to decades of data gathered by amateur 
naturalists taking part in organised surveys. For birds in the UK, the 
scale, consistency and quality of annual survey data has reached a level 
where the status of almost any species can be monitored accurately, and 
trends recognised quickly. In the mid-1980s patterns started to emerge: 
plotted species by species, some lines on the graph were dropping 
precipitately, others less sharply, some were stable, and some rising. No 
real surprise there, but once the data were amalgamated into groups, 
two things stood out: the number of species in decline far outweighed 
the number increasing; and birds associated with farmland were 
decreasing fastest of all, much faster than the underlying trend for birds 
as a whole. Until then conservation had seemed like a remote matter 
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with abstract appeal to some; now it was suddenly of direct concern for 
everyone, as the common wildlife of everyday experience went into 
sharp decline.  

The State of India’s Birds19 is the first such assessment for India. It 
considers the status of 867 species using data uploaded by more than 
15,000 birdwatchers to an online platform known as eBird. It reports 
on three indices of status: Long-term Trend in abundance (i.e. over 25+ 
years), Current Annual Trend (averaged over the past 5 years) and 
Distribution Range Size. Of the 261 species with sufficiently good data 
for long-term trends to be determined, 52% have declined since the year 
2000, with 22% declining strongly. 43% of species showed a long-term 
trend that was stable and 5% showed an increasing trend. Current annual 
trends could be estimated for 146 species and of these, nearly 80% are 
declining, with almost 50% declining strongly. Just over 6% are stable 
and 14% increasing. 21% have Restricted or Very Restricted range sizes. 
Such statistics are the mother tongue of my profession, but put simply 
and starkly, 101 Indian bird species are a cause for ‘high concern’.  

The groups showing the greatest decline are birds of prey, 
migratory shorebirds, and highly-adapted habitat specialists which live 
in specific ecosystems. In a pattern that seems to be repeated the world 
over, long-standing concern over the prognosis for rarer species has been 
matched by worrying trends for relatively common and widespread 
birds. As has happened in Europe and North America, the plight of 
biodiversity has become an everyday concern for everyone whose 
experience of nature is becoming more impoverished. 

The authors, drawn from some of India’s leading institutions 
including the Wildlife Institute of India, the Sálim Ali Centre for 
Ornithology and Natural History, the National Centre for Biological 
Sciences and the Bombay Natural History Society have called for 
renewed focus on India’s conservation policy, management and funding 
models in order to protect remaining populations.  

“Birds are excellent indicators of the state of our natural world and 
potent cultural symbols of nature. The report is a significant step forward 
in our understanding of India’s rich and varied biodiversity and its 
conservation,” the report’s authors said.  
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Happily, India’s most revered bird, the peafowl, is bucking the 
trend and has increased dramatically in recent decades. Birds have always 
been central to Indian culture, and both oral and literary traditions 
demonstrate a detailed cultural understanding of their lives. Over 3,000 
years ago, the Yajurveda referred to the habit of the Asian koel of laying 
its eggs in other birds’ nests, the first specific mention in world literature 
of the phenomenon known to scientists as brood parasitism. Even earlier 
literature used the name Anya-Vapa for the koel, which has been 
translated as "that which was raised by others", suggesting that brood 
parasitism, while not referred to directly, was understood a thousand 
years before the Yajurveda. The koel is much loved to this day for its 
song and is revered in the Manusmriti, an ancient decree that protects it 
from harm. The poet Kalidasa noted that koels sang with particular 
abandon at the gathering of the monsoon clouds and so devoted a paean 
to the bird in his epic poem Meghadhoot.  

 

This traditional reverence has meshed seamlessly with an appreciation 
of the role of birds and other wildlife in providing essential services in 
contemporary life. Vultures’ role as scavengers became ever more 
essential as South Asia’s human population burgeoned. Their loss has, as 
I set out in an earlier chapter, been felt across the region and across 
society.* 

The State of India’s Birds renders in stark graphics the apocalyptic 
crash in vulture numbers. Its lists and tables employ a colour-coding 
system that means that the most cursory glance is enough to understand 
the individual trajectories and the collective flow of the birds’ fortunes. 
Against each bird’s name are coloured rectangular symbols, like a 
decorator’s paint swatch. They form three columns, denoting the extent 
of the species’ distribution, the long-term trend in its numbers, and the 
current trend. One vulture, the slender-billed, is restricted in range to a 
relatively small area of the sub-Himalayan north and there is insufficient 
data to make a formal assessment. Next to the names of three others, the 
red-headed, white-rumped and Indian vultures, is a pleasant pinkish 

 
* See chapter 4 
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grey rectangle indicating that their distribution extends over a 
‘moderate’ proportion of the country. It is the long- and short-terms 
trends in their populations that are the cause for greatest concern: ‘strong 
decline’ meriting them symbols the colour of congealing blood.  

The tragedy that is often labelled ‘the Indian Vulture Crisis’ is really 
a South Asian crisis. The Indian populations of vultures are the largest 
in the world, and it is not surprising that India is where the decline was 
first noticed. The social implications, for the Parsi community, for the 
Hindu keepers of cow sheds and, less visibly, for tribal livestock herders 
like the Maldhari, were immediately and deeply felt. But the loss of 
vultures is being felt from Iran to Cambodia and, in an unprecedented 
coalition, any political differences between affected countries have been 
pushed aside in the interests of the region’s vultures. SAVE – Saving 
Asia’s Vultures from Extinction – is an international programme that 
unites scientists and officials from Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, Nepal 
and Pakistan. 

In Nepal, creating the world’s first Vulture Safe Zone at a breeding 
colony close to Chitwan National Park led to an increase in the number 
of nesting birds from 17 to 45 pairs in the first three years. This 
programme first focused on removing all available stocks of veterinary 
diclofenac from within 50km of the breeding colony and replacing it 
with the vulture safe drug meloxicam. This was followed up with an 
extensive awareness programme on the importance of vultures. 
Workshops for farmers, vets and pharmacists spread the word about the 
problems with diclofenac. The final element of the programme is to 
attract vultures into the safe area and to retain those already there. Safe 
food is provided by establishing a cow shelter in the villages surrounding 
the vulture colonies. These farms buy old cattle known to be diclofenac-
free at the end of their working lives. When they die, their carcasses are 
provided to the vultures. 

The pioneering work in Nepal has been followed up with Vulture 
Safe Zones in Gujarat which is particularly important for vultures due 
to the presence of large numbers of cow and animal shelters. These sites 
take in many injured and abandoned animals, and in times of drought 
can hold up to 10,000 cattle and buffalo. Traditionally any animals that 
died were placed out for vultures to feed on. The charities that run them 
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have been quick to stop the use of diclofenac and replace it with 
meloxicam. In Bangladesh, the government has recently gazetted 
Vulture Safe Zones and has started implementing regional, later to be 
national, bans of the unsafe ketoprofen and aceclofenac, having already 
banned diclofenac. Iran banned the drug as long ago as 2015 and reports 
in 2019 suggest the effects are holding up well. A Cambodian ban began 
in July 2019, the Omani ban was announced in December 2020 and 
steps are underway to implement a ban in Saudi Arabia.  

 

However, even the term South Asian Vulture Crisis proves to be a 
misnomer. In February and March 2020 more than 2,000 hooded 
vultures died in a mass poisoning in Guinea-Bissau, pushing the species 
towards the brink of extinction in Africa. Hundreds were found dead 
on the outskirts of two towns, Bafatá and Gabú, 30 miles apart, over a 
two-week period. Early suspicion fell on accidental poisoning by 
strychnine, which is banned in Europe but is widely used in West Africa 
to control the feral dog population around rubbish dumps where 
vultures also feed. However, as more carcasses were found, local people 
noticed that many had been beheaded. Conservationists realised that the 
scale of the deaths pointed to organised crime, supplying a clandestine 
cross-border trade linked to a traditional belief that the head of a vulture 
is a talisman against harm.  

Across Africa, populations of six different species of vulture have 
plummeted in recent years. They are often the innocent victims when 
poisoned baits are used illegally to kill lions, hyenas and other wildlife. 
They are also killed in more cynical fashion, deliberately targeted 
because their rapid arrival in the air above freshly-killed animal carcasses 
can quickly lead police and wildlife rangers to where elephant and rhino 
poachers are operating. In June 2019, 537 vultures of five different 
species were poisoned at elephant carcasses near Chobe national park in 
Botswana.  

Hope for African vultures comes from Asia, from where the 
concept of Vulture Safe Zones is being imported. In a remote corner of 
South Africa’s Northern Cape Province, Tswalu Kalahari Game 
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Reserve covers a vast area of unspoilt wilderness in the heart of the 
Kalahari. Lappet-faced vultures breed on the reserve, and white-backed 
vultures that breed to the north regularly visit the reserve to feed and 
bathe. The reserve has been working closely with BirdLife South Africa 
whose global network – BirdLife International – makes importing 
experience from Asia possible. Measures include fitting powerlines with 
markers and devices to prevent collisions and electrocutions, training 
staff in poison response, avoiding non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
for veterinary purposes, using only lead-free ammunition for hunting or 
culling, ensuring that carcasses put out at vulture restaurants are properly 
vetted, ensuring that poisons are not used to deal with problem animals, 
and safeguarding any vulture nests built on the property.  

Meanwhile, several European governments have taken a backward 
step and licenced veterinary diclofenac. They include Spain, home to 
90% of Europe’s griffon vultures. Conservationists from South East Asia 
to Southern Africa, as well as in Europe itself, have called for global 
solidarity and for Europe to urgently address its own impending vulture 
crisis.  

In India, the vulture is worshipped as Jatayu, the vulture god of the 
epic Ramayana, who died protecting Goddess Sita. Nowhere else, as far 
as I know, are the carrion-eating, image-challenged vultures revered, 
but they may finally become more widely appreciated at least. We must 
hope and trust that this happens before their loss from wider tracts across 
the world forces a reappraisal of their worth. 

 

Thinking, therefore, of possible symbols of Nation Earth: if not the 
vulture, perhaps the bird that, legend has it, inspired the poet Valmiki to 
write Ramayana in the first place. The sarus crane (the English name 
comes from the Hindi sāras and the Sanskrit sarasa or ‘lake-bird’) pairs 
for life and is a symbol of marital virtue. Valmiki was so angered at 
witnessing a hunter killing a sarus crane and widowing its partner that 
he was inspired to write the 24,000-verse epic. There are fifteen species 
of crane in the world, found on all inhabited continents except South 
America, where their closest relatives are the trumpeters. Grey-winged 
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trumpeters are easily tamed and are kept as pets by tribespeople, who 
appreciate their snake-killing and watchdog qualities. If we include it as 
an honorary member, then perhaps this one family is the most widely 
appreciated of all, from Siberia to Australia, from Norway to South 
Africa, from Canada to Brazil. 

 

I have returned to the shade of the one lakh hawthorn leaves in the 
corner of the field next to my house, to contemplate my own close 
connection to the family of cranes. Summer is passing. The young 
sycamore seems to be a few inches taller; its leaves are larger, darker and 
tougher. The shadows they throw onto their neighbours are no longer 
sharp and vivid, and instead the eye is drawn into the dark interior of 
the wood. The season of the longhorn moth seems to be over. Perhaps, 
somewhere in the longer grass, the tanglier briar or the deeper shade of 
the field edge, the zebra-back spider hunts still. Or perhaps her febrile 
life has been snuffed out in the throat of a wren.  

With me is the black notebook, the one I consulted before my 
return to Mumbai, containing the notes I had written during the 
previous visit. There are some neglected pages, dated 29 October 2019: 
Manisha and I had finished our work in Gir, but rather than head north 
back to Rajkot, we drove north-west to Porbandar, birthplace of 
Mohandas K. Gandhi. There we collected a young post-grad, Dhaval 
Vargiya, and turned back east out of town into the Mokarsagar wetland 
complex. 

I hadn’t expected it to be a working visit, so at this point my 
notebook becomes simply a list of the birds we saw. It wasn’t until 
lunchtime, when we were joined in a small restaurant by three 
journalists, that I appreciated that there was a purpose to our 
birdwatching: to make the case for official recognition of Mokarsagar as 
a wetland of international importance. Although Manisha and Dhaval 
weren’t necessarily to know, an earlier phase of my career involved 
exactly that: advocating for wetland conservation and their designation 
under international law. As luck would have it, therefore, I was able to 
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speak with some authority. A glance at my notebook was authority 
enough, though.*  

Against the names of some species, whose numbers were 
uncountable in the time available, I simply wrote the word abundant. 
They included the spot-billed duck, the Indian purple swamphen, coots, 
shovelers and the ubiquitous black drongo. Those whose numbers I 
could reasonably estimate are enumerated in round figures: 500 great 
white pelicans, 100 marsh harriers, 1000 greater flamingos. Apex 
predators were a sign of the abundance of lives below them in the 
pyramid: two greater spotted eagles, a peregrine, a red-necked falcon, a 
kestrel and, glimpsed briefly as it disappeared among the reeds, a jungle 
cat. It was far from a systematic survey, as we were travelling across one 
small part of the wetland, with most of the habitat hidden from our view 
or its birds obscured by the distant haze. But the impression our short 
traversal left of Mokarsagar being an area of global significance was 
indelible. Even the airspace above the water was an indicator: constantly 
threaded-through by insectivorous birds, weaving complex patterns 
with their flightpaths: whiskered terns, green bee-eaters, blue-tailed 
bee-eaters, isabelline shrikes, isabelline wheatears, drongos, stonechats, 
rollers and five species of swallows, the sheer number and variety a sign 
of the quality of the land and water beneath. 

All birdwatchers have their favourites and their targets. I was 
hopeful of seeing the demoiselle crane, the smallest and most delicate 
member of the family that the American author Peter Matthiessen called 
the Birds of Heaven, and a species I had never seen. It was still relatively 
early in the autumn, and the demoiselles have a journey of fearsome 
infamy to negotiate. Breeding in the grasslands of Mongolia, they 
migrate south into India reaching altitudes of 26,000 feet as they cross 
the Himalaya. Their name in many north Indian languages, Koonj, is 
sometimes used figuratively for a person a long way from home. When 

 
* See photo section. At the time of writing, the Mokarsagar wetlands remain undesignated and 
therefore vulnerable to the myriad threats that afflict such places around the world. These 
include infilling for urbanisation, drainage for agriculture and pollution by urban wastewater 
and agricultural run-off. As well as being a vital haven for waterbirds and other biodiversity, 
including migratory populations that do not belong to Gujarat and India alone, coastal 
wetlands invariably have a high economic value. Such roles include buffering the coast from 
storm and flood damage, harbouring fisheries and providing nursery habitat for marine fish, 
among many others. 
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they arrive at Khichan, a village of about 7,000 people in Rajasthan, the 
Jain community there are waiting.  

In the 1970s, Ratan Lal Maloo took over the daily task of putting 
out grain for the wildlife that inhabited the village, mainly pigeons, 
sparrows and squirrels. All were appreciated and loved by the villagers, 
but when the occasional peacock called in, it would of course merit a 
few minutes more admiration. One September, a dozen demoiselle 
cranes appeared in the area, visiting the farmland around Khichan, 
where they lived by gleaning grain spilt in the fields. Then one day, the 
cranes joined the other birds feeding in the village itself. They were early 
migrants, but later in the autumn their presence attracted more. By 
winter, there were around a hundred, who stayed until March; the 
following year they returned, their numbers having grown to 150. As 
the cranes increased in number each year, the local dogs also gathered 
in search of easy prey, so Ratan Lal asked the community to allot him 
some land on the outskirts of the village. Some of the villagers joined 
him in building a chugga ghar – a bird feeding home – within a securely 
fenced-off compound. Several Jain traders supported the initiative by 
supplying grain, and eventually the site became one of the demoiselle 
cranes’ main migration destinations. By 2010, the number of cranes 
visiting Khichan was estimated at 15,000, consuming three tons of grain 
a day.  

 

In the distant heat haze, close to the horizon, we saw a skein of birds. 
Under such conditions, all we could be sure of was that they were large, 
grey and in a well-organised flock. Greylag geese, perhaps, if not cranes 
of one species or another. Gradually they came closer, and eventually 
passed us at 100 yards distance, but against the light. Closer to, the group 
resolved into several small skeins of 50 to 100 birds at a time. I could 
hear a familiar call: the haunting, human-like cry that carries far in places 
such as this – common or Eurasian crane. It is a bird I have come to 
love, but it was not the new species I was hoping for. Then I noticed 
that this call was coming from a group that had broken away. They 
seemed larger and more powerful than the rest of the flock, and we did 
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indeed have two different types of crane before us. Eventually we agreed 
on a total – about 70 common cranes and 500 of the more delicate 
demoiselles. My view of the demoiselles was compromised by the harsh 
light, but good enough to note their svelte proportions, rounder heads 
and daintier bills. For Manisha and Dhaval, the common cranes were 
just as interesting. As The State of India’s Birds would highlight a few 
months later, it is a species whose Indian populations have been in severe 
long-term decline, particularly worrying given that it has otherwise 
enjoyed a global resurgence. It is a sign of the fragility of India’s wetland 
resource, and just one reason for protecting places like Mokarsagar. 

 

I also have with me my book20 The Long Spring, to remind me of earlier 
encounters with cranes. In 2016 I travelled north from the North 
African coast, starting in the first days of February, the very start of the 
Mediterranean spring. By the end of May I reached the Arctic coast of 
north Norway. At each stage of my journeys I had kept pace with the 
arrival of spring and discovered that one measure of the progress of the 
season, is the presence of common cranes. I first saw them, the book 
reminds me, on 20 February on the stony steppe of La Serena, Spain, 
where for the cranes, far from their breeding grounds, it was still winter:  

With the sky still deeply blue and the unrisen sun casting a soft 
light at anything that flies at height, eight ravens appear from the 
south, from over the Sierra de Tiros and into the air above La 
Serena. Like the cranes that were passing over when I arrived at 
dusk last night, and following the same path, they are heard long 
before they appear in the sky: a soft croak, deep pitched but with 
a high, stony note embedded in it. …The first skein of cranes, 
thirty birds, appears in the north-western sky, making the reverse 
journey, returning to the dehesas to feed. Their rough, brassy 
reveille signals the end of the dawn.  

In mid-April I was in the Fens of eastern England, where there had been 
no cranes for some four hundred years. I lay under the cold night sky, 
listening to the sound of the marshes, when at about eleven…  
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…a call from across the moon-silvered meadows seals the day. A 
crane, the bird that most symbolises the great natural wealth lost 
to the drainage of the fens, lets fly a single, long, loud and 
multiphonic signal, like the end of a shift. Absent from the fens 
and from the UK since the 1600s, they have returned to eastern 
England, and their numbers are slowly climbing.  

Cranes have now spread north to breed in Scotland. The recolonisation, 
if that is what it is, began in the year I passed through, and only a few 
miles off my route across Aberdeenshire, although I didn’t know it at 
the time. They must have been there in mediaeval times, too, because 
at the wooded edge of Loch Kinord, in one place the trees open out 
and give way to a few acres of rushy pasture. Its name is Bogingore, the 
little bog of the crane.  

I watched them arrive in southern Sweden in late April:  

They are close together, but seem to be dancing to themselves, 
paying no attention to one another. One bows low to pluck 
some grass, its wings flapping loosely; one flaps its wings with 
just enough down-thrust to make its jump a slow-motion one, 
springing up each time it lands, and completing a circle in four 
twisting jumps; one jumps and flaps in order to stick its legs out 
horizontally; two flap their wings without becoming airborne at 
all, simply running for ten or twenty yards. Then suddenly they 
stop, and feed together peacefully for a few minutes.  

By then, they had arrived in the land of their summer, and the dancing 
was their instinctive response to spring’s own arrival. Dancing is an 
addiction that afflicts cranes of every species the world over. This, along 
with their height and stance, and their mezzo-soprano voice, must be 
what bonds them automatically to the peoples with whom they share 
their homes. Later, I saw two cranes in a field, which was edged by a 
dark, dense spruce plantation. They called in unison, and I heard the 
sound echo off the spruce trunks, reminding me of Baswenaazhi. It is 
the name given by the Ojibwe Native Americans to the sandhill crane, 
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and to one of five clans into which the people are traditionally divided. 
It means ’echo-maker’, and the echo is as much a totem as is its maker.  

 

In the UK, the common crane is a symbol of conservation success. The 
great wetland drainage schemes of the seventeenth century delivered the 
death knell to a species already diminished by hunting since mediaeval 
times. Now, with many of the remaining areas of bog, fen and marsh 
carefully protected, when a small number returned to breed in Norfolk 
in 1979, conditions were right for their slow recolonisation, later 
boosted by a reintroduction scheme based at the Somerset Levels.  

Other species are just as much symbols of conservation challenge – 
if one is to avoid the word failure – and remain critically endangered, 
not least the Siberian crane. This bird formerly spent the winter in India, 
from Gujarat to Bihar, before dwindling to a single site, Keoladeo 
National Park in Rajasthan. The Indian wintering grounds were in turn 
only a fragment of a range that once stretched from the Nile to the 
Yangtze. As the species declined, it became apparent that it comprised 
three distinct populations, all breeding in the remote Arctic tundra, and 
wintering in distinct western (lately confined to Iran), central (India) and 
eastern (China) groups. More recent research shows that the breeding 
population is similarly split three ways. Or rather, was. The central 
population appears to have died out in 2002, the year a single last bird 
was recorded in Keoladeo. That year, only four of the western group 
were known to remain, soon to dwindle to just one. Since 2009, when 
the last known female died in a storm, a lone male Siberian crane has 
returned to its wintering grounds in Iran’s Fereydunkenar wetlands near 
the Caspian Sea. The local people call him Omid, meaning ‘Hope’. As 
I write this, Omid is hopefully somewhere in Russia, having left Iran 
on 27 February 2020* and been seen passing through Azerbaijan a few 
days later.  

Hope for the species as a whole rests with the 3,600-strong eastern 
group, most of which spend the winter at Poyang Lake in Jiangxi, 
China. The erratically fluctuating water levels in the lake are at the 

 
* Update: Omid returned to Iran on 4 November 2020 
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mercy of the Three Gorges Dam upstream. It stores a mass of water so 
colossal that, so it is calculated, it has started to flatten the sphere of the 
Earth and slow its rotation. While the planet’s human inhabitants may 
not sense their lives changed by such microscopic alterations, the 
Siberian crane may, by its absence, come to symbolise the inept 
planetary tinkering that seems to come with superpower grandstanding. 

So it is a hopeful thought that it should be in North America where, 
living alongside the sandhill crane with its totemic status among the First 
Nations, the striking white, red-crowned, whooping crane has returned 
from the brink of extinction. And that this is thanks to tough Federal 
conservation measures mandated by the Endangered Species Act, 
brought into law in 1973 by President Richard Nixon. The population 
crashed from an estimated 10,000 or more birds that lived in North 
America prior to the arrival of Europeans, to 1300-1400 birds by 1870, 
due to a combination of hunting and habitat loss. They reached a low 
point of 15 adults in 1938 in a single migratory flock and about thirteen 
others in a non-migratory population in Louisiana; but after a hurricane 
in 1940 this sedentary group would never again reproduce in the wild. 
In 1941 there were 21 wild and two captive whooping cranes left. 
Protection of the breeding grounds in Alberta, Canada, and the one 
remaining wintering area, Aransas in Texas, helped guarantee the birds 
would be safe at the two ends of their annual migration. On route, a 
hunting ban was enforced and the population has now climbed to over 
500, with a second breeding population in Wisconsin. Drought in 
Texas, exacerbated by water abstraction, is a long-term threat, but the 
Endangered Species Act has allowed environmental groups to sue the 
water authorities and costly remedies are being imposed. It was the 
‘whooper’ that inspired the Act in the first place, and 1500 species that 
come under its protection, including 79 species whose survival prospects 
have been decisively improved,21 can be said to be direct beneficiaries 
of the great white bird.  

But does our home planet really need symbols to remind us of its 
fragility and of the interconnectedness of humanity’s and nature’s future? 
Nor should we need texts on the scale of the great Sanskrit epics to do 
justice to the unity-in-complexity that the 21st century craves. I like to 
think that there is still enough hope and enough resourcefulness that we 
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can regain that unity, and navigate that complexity. There is usually a 
line somewhere in Shakespeare that can be called upon in times like 
these. Perhaps this one from Troilus and Cressida:22 

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin. 
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PRAISE FOR FRAMING NATURE 

Read Laurence Rose’s book; it will be worth your time. Almost every one of 
Rose’s pages here are deep sourced and expertly informed, but also enamoured 
of their subjects, with every one being locally witnessed, and beautifully placed. 
– Tim Dee, Caught by the River 

 

Gives full rein to Rose’s lyrical prose – Mark Cocker, New Statesman 

 

Rose has a knack of observing a whole landscape. While his focus may be on 
individual species, his keen gaze takes in all sorts of details, making this a 
fascinating read for anyone with an interest in any aspect of the natural world. – 
Matt Merritt, Bird Watching Magazine 

 

Laurence Rose’s book is a thoughtful and well-informed look at nature 
conservation in the UK and every few pages I was thinking ‘That’s a very good 
point’ or ‘That’s an interesting way of putting it – and true too!’ or ‘I’d never 
thought of it that way’. – Mark Avery 

 

PRAISE FOR THE LONG SPRING 

“No book has made me want to sprout wings and fly quite like Laurence Rose's 
modern classic as it chronicles nature's progress from winter slumber to verdant 
awakening in language so beautiful it sings.” –  Stuart Winter, Sunday Express 

 

“As a detailed primer to the world above our heads, The Long Spring makes for 
an inspiring, eye-opening read. And Rose is as affable and informed a guide as 
you could hope for.” –  Oliver Balch, The Spectator 

 

“Rose is excellent on the science that informs our understanding ... His ear for 
the sounds of birds is exceptional, while his ability to render their spring songs in 
precise language is among the foremost pleasures of the book. 
Impressive.” –  Mark Cocker, New Statesman 

 

“I will dip into The Long Spring for years to come, to sit with the author in 
some out of the way edgeland in Europe, marvelling at the many delights that fill 
the air, and learning more about this quirky, richly rewarding 
continent.” –  Mary Colwell 


